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This thesis examines the expression of consumer behavior and choice through the 
ceramic assemblage from the Raddin-Badgley house site, a late-18th to mid-19th-century rural 
homestead located in Berkeley Heights, Union County, New Jersey. Emphasis is placed on the 
ceramic assemblage recovered from a 4- by 5-meter (13- by 16-foot) cellar hole, the primary 
feature remaining from the homestead. The analysis was focused on answering three questions. 
First, how does the ceramic assemblage reflect consumer behavior over time from the earliest 
period of occupation to the latest? Second, how does the ceramic assemblage reflect the 
consumption behaviors of specific individuals or family lifecycles? And third, how does the 
ceramic assemblage reflect the social and economic changes resulting from the establishment of 
Feltville, the industrial community founded nearby in 1845.  
Excavation of the cellar hole was carried out from the summer of 1999 to the summer of 
2004 by staff and students of the Feltville Archaeology Project (FAP) of Montclair State 
University. An inventory of the ceramic sherds from the cellar hole was compiled and fragments 
were refitted to create a list of unique ceramic vessels for a minimum vessel count. Information 
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was collected about vessel form, ware, decoration and stratigraphic context. A historic context 
was developed through histories and primary documents relating to the communities of Peter’s 
Hill and New Providence, originally called Turkey, and historical documentation relating to the 
occupants of the house were gathered including historic maps, census records, marriage and 
death records, deeds, and wills. The sherds and unique vessels were sorted according to 
diagnostic type, function, and context to identify significant patterns. Various forms of analyses 
were conducted including a test of the stratigraphic model using diagnostic types and burned 
sherds and comparison of the latest stratigraphic context, the cellar floor assemblage, with 
stratigraphic contexts representing earlier occupational phases.  
The resultant data indicated that the Raddin family did conform to regional trends in 
consumer behavior. In terms of household lifecycles, the majority of the remains seem to date to 
the Hannah and William Raddin phase of occupation (1806-1832), a time when the household 
was largest and full of children. Finally, there is some indication that the occupant’s economic 
situation was improving in the last household lifecycle and that their consumer choices changed 
dramatically. This is interpreted by the author as reflecting the establishment of Feltville within 
the community and the trend toward an increase of material culture resulting from the growth of 
the market globally and the improved access to goods and services regionally. Specific items are 
associated with Hannah Raddin/Badgley and Phebe Raddin through the increase in the number 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
 
From 1996 to 2005 Montclair State University held an annual archaeological field school 
at the National Register of Historic Places Historic District of Feltville/Glenside Park (Figure 1).  
In 1998, the Feltville Archaeological Project (FAP) was founded by Matthew Tomaso and 
Stanley Walling. The field school continued to operate as part of the FAP until 2005.  The FAP 
focused on questions relating to the geographical and archaeological manifestations of the social 
and economic changes that occurred in the village of Feltville, including the earliest years of 
colonial settlement, the establishment of a planned industrial community, Feltville, the 
adaptation of the village into an Adirondack-style resort in the late 19th century, and finally the 
village’s use as relief housing during the Great Depression (Tomaso et. al. 2006).   
The Raddin-Badgley house site was discovered in 1998 following a tree-fall that exposed 
its foundation. Excavation of the site was undertaken by myself and others as part of the FAP 
from 1999 to 2004.  Preliminary artifact analyses suggested an occupation stretching from the 
late-18th century to mid-19th century. The recovery of a significant amount of burned items 
within the cellar hole, including floor boards, indicated that the house burned with much of its 
contents inside.  Census records, historic maps, and genealogy led the team of researchers to 
determine that the house was occupied by three successive generations of the Raddin family 
from approximately 1775 to the 1850s. The house is depicted on two historic maps (Littell 1845 
and Sydney 1850) and is accounted for in the 1830, 1840, and 1850 census records but is absent 
from the 1860 census, marking 1860 as the definitive end of the house’s occupation period. The 
site is significant as an archaeological resource for a number of reasons. First, for its nearly-100 




Figure 1: Location of the Raddin-Badgley House Site (Drawing by Matthew S. Tomaso, 2002) 
 
through Lucretia Latetia Willcocks;  Second, the material remains from the cellar hole have the 
potential to offer a unique “snapshot” into the daily life of the occupants of the house because of 
the house’s sudden abandonment. Third, the site possessed stratigraphic integrity allowing for 
delineation of the strata. And finally, the last period of the house’s occupation overlaps with a 
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very interesting and well-documented period in the community’s history, the establishment of 
the planned industrial village of Feltville, built around a publishing and book binding factory 
owned and operated by David Felt. 
From the late 18th century to the early 19th century in the northeastern United States 
industrialization, improvements in transportation, population growth, and the growth of the 
market economy transformed society.  Historian Walter Licht described industrialization as “the 
general shift from agriculture to manufacture, the rapid and widespread adoption of mechanical 
means of production and inanimate forms of energy, the spread of the wage labor system, and the 
coming of large factories” (1995).  Licht saw industrialization as both a “product and then an 
agent of change” that was “spawned by increasing market activity, but in turn…spurred more 
market activity and created social problems which demanded superintendency of politics and 
economy” (1995, pp. xvii).  Leone and Potter summed up the effect of the growth and expansion 
of industrialization as having been physical (in how people structured their surroundings), 
economical (in how people acquired and selected material goods), and ideological (in how 
people saw themselves) (1999).   
Recently historians have cautioned those who would apply this narrative to all members 
of society living in the city and country during this period because primary records and personal 
accounts from the period have shown that while these changes were taking hold in urban areas, 
much of the countryside remained relatively untouched by industry and its secondary effects 
(Licht 1999; Larkin 1988, 1999, and 2006).  Farming, folk crafts, and small family owned 
businesses remained prominent in the country (Licht 1995, pp. xv-xvii).   Archaeologists have 
found material evidence that shows how life was changing for individuals within agrarian 
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communities. Those living far away from city centers were not fully isolated from the markets 
and were increasingly affected by the material, economic, social, and ideological changes taking 
place in the urban centers.  The economic boost experienced by families in the countryside as a 
result of the growth of the market led to their increased participation in the market and their 
increased buying power and roles as consumers (Baugher and Venables 1994).   
Much research in historical archaeology has centered on how the coming of industry 
changed American life in the urban setting as well as in the countryside (Deetz 1977; Leone and 
Potter 1999; Paynter 1988). Archaeologists and historians have observed that material culture 
expanded rapidly and broadly in the late 18th century.  Every class of people became consumers 
as a result of the explosion of commodities during the Industrial Revolution, and the set of 
behaviors associated with this new pattern of consumption have become of great interest to 
scholars over the last four decades (South 1977; Miller 1980; Klein and LeeDecker 1991; 
Mullins 2011).  
 One of the theories forming the foundation of this and many other archaeological studies 
in consumption is that our personally and communally held ideals guide our actions and for that 
reason our ideals are made manifest in the material, therefore ideology is recognizable through 
the archaeological record (Leone and Potter 1978). Consumer choice is driven not only by 
economic but also social factors (Henry 1991). Archaeologists, particularly historical 
archaeologists, with their census tracts, wills, and probate inventories, have a uniquely grounded 
perspective by which to interpret the material remains of consumption.  Historical archaeologists 
have utilized specific categories of archaeological remains, such as faunal remains and ceramics, 
to address questions of consumer choice. These categories of archaeological remains are 
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especially well suited to the task of teasing out consumer choices and behaviors relating to a 
particular family or individual because they are typically acquired and used by one family unit at 
the home (LeeDecker 1991; Reitz 1994; Spencer-Wood and Heberling 1994).  
 Over the last four decades, historical archaeologists have approached the topic of 
consumption in many ways. Some have conducted inter-site comparisons and some have utilized 
ceramic price indexes along with the documentary record to scale sites by socio-economic status 
based on the value of the ceramic remains (Miller 1980; Spencer-Wood 1994). Inter-site 
comparisons have been useful for identifying similar and conflicting patterns of consumer 
behaviors among multiple groups of varying status, ethnicity, and gender (Wall 1994b; Spencer-
Wood ed.1994).  
At the heart of these investigations are a number of questions. One is how consumer 
choice, materially represented in the archaeological record, reflects the ideals and sensibilities of 
people of the lower, middle, and upper classes over time and throughout a period of tremendous 
economic growth and cultural change in the country (Mullins 2004; Matthews 2010; Johnson 
1996; Mrozowski 2006; Paynter 1988). Another question is how not just class, but also gender, 
race, and ethnicity affected choice and how that has changed over time. Ceramics, associated 
with a single domestic unit, are especially well suited to these questions if one provides a 
detailed contextual analysis through both historical documentation and archaeological data 
(Groover 2001; 2005). Under careful analyses the artifacts of a single household have the 
potential to bridge the gap between the outside world; the market, and the household as the 





The penetration of the market into the homes of every class of people in America by the 
early 19th century is evidenced by the presence of so many mass-produced items recovered at 
archaeological sites. This is certainly the case for the Raddin-Badgley house site which 
contained, among other things, a large quantity of imported English ceramics despite its very 
rural and remote location within central New Jersey. The theoretical premise of this thesis 
focuses on a number of themes that have been common in recent studies of consumption. First is 
how have the large-scale economic and social changes associated with the Industrial Revolution 
and the growth of the market affected the behavior of individuals who occupied the Raddin-
Badgley house site and to what degree are those behaviors reflected in the ceramic material 
remains.  
 Three successive generations of the Raddin family occupied the site through a period of 
tremendous industrial and technological change, expansion of transportation networks, and 
population growth and the founding of a model industrial and agrarian village nearby.  When 
David Felt built the village that would become known as Feltville, and when railroads connected 
nearby Summit and Murray Hill to developing industrial and population centers , the rural  
community of Peter’s Hill became connected to urban centers and the market as never before.   
At this time, few publications exist to address consumer trends at late-18th- to mid-19th-
century rural homesteads in central New Jersey. The Raddin-Badgley house site offers a unique 
opportunity to study change over time through successive generations of one family. Through 
analysis of the ceramic assemblage from the Raddin-Badgley house site, within the framework of 
consumer choice, it will be possible to determine whether the Raddin family conformed to broad 
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trends in consumer behavior.  Informed by the historical record as well as data from other inter-
site comparisons and case studies carried out from the site’s period of occupation, I hope to 
develop a picture of the consumption practices of the occupants over time and to investigate the 
factors that may have influenced their choices.  
As a secondary goal I would also look for indicators of personal choice by individual 
occupants. I would look to identify objects that represent behaviors that may have been unique to 
a particular individual or group of individuals who occupied the house. Events documented in 
the historical records such as the death or addition of family members and the replacement of one 
head of house with another can be referred to as the houses’ lifecycles and I believe that through 
careful analysis it may be possible to determine whether behaviors changed or remained the 
same and to assign certain objects or classes of objects to the actions of specific individuals.   
Finally, I aim to identify indications of changes in behavior among the occupants of the 
Raddin-Badgley house site relating to the establishment of Feltville a short distance from the 
site. The Raddins were tied to the village through Jeremiah Raddin, Felt’s coach driver and 
Hannah’s eldest son, as well as through at least two factory workers who were tenants in the 
house for a time. Using what is known about the material culture recovered from the village, I 
would look for evidence of similar behaviors or reactions to those behaviors.  
Expected Results 
 
 In this thesis, I aim to uncover, through analysis of the ceramic remains from the Raddin-
Badgley house site and aided by historical research, evidence of the occupants’ adherence to 
trends in consumer behavior, evidence of behaviors unique to a specific individual or household 
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lifecycle, and indicators of the establishment of Feltville within the community. Following a 
discussion of the theoretical framework I have used to build my thesis I will apply it to the 
results of my analysis. First, I expect the data will confirm that the house in fact was occupied 
from approximately 1775 to 1860 and that the occupation ended as the result of a very 
destructive fire. I also expect that patterns of consumer behavior will have changed over time and 
that will be reflected in the ceramic remains. I expect that the household lifecycle, changes in 
head of house and specific events that occurred within the family, including marriages, deaths, 
etc., are likely to have resulted in changes in behaviors that are observable in the archaeological 
record. Finally, I expect that the development of Feltville will have had an effect upon the 
Raddin-Badgley household in ways that will be observable within the assemblage.  
Should I find evidence of adherence to the trends I have mentioned or of the events 
documented in the historical record, I intend to use the historical record to attempt to theorize 
about the motivation behind that change in behavior. If the archaeological record does not 
conform to expected trends in consumer behavior I would discuss the possible reasons for this. It 
is possible that specific events led to acquisition of certain items, or that availability was a factor 
in limiting access to certain goods. Using the information gathered from my research I will 
attempt to explain any anomalous results.  
Thesis Organization 
 
 This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter two provides an overview of the 
historic archaeological literature to outline contributions that have been made by others in the 
field of historic archaeology, focusing specifically on the use of ceramic assemblages and 
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historical documentation to tell the story of domestic archaeological sites. A review of theories 
that have been employed to explain consumer behavior and motivations for the acquisition and 
use of ceramic materials at domestic sites provides a framework for analysis of the Raddin-
Badgley ceramics (e.g. LeeDecker 1987, Henry 1991; Mullins 2011; Hodges 2014). Also 
reviewed are studies that have been conducted over the years on family lifecycle and how the 
size of the family and the different incomes and spending patterns of successive generations may 
be reflected in the archaeological record (e.g. LeeDecker et al. 1987; Klein and LeeDecker 1991, 
Groover 2001).  
 Chapter three covers the history and geographical setting of the Raddin-Badgley house 
site. I provide an overview of the history of the original settlement, specifically Turkey, later 
renamed New Providence as well as a review of what is known about the Felt-era. Chapter four 
focuses on work conducted on the sites over the past two decades and the preliminary results of 
archaeological investigations at Raddin-Badgley as well as the results of a faunal analysis that 
was conducted by a former FAP staff member in 2005.  
 Chapter five covers the methodology I used to carry out my analysis starting with the 
theoretical basis from which I selected my particular methods, followed by a discussion of the 
processes for cataloguing the material, identifying unique vessels, sorting the data by 
depositional contexts, diagnostic types, and functional classes. Chapter six covers the results of 
the analysis. This chapter includes a synthesis of the ceramics data with the historic 
documentation. Tables, figures and descriptions are provided for the data. 
 Chapter seven is the concluding chapter of this thesis. Returning to my research goals I 
consider whether the data has provided evidence of the occupant’s level of adherence to 
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documented sociocultural trends, of evidence for behaviors that can be attributed to specific 
individuals or family life cycles, and of the presence of Feltville within the community. I also 
discuss future avenues of research that would contribute to knowledge about the Raddin-Badgley 




















Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
 The period from the late 18th century to the late 19th century saw many social and 
cultural transformations. The period is marked by tremendous population growth, expanding 
transportation networks, widening distribution of newspapers and books, and a general 
improvement in the quality of life for the lower and middle classes. The Industrial Revolution, 
roughly occurring between the early 18th century and the mid-19th century, saw industrialists 
replacing merchants as the dominant participants in the market, which led to a decline in 
traditional crafts.   Industrial capitalism is characterized by factory systems of manufacture 
utilizing division of labor and routinization of tasks, and increased availability and volume of 
goods resulted in changes in material culture in the United States and other industrializing 
nations (Johnson 1996; Matthews 2010).  Many communities, like New Providence, New Jersey, 
witnessed a shift over this period from a fairly insulated rural farming community to a 
community with greater ethnic diversity, increased manufacturing and trade, and strong market 
ties to urban centers.    
 Archaeologists have long striven to take scatters of discarded everyday objects and use 
them to tell a story of social change (Deetz 1996). Historical archaeologists benefit from the use 
of historical documentation in their analyses, which provides valuable context to their material 
collections as well as complimentary and parallel data with which to compare the archaeological 
record. For the past four decades many historical archaeologists have focused on consumer 
behavior as a way to interpret domestic archaeological sites. In its most rudimentary form, 
consumption is the acquisition, use, and discard of material goods. The single household unit has 
been recognized as the most useful basic analytical unit for consumption studies because the 
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artifacts recovered from a yard or house site are readily associated with the household in general 
and the individuals within the household (LeeDecker 1994).   
Consumer choice studies in historical archaeology developed in the 1970s as a way of 
interpreting status at archaeological sites.  Early research such as that carried out by John 
Solomon Otto at the Cannon’s Point Plantation in Georgia characterized status as a hierarchical 
system with discernable patterns in the archaeological record (Otto 1975, 1977; Mullins 2011).  
Through his analysis he was able to identify clear differences between the ceramic assemblages 
associated with high, middle, and low status groups at the site, leading to a deeper understanding 
of social dynamics in that time period and providing a case study for future inter-site 
comparisons (1975).  
George Miller also explored the possibility of determining status from ceramic 
assemblages through the development of ceramic “index values” (1980; 1991). His indices were 
developed by studying 19th-century documents such as price-fixing lists, account books, potter’s 
invoices, bills of lading, and newspaper advertisements. These records made it possible to 
quantify the value of any assemblage and compare it to assemblages from other sites of the same 
period. Miller’s analysis was based on the theory that the indices could help to determine the 
average expenditure made on particular items found within an assemblage to infer the social 
status or class of the individuals who purchased the items. Although ceramic economic scaling 
allows for comparison of sites among functionally comparable items, Miller himself warned that 
indices should be informed by the documentary record and should consider market accessibility 
among other complex factors (Miller and Hurry 1983).   
Many historical archaeologists have used Miller’s indices to carry out inter-site 
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comparisons in an effort to identify patterns of behavior and universal factors influencing 
consumer choice (Spencer-Wood 1987; Wall 1994b; etc.). Suzanne Spencer-Wood’s edited 
volume Consumer Choice in Historical Archaeology (1987) contains many examples of inter-
site investigations relying on certain categories of artifacts, most often ceramics and faunal 
remains. Collectively, the goal of the volume was to understand “why goods of differing quality 
or price were selected for acquisition and archaeological deposition by different cultural 
subgroups in a market economy” (Spencer-Wood 1987: 9). The contributions in this volume 
offered evidence to support the theory that social class is most strongly correlated with 
occupation and that particular patterns of behavior correlate strongly with socioeconomic status.  
Within the inter-site comparative framework, the volume demonstrated that although 
archaeological patterns are often related to social stratification, the relationship is not constant 
and should not be expected at all sites (Spencer-Wood 1987).  
Explanations for patterns that diverge from the expected are offered, including religious 
and moral concerns, market access, ethnicity, gender, and historical events. Spencer-Wood’s 
own contribution to the volume argued for teaware and coffeeware as the best indicators of 
socioeconomic status because they exhibited the strongest correlation with occupational status. 
She inferred from this observation that the tea ceremony was an activity upon which individuals 
demonstrated or strived for social standing (Spencer-Wood 1987). Subsequent work addressing 
the importance of the tea ceremony has been carried out by Diana diZerega Wall and others 
(Beaudry et al. 1991; Wall 1994a and b; Cook et al. 1996) 
In the 1990s, the consumer choice theoretical framework was expanded, building upon 
previous work but incorporating more themes and suggesting more approaches to interpreting 
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material remains. Many historical archaeologists incorporated sociological and historical data 
such as probate inventories and household budget surveys, when available, to enable more 
meaningful interpretations of observed patterns of behavior in the archaeological record (Henry 
1991; Klein 1991; Klein and LeeDecker 1991). Cook, Yamin, and McCarthy (1996) argued that 
the focus on socioeconomic status in earlier consumption studies failed to look at consumption 
on its own as a meaningful act. They emphasized individual agency and the symbolic nature of 
shopping, arguing that any study of consumption must “by necessity concern itself with the 
concrete and specific instances in which meanings are expressed and interpreted by socially 
motivated actors” (Cook et al. 1996:52).  
Studies, such as Barbara Little’s work on post-Industrial sites addressed the 
underrepresented role of women as “muted” groups whom, she posits, chose to embrace or reject 
dominant ideology (Little 1997). Wurst and McGuire (1999) approached consumption as a 
process of social production and reproduction which is driven by choice and influenced by power 
relations. This greater emphasis on the social context and symbolic acts allowed for an 
understanding of consumption that was much more nuanced than previous works had achieved 
(Wurst and McGuire 1999).  The definition for consumption had been broadened to include the 
symbolic; as Mullins puts it, “the acquisition of things to confirm, display, accent, mask, and 
imagine who we are and whom we wish to be” (2011:2). 
 Many scholars have interpreted consumption in terms of efforts by individuals and 
communities to achieve “refinement” through a mastery of codes of conduct, adoption of specific 
personal behavior, and possession of a class of objects as they strive toward “gentility” 
(Bushman 1992; Pogue 2001; Hodge 2014). Dennis Pogue argued for a “consumer revolution” 
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explanatory model, originally proposed by Cary Carson (1994) that points to the colonial period 
as the beginning of the rise of consumerism and the foundations of the middle-class. He argued 
that changes in social norms occurred as the rising middle-class, buoyed by economic prosperity 
in the Colonial period, attempted to secure status through conspicuous display of material goods. 
He points, specifically, to the ascent of teaware as the dominant vessel type in archaeological 
assemblages by the early-18th century as an example of class-based emulation.  
Christina Hodge took a unique approach to consumption in her book Consumerism and 
the Emergence of the Middle Class in Colonial America. Hodge (2014) carried out an extensive 
analysis of artifacts recovered from a middle-class shopkeeper’s home in Newport, Road Island 
dating to the first half of the 18th century. She argued that “the study of dominant structures of 
capitalism remains a homogenizing approach” which produces “a top-heavy view of eighteenth-
century merchants, manufacturers and elites as cultural agents, while obscuring middling and 
lower sorts as subjects” (Hodge 2014:7). Not wishing to focus on traditional themes, Hodge set 
out instead to develop a framework for understanding the Georgian idea of gentility from the 
perspective of the “middling sort.” The term “middling sort” was used in 17th and 18th century 
written works in reference to people of middle station; tradesmen, shopkeepers and farmers. The 
term carries with it many differing and evolving culturally-defined connotations, both positive 
and negative, and ultimately refers to a group of people who became the middle-class. Through 
the material remains Hodge reconstructed the way in which Widow Pratt lived and considered 
how the objects she possessed reflected her daily life and reflected the way in which the 
middling sort typically utilized objects to carry out their social and private lives. 
 Archaeological assemblages that seem to stray from expected archaeological patterns call 
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into question assumptions that consumers are logical or that consumers are instinctively driven 
and predictable, or engrossed in competitive status displays. Individuals do not always buy the 
more expensive plates because they have more disposable income, nor do they necessarily 
discard an object as soon as it loses its functional value. With the extensive theoretical 
foundation developed over the last forty years of consumption studies, archaeologists have 
learned to take into consideration the local conditions and dynamic relationships at play at their 
sites that may result in a diversity of behaviors.  
 Mullins (2011) has suggested that, after considering the many approaches to the topic of 
consumption and the many conditions under which consumer choice has been studied, it seems 
that “all archaeologies are essentially studies of consumption.” However, to reduce all decisions 
to consumption is an overly reductive way of understanding human behavior, and I believe that 
an archaeological site can be interpreted successfully through its material remains if one utilizes 
the strengths of the individual archaeological site, be it clear stratigraphic context, a robust 
historical record, or conspicuous class segmentation.  
In the end, archaeologists are trying to tell a story about the actors and their lives using 
the best available data from their particular site. A farmer establishing a homestead selects the 
site in which to build it. He chooses the materials. How big? What materials are desirable or at 
hand? A brick maker chooses the source of clay and designs his kiln. What shape and size? Plans 
for growth? A mother setting the table for breakfast has already made a number of choices, she 
has selected a plate, a cup, a table cloth or perhaps nothing, to adorn her table. In each example 
the individual’s choices have been shaped by their economic resources, the available goods, 
social and political pressures, and of course their personal preferences which are partially 
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dictated by cultural influences.  
Lifecycle Studies  
 
House lifecycle studies have been a focus of social historians and sociologists since the 
1970’s (Greven 1970; Hareven 1974; Goody 1978) and of historical archaeology for many 
decades as well (LeeDecker et al, 1987; Klein and LeeDecker 1991; Faulkner 2007). In his 
review of this particular area of research and its application in archaeology, Charles E. Groover 
wrote that the benefit of lifecycle research in archaeology is that it “stresses the use of a 
diachronic approach and longitudinal data, as opposed to synchronic, cross-sectional case 
studies, to reconstitute family dynamics in the past” (2001:40). Family lifecycle studies center 
around a model that is defined by family household size through time.  The family lifecycles 
model or “time sequence analysis” is believed to be useful for sites with successive households 
where historical documents are available and there are undisturbed, stratified deposits. When 
artifact assemblages can be linked to specific household cycles there is substantial interpretive 
potential (2001).  
Groover utilized the time sequence analysis approach in his work at the Gibbs site, a 
19th-century farmstead near Knoxville, Tennessee, as an alternative to popular functional 
techniques such as mean ceramic dating and pattern recognition that were developed by Stanley 
South in the 1970s (South 1977). Arguing that “functional analysis compresses and eliminates all 
of the temporal dynamic and variability associated with artifact assemblages” Groover utilized 
time sequence analysis to achieve a “fine-grained reconstruction of the temporal processes and 
household consumption dynamics that transpired” (Groover 2001:43).     
Time sequence analysis consists of two steps. First, reconstruct the household cycles 
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associated with the former residents of a site from historical documents. Second, assemble 
diachronic distributions of artifacts from the excavation of the site. Using this approach, when 
stratigraphic contexts are clear and separable, analysis can result in identification of “temporal-
quantitative trends” that can be useful for identifying distinctive cultural practices among and 
across family lifecycles (Groover 2001). 
I believe time sequence analysis is a useful approach for the interpretation of ceramic 
remains from the Raddin-Badgley house site because of the stratigraphic integrity of the site and 
because there is available documentary data about the family and the generations who occupied 
the house. Identifying the family cycles and then identifying objects that were most likely 
acquired during each cycle of occupation allows for a comparison of sub-assemblages that may 
help to distinguish unique consumption patterns among the different household lifecycles.  
Consumption and the Rural Domestic Site: 1775 to 1860 
 
 A study of the social changes occurring on the domestic scene during the period of 
concern for this thesis can be found in Everyday Life in the Early Republic, a collection of papers 
edited by Catherine E. Hutchins (1994). Contributions to this volume focused on “the changing 
physical and perceptual landscape; the immediate environment of house and home; patterns of 
consumerism; and the impact of art, science, and literature” over the course of roughly forty 
years from the ratification of the Constitution to the inauguration of President Jackson in 1829 
(Hutchins 1994: 8). In his contribution, Jack Larkin explores the way the domestic environment 
in the rural countryside of central Massachusetts changed over this period through archaeological 
evidence and contemporary descriptions (Larkin 1994). Accounts from tax assessors, travelling 
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clergymen, and other visitors from overseas and from urban centers attest to the general 
messiness and disarray at the typical rural homestead. Unkempt yards were the norm with 
garbage strewn about and livestock kept near, or sometimes in the house. Privies were located 
wherever convenient rather than out of sight. Houses were small and often unpainted. With large 
families of ten or more on average and only two or three rooms, living quarters were extremely 
tight. “Everywhere in the dwelling the needs of agriculture and household processing and storage 
intruded on space for sleeping or socializing” (Larkin 1994:179).   
 Servants, apprentices, and laborers slept and ate with the family and little was done to 
tidy up, even for guests. Even farmers with substantial plots of land and possibly higher social 
status exhibited these behaviors. A review of tax inventories from Massachusetts in 1798 
demonstrates that most farmers lived in rough-built houses of two or three rooms. Families were 
generally large and no one had a bed to themselves. Evenings were dark and long in the winter 
months and inventories of homes of this period typically list one or two candlesticks in sum. 
Close work, even by the hearth, would have been difficult at night. Carpets rarely covered floors, 
walls were unadorned but for a looking glass and possibly some homemade artwork (Larkin 
1994). 
  Items typically acquired from urban markets included sugar, tea, tobacco, rum, spices, 
teapots and teacups, sugar bowls, cutlery and crockery, window glass, and some fashionable 
clothing. Most homes had a table and chairs for each member of the family so that they could 
dine together but they mostly ate single pot dishes, pies, and stews. Most inventories included 
enough plates, cups, and cutlery to supply each household member and often guests as well 
(Larkin 1994).  
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 Larkin provides examples of volumes published in the early 19th century for ordinary 
folk that offered advice and encouraged improvement of the house and farm dating to the early 
part of the 19th century. Among them are Robert E. Thomas, who published the Farmer’s 
Almanac and the New England Farmer and Lydia Maria Child, who wrote American Frugal 
Housewife, published in 1832. Offerings of advice and guides for better living were widely 
popular and are thought to have contributed to the changes in patterns of consumption that 
occurred among the rural lower classes by the mid-19th century.  
By 1840, farming shifted from mixed farming and pasturing to specialization, household 
cloth production was replaced by factory-made cottons and woolens. Manufacturing villages 
grew from a clustering of independent merchants and full-time artisans into centers of trade and 
service for the farming population. Trade increased and an increasing number of unskilled 
laborers found work in the fields and factories. Women were involved in many types of outwork 
such as making straw hats and sewing. Merchant shops greatly expanded with the influx of 
manufactured goods including textiles, tableware and teaware, and other commodities (Larkin 
1994).  
 In central Massachusetts, Larkin observed, the birthrate fell markedly and marriage was 
happening later in life for most people. Houses increased in size, providing greater segregation of 
household functions and providing privacy to the family members. Neatness was practiced more 
widely and houses were often painted. The house interiors were brought to order as well. 
Window treatments and rugs were added if they could be afforded and stoves were installed, so 
that open hearth cooking was less common. Tables were adorned with elaborately decorated 
vessels and vases of fresh cut flowers (Larkin 1994). 
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 In summary Larkin concluded that “domestic consumers of the mid-19th century created 
a material world of greater abundance and comfort” (1994:175).  Larkin provides a useful 
synthesis of available firsthand accounts and primary records to identify the concrete ways in 
which life was changing for rural folk, arguing that the new abundance of available goods and 
the ideology centered on cleanliness and refinement were desirable qualities that the lower 
classes strove for (Larkin 1994).  
 Miller, Martin, and Dickinson, in their contributions to Hutchins’ volume focused their 
work on change in the style and decoration of ceramics. Technological innovations in English 
pottery manufacture and marketing techniques, led by Josiah Wedgewood, led to a displacement 
of porcelain and stoneware imported from a variety of places including China, Germany, and 
England, by English creamware and pearlware.  While creamware was commonly undecorated, 
pearlware was typically heavily decorated partly because it was meant to replace Chinese 
imported wares that were commonly decorated. He states that “the revolution in decoration was 
one of the great changes in eighteenth-century ceramic production and consumption.” (Miller et 
al.1994:224-225).  
 By 1795, creamware was the cheapest refined earthenware ceramic available and was 
increasingly used for utilitarian vessels such as chamber pots, bowls, mugs and plates. From 
1830 to 1850, the authors note that transfer prints in colors other than blue became popular likely 
because blue had become so common. Standardization in Staffordshire pottery occurred by the 
1780s, making it possible to substitute items from one factory for those from another. Wares and 
patterns were copied because few patents were taken out by the manufacturers. Price-fixing lists 
were created to control the price competition that occurred as a result (Miller et al. 1994).  
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 A review of these lists and changes in prices over time reveals much about the value of 
these objects to consumers. Between the years 1790 and 1873 creamware was the cheapest ware 
while printed wares and French porcelain and English bone china represented the highest range. 
Prices for ceramics from 1810 to 1850 fell drastically causing consumers to “upgrade” their 
tableware. By the 1830s printed wares had become the most popular tea- and tableware. Tea- and 
tableware were purchased separately until the late-19th century when large combined sets 
became common. The purchase of single pieces may indicate a consumer preference but 
production certainly was a factor as well in that matched sets simply were not being produced 
until the 1830s. Typically, consumers spent more on teaware than on tableware and teaware was 
often sold in sets while tableware was typically sold as individual pieces (Miller et. al. 1994).  
 Diana diZerega Wall documented elaboration through time among ceramic vessels 
associated with middle class households in New York City (Wall 1994a). Not only did she find 
the amount of decoration increased but also noted an increase in the variety of vessels and 
presence of multiple sets of tableware among her sample. Wall also noted an increase in 
expenditure on tablewares over time by referencing price lists but controlling for market 
fluctuations. Other notable observations were made including evidence that the families were 
increasingly purchasing tableware of the same decorative style while teaware vessels were not 
standardized (Wall 1994a). 
 The contributions in Hutchins’ book along with other studies of consumption attest to the 
changes in lifestyle and consumption patterns that occurred in America from the late-18th 
century to the mid-19th century. Purchase of transfer prints, first in blue and later in other colors, 
elaboration in types of vessels and decoration of vessels, and the presence or absence of 
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matching tablewares and teaware sets will be among the patterns that may provide insight into 






















Chapter 3: Historical Research 
  
In 1736 Peter Willcocks (b.1691-d.1768) and his wife Phebe (Badgley) Willcocks 
(b.1696-d.1776) purchased a large tract of land from the Elizabethtown Associates along the east 
branch of the Blue Brook in the area of present day New Providence, New Jersey (Figure 2).  
Peter built his house on the Second Watchung Mountain above the Blue Brook. Phebe’s brothers, 
James Badgley (b.1705 - d.1777) and John Badgley (b.1700-d.1759), settled east of the 
Willcocks’ land on the First Watchung Mountain, in the area of Lake Surprise. After this time 
the area of Peter Willcocks’s homestead was known as Peter’s Hill.  Peter Willcocks constructed 
a dam along the Blue Brook and built a grist and lumber mill and soon a number of others had 
settled in the area.  New Providence, then called Turkey, was the nearest village and was located 
northwest of Peter’s Hill along New Providence Road. Westfield, located to the east, and Scotch 
Plains, located to the southwest, were two larger communities nearby, being settled somewhat 
earlier (Hawley 1964).   
The settlers of Peter’s Hill were employed with a variety of economic activities, 
including farming, maintaining orchards, quarrying, mining, milling, and smithing.  The region 
contained abundant resources and most everyone farmed and raised cattle in the early years of 
settlement. Clothing and animal products such as butter and cheese were made in the home.  
Children were employed in all the activities at the home and on the farm.  Often in addition to a 
farm, a family would run a local store, keep bees, or run a mill. A list of early residents of the 
community include shopkeepers, hatters, shoemakers, smiths, physicians, clergymen, and hotel 
keepers (Woodford 1882). Goods, mail, and news arrived from Elizabethport irregularly by stage 
coach beginning around 1750, although this occurred even earlier in Scotch Plains. 
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The Stage House Inn was erected in Scotch Plains in 1737 by John Sutton. The first 
school was established in Westfield in 1790 and the first inn in Westfield was opened by Azariah 
Clark around 1794. Steam ships began operating from New York to Elizabethport around 1813. 
(Van Doren Honeyman 1923).  
 
Figure 2: 1795 Map of New Jersey (Lewis) 
 
The settlers of the area erected churches for worship very early.  The Westfield 
Presbyterian Church was founded in 1727. The Turkey Christian Church, later renamed to the 
Presbyterian Church of New Providence, was founded in 1736. A history of Westfield describes 
how the people of the surrounding communities often spent their Sundays traveling from town to 
town to hear clergymen preach at the local churches. It is said that Samuel Badgley’s residence, 
believed to be the original Badgley homestead, was the location of the first Sunday school for 
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children (Honeyman 1923). 
 Stagecoaches were the method of transporting goods for the first hundred years of 
settlement in New Providence and Westfield but by the 1830s railroad expansion reached 
Westfield.  In 1839, the Elizabethtown-Somerville Railroad reached Plainfield.  Farm products 
were shipped into the city and goods from the cities and overseas were shipped out to the 
countryside.  Large mills and factories attracted laborers to settle in the region in the mid-19th 
century, first were German immigrants in the early part of the 19th century and by mid-century 
many Irish immigrants arrived (Thayer 1964).   
 In 1845, David Felt, a printer/stationer from New York, purchased 660 acres from the 
Willcocks family and moved his business from New York City into the community of New 
Providence (Figure 3).   The land had qualities that would have appealed to Felt when he chose 
to relocate his business there, not least of these were the health benefits of a rural setting with 
fresh water and open space. It is likely be was troubled by the frequent epidemics plaguing the 
city and fearful of the immorality of some of the inhabitants. He is quoted in some histories as 
saying: “It would be an ideal spot on which to found a village where the inhabitants would be 
removed from the temptations and sorrows of city life and would enjoy goodness, peace, and 
plenty” (Desmond 1977).   
Felt constructed a mill and dam downstream of the Willcocks dam to supply water power 
to his factory.  Up a steep hill from the factory, along Cataract Hollow Road, he built two rows 
of double houses, a combined church and store, and a schoolhouse within a span of two short 
years (Figure 4).  Between 1850 and 1860, approximately 140 people occupied the village and 
most of the employed residents worked directly or indirectly for David Felt. Most of his workers 
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lived in the village with their families in two-family houses. Single men and women also lived in 
the village and they occupied both sides of the largest duplex.  
Figure 3: Map of Essex County, New Jersey (J.C. Sydney 1850) 
 
(Tomaso et. al. 2006).   In addition to running the factory, Felt’s workers are believe to have 
cultivated 600 acres of land (Cultural and Heritage Programs Advisory Board 1979).   
Though we do not have a diary or other firsthand writings from David Felt we know him 
to some degree through the accounts of those living at the time and through primary documents 
related to his life.  Felt was a member of the Unitarian congregation in Brooklyn prior to moving 




Figure 4:Artists Interpretation of Feltville in 1847 (Hawley 1964) 
  
Orville Dewey, who was the minister of the First Congregational Church of New York, later the 
Unitarian Church of All Souls from 1835-1848. The Unitarian church had its foundation in 
Protestantism, however, it rejected all creeds or dogma, instead focusing on ideals such as 
individual religious freedom, use of reason in the search for religious truth, social justice, and 
tolerance and respect for diversity. Felt’s strong interest in Dewey’s teachings is shown by his 
publication of Dewey’s sermons through his publishing business, Stationers Hall Press. Felt 
hired Austin Craig, a rising Unitarian minister, to preach in his church at Feltville.  While this 
may have been a practical approach to addressing the religious needs of a population with 
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diverse, though wholly Christian, backgrounds it may also speak to his religious and social 
motivations for founding the village.  
In his writings, Craig described the village as a “Free Religious Society” (Craig 1912).   
Archaeological evidence and historical accounts seem to indicate that alcohol was forbidden in 
the village. Felt printed his own money which was only good at the company store so villagers 
were restricted to purchasing food and other necessities there. Felt’s house, situated within the 
center of town, near the church/store, meant that he had significant oversight of village 
operations. The rural setting and the highly ordered quality of the village has led some to 
characterize Feltville as a utopian community.  However, Feltville contrasts with many other 
social experiments and utopian societies of the antebellum period in that Felt embraced 
individual religious freedom and emphasized education (Tomaso 2005).  Rather than a utopian 
experiment, Feltville might be characterized as a paternalistic industrial community. 
 Like so many later industrial-era planned communities, the village had well-defined 
activity areas and an inherent class structure.  The school was located at the northernmost area of 
the town while the mill was located at the southernmost end of town.  Central to the community 
were the church and store, Felt’s house and the homes of the administrators of the village.  Down 
the road from the center of town were the homes of the unskilled laborers and livestock.  This 
layout led to the separation of not only adult and child, male and female, but also the separation 
of middle- and upper-class activities from lower-class activities.  Ethnic segregation, either 
voluntary or involuntary, was evident in reviewing census records from the period. Roughly 42% 
of the residents in the village in 1850 were native-born, predominantly from New Jersey and 
New York; 28% were from Ireland, 24% were from England, and 5% were from Germany. 
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Married and single men and single women were employed in the factory but not married women 
(Tomaso et al. 2006: 46). The restriction on alcohol and the emphasis on religion, education, and 
family unity combined with the social segmentation of the town suggests that rather than 
pursuing a particular  religious calling, Felt was trying to offer an alternative to the negative 
elements of the urban environment while also maintaining order in traditional ways (Tomaso et 
al. 2006).   
 The Feltville enterprise was short lived. Felt sold his village to Amasa Foster in 1860. 
Records indicate that he had political and economic troubles, probably resulting from the 
economic recession of the 1850s and 1860s and possibly relating to his ties to businesses in the 
South. Also around this time his brother and business partner fell ill and died. From 1855 to 1875 
Felt sold off most of his business interests and filed for bankruptcy (Tomaso et al. 2006).   
History of the Raddin-Badgley House 
 
 The Raddin-Badgley house site is located at a bend in New Providence Road (Figures 3 
and 5). Today the road is visible only as a thoroughly overgrown roadcut in the forests of the 
Watchung Reservation, hidden by years of disuse and eroded by runoff from Rt. 78. Though only 
segments remain identifiable today, this road was one of the early thoroughfares that carried 
travelers from New Providence to Westfield and other towns in the area. Surveys of the area 
have identified a number of 18th-century features that help to map the cultural landscape of the 
period when the house was built. From the Raddin-Badgley house site it is just a short, downhill 
walk to the original Willcocks grist and saw mill and dam on the Blue Brook. A short walk 
beyond the mill site takes you along the north side of a narrow ravine toward Westfield and past 
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an 18th-century copper mine.  
 
Figure 5:Raddin-Badgley House Site and other 18th- and 19th-Century Features 
  
Following the Blue Brook downstream along its north bank from the Willcocks mill is a 
sandstone quarry that was also in use during the 18th century and was likely the source for the 
house’s foundation materials.  Near the sandstone quarry is the site where David Felt would 
construct a dam in 1845 to supply water power for his factory. The original Peter Willcocks 
homestead was located west of the Raddin-Badgley house site. The original James and John 
Badgley homestead was situated east of the Blue Brook along New Providence Road. 
Jeremiah Raddin (b.1760-d.1815) and Lucretia Latetia Willcocks (b.1760-d.?) were 
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married on July 13, 1775 (Figure 6). Jeremiah Raddin’s origins are uncertain although he was 
likely of German descent. Lucretia was the granddaughter of Peter Willcocks. According to his 
will, recorded on June 8, 1763 (Ancestry.com 2011), Peter Willcocks willed his son William, 
Lucretia’s father, “80 acres, bounded by James Badgley and Richard Vallentine” and “½ the land 
laid out and drawn in right of John Meeker, dec’d.” He also willed his wife Phebe 30 acres “of 
my home plantation, to join son William’s land.” So, William inherited 110 acres of his father’s 
land at the Second Mountain. It is possible that William gave a portion of that land to his 
daughter Lucretia upon her marriage. This would explain why the house is situated within the 
original Willcocks land. 
Jeremiah and Lucretia had four children between 1775 and 1788: Betsy, William, Jane, 
and Susan.  It is not clear when Lucretia passed but it is likely that it was around the time of the 
birth of their youngest child, Susan, in 1788. John Littell states in his book Family Records, or 
Geneologies of the First Settlers of the Passaic Valley (and Vicinity) Above Chatham, that 
Jeremiah and Lucretia’s son William (b.1783-d.1832) married Hannah Clark (b.1790-d.1880) in 
the first decade of the 19th century and “lived where his father did” (Littell 1999).  Hannah Clark 
was the great-granddaughter of William Clark, an early settler of Westfield who is listed among 
the founders of the Westfield Presbyterian Church (est. 1735). William and Hannah had eight 
children between the years of 1806 and 1831: Jeremy, Freeman, Susan, Ellis, David, Eliza, John, 
and Samuel. 
 Hannah Raddin was widowed in 1832 and the house passed to her. Hannah was wedded a 
second time to Anthony Badgley III on July 5, 1836. Anthony Badgley III was the great-
grandson of James Badgley. The first detailed census available for the house is the 1850 census. 
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It lists Hannah Badgley, at 60, as head of the house, living with her son David Raddin who is 
listed as a laborer. Also living with them at the time are David’s wife, Phebe (Morehouse), his 
two young children John (b. Nov. 29 1846) and Hetty Amelia (b. Nov. 29, 1849), and two 
boarders, Patrick Carvine and Samuel Stines who were from Germany and were listed as 
employed in David Felt’s factory.  
Figure 6: Jeremiah Raddin Family Tree (Drawing by author) 
  
Interestingly, Anthony Badgley III is not listed among those residing at the house in 
1850, though he and Hannah were still married. Census records from the town of Westfield 
nearby clarified this discrepancy. It appears that he was residing in Westfield with a Mr. John 
Clark, a farmer and one of Hannah’s kin. In addition to Anthony Badgley, John Clark also 
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housed a number of boarders. These individuals, immigrants from Ireland, may have been 
employed by Mr. Clark as farm hands.  It would be reasonable to theorize that Anthony was not 
residing at home with Hannah at the time of the census because he was assisting her cousin at his 
farm.  Anthony is listed as a shoemaker in the census and he likely supplemented his income by 
working part time as a laborer. 
 There are two maps that depict the location of the Raddin-Badgley house, the Littell map, 
dated 1845 (Figure 7), and the 1850 map (Sidney, see Figure 3) which lists the head of house as 
“Mrs. Readin.”  The 1850 census is the latest record we have from the house because by 1860 
the house has disappeared from the documentary record, presumably having been destroyed by 
fire in this period.  In 1860 Hannah and Anthony had relocated to Warrenville in Somerset 
County, and are living next door to Hannah’s son, Samuel.  
Household Lifecycles: 
The occupation of the house can be broken down into three phases or household 
lifecycles:  
Phase 1: Jeremiah and Lucretia Raddin: 1775-1805  
Jeremiah and Lucretia were married in 1775 and they likely constructed their house at 
that time. During this period of approximately 30 years Lucretia and Jeremiah had four children 
who were raised in the house. The family unit consisted of the six members until Lucretia 
passed, probably around 1788, the year her youngest was born. There is no record of Jeremiah 




Figure 7: Map of the Passaic Valley (Littell 1845) 
 
Phase 2: William and Hannah Raddin: 1806-1835  
The second phase of the house’s occupation begins with the marriage of Lucretia and 
Jeremiah’s eldest son, William, to Hannah Clark. Hannah and William’s first child was born that 
same year. During this phase William and Hannah had eight children. It is not clear how William 
made a living, however, there are records from account books for the Town of New Providence 
that indicate he was paid for work on the roads along with two of his boys. William died in 1832 
and the house passed to Hannah. This 25-year period is characterized by the rearing of many 
children with William as the head and Hannah raising the children. When William passed away, 
three of Hannah’s children were still living at home.  
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Phase 3: Hannah and Anthony Badgley: 1836-1860  
The final phase of occupation is the Hannah and Anthony phase. We know the most 
about this period. Anthony was a shoemaker and he had no children of his own but he would 
have helped Hannah to raise her three youngest children. In 1844 Hannah’s son David married 
Phebe Morehouse and they moved in with Hannah and Anthony. According to the census, by 
1850 Hannah’s youngest children had moved out of the house and David and Phebe were raising 
two of their own children there, young John and Hetty Amelia. Also living in the house during 













Chapter 4: Previous Research at Feltville and the Raddin-Badgley House Site 
 
The Raddin-Badgley house site was discovered in 1998 following a tree-fall that exposed 
the foundation (Figure 8). Investigation of the site was undertaken as part of the FAP from 1999 
to 2004.  In 1999, with the area’s vegetation cleared, the investigations focused upon mapping 
and controlled surface-collecting, with a few excavation units placed in and around the cellar 
hole. Although there was extensive undercutting of the site due to runoff from nearby Route 78, 
the entire cellar hole of the house was intact and it was excavated completely over the course of 
the following five field seasons. Excavation was carried out using brushes, trowels and scoops.  
 
Figure 8: Raddin-Badgley House Site in 1999 Before Excavation (Photo by Matthew S. 
Tomaso 1998) 
 
The excavation began in arbitrary levels at first and then was transferred over to 
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stratigraphic layers as the stratigraphy became better understood (Tomaso et. al. 2006).  FAP 
excavated the entire cellar hole in one meter by one meter units and the units were mapped and 
artifacts from each unit and stratigraphic layer were collected in bags labeled with provenience 
information. The FAP staff and students maintained unit records and notes throughout the 
excavation for later reference. Outside the cellar hole in the house yard a number of one meter by 
one meter units and a series of test pits were also excavated.  
The Raddin-Badgley house was built into a steep bank along the road.  The bank house 
was a common method of construction for vernacular dwellings of the late-18th century. Having 
two sides abutted by earth reduced the need for cellar excavation and maintained contact with the 
earth so that the cellar was insulated in winter and kept cool in summer while also providing 
added support. The angle of the house, based on observations made during excavation at the site, 
was east-facing so that one entered it from New Providence Road as it straightened out onto its 
southern leg. This angle also allowed for a southwestern exposure of the structure which would 
have provided additional warmth during winter months. 
Heather Miller, a former FAP student, prepared an interpretive reconstruction of the 
house based the archaeological remains and a review of houses of the same period (Figure 9; 
Miller 2001). From the archaeological evidence and examples from the Historic American 
Buildings Survey, Miller attempted to reconstruct the details of the house. The foundation was 
constructed of field stone from the surrounding area and sandstone, probably quarried from the 
sandstone quarry in the Blue Brook valley below the house. The basement of a bank house 
typically possessed a door, a hearth, and an interior set of stairs leading to the living quarters.  
Notes from the excavation indicated that there was a wood burning stove within the cellar 
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and copper plated pots and pans were recovered alongside it. A wide variety of buttons and other 
personal items including pipes and coins were also found among the remains. A stacked set of 
London style teacups in one corner of the cellar hole along with the other remains suggested that 
the house was abandoned in haste. Shovel testing and unit excavations undertaken in 2000 in the 
vicinity of the house recovered an extensive sheet midden extending in all directions (Tomaso 
2005). 
A former FAP staff member, Maureen Kick, carried out a faunal analysis on the remains 
from Feltville for her master’s thesis at Hunter College (Kick 2005). She compared the faunal 
remains from Feltville with the faunal remains from the Raddin-Badgley house site. 490 bone 
fragments and 585 shell fragments were recovered from the Raddin-Badgley cellar hole and 
yard. Domesticated animals, mostly pig, dominated the assemblage at Raddin-Badgley, roughly 
80% of the total. Nearly 20% of the assemblage was identified as unknown bird species. The 
remainder of the assemblage consisted of one fish spine and four teeth from White-tailed deer 
(Kick 2005).   
 A number of significant observations from the Feltville assemblage were drawn by Kick 
that may provide some information about the social dynamics operating during the third phase of 
occupation of the house. First, the retail cuts of meat recovered from deposits associated with the 
residents of low socio-economic status (Felts factory workers) as well as the deposits associated 
with residents of high socio-economic status (Felt and his factory managers) were of above-
average quality. One difference noted between the two assemblages was a greater diversity of 
wild animal species including fish and small game within the deposits associated with the factory 
workers. This was interpreted as indication that Felt’s workers enjoyed a higher standard of 
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living than their counterparts in other factory towns of the period, however, they still 
supplemented their diets with wild caught animals.  
 
 





Second, when compared with the Raddin-Badgley faunal remains, the retail meat cuts are 
of a much better quality in the village proper. This is not surprising considering that the Raddin-
Badgley house site, a rural homestead established in the late-18th century, was fairly self-
sufficient when it came to food production and it is likely that the occupants had little disposable 
income for retail cuts of meat.  It is also notable that pig bone was found in the highest quantity 
of fragments in the Raddin-Badgley assemblage while the Feltville assemblages contained more 
beef cuts than any other species (Kick 2005). 
 Kick’s comparison between the Felt assemblage and the Raddin-Badgley assemblage 
revealed that there were many more teeth present in the Raddin-Badgley assemblage compared 
to that of the village proper (roughly double). This was interpreted by Kick to mean that animal 
processing occurred at the Raddin-Badgley house more frequently than within the village. 
Considering the close quarters within the village, and stress that was placed on order and 
cleanliness by Felt, it seems likely that butchering was not occurring within the village. Finally, 
there was an unusual scarcity of wild animal remains at the Raddin-Badgley house site. The 
presence of just four deer teeth and one fish spine in the entire assemblage suggests that the 
family did not often supplement their diets with fishing and foraging (Kick 2005).  
Studies conducted by others who compared faunal assemblages of rich and poor, urban 
and rural, and between ethnic groups (Reitz 1986; Landon 1986; Walsh et al. 1997; and Samford 
1999) provide some context for understanding Kick’s results. In Elizabeth Reitz’s survey of 16 
circa 1750-1850 archaeological assemblages she concluded that the variation in fauna was more 
strongly correlated with rural or urban setting rather than socioeconomic status or ethnicity. For 
David Landon (1986) factors beyond rural and urban location such as region and population 
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density, as well as the temporal element were seen to affect the diet of distinct populations. 
Lorena Walsh, Ann Smart Martin, and Joanne Bowen (1997) studied populations in the colonial 
Chesapeake and found that elite households tended to consume higher percentages of beef and 
relatively lower volumes of wild caught food, while middling families typically consumed more 
pork and wild caught game (Walsh et al. 1997).  
The results of Kick’s thesis provide evidence that supports the theory that the Raddin 
family were typical of a rural middling family, having mainly butchered and processed animals 
themselves, although they occasionally supplemented their diet with wild game. It is likely that 
the availability of retail meat cuts and the adoption of the habit of purchasing prepared meat cuts 
was a behavior that was relatively new to most rural communities in New Jersey during the first 
half of the 19th century.  One limitation of Kick’s analysis of the Raddin-Badgley faunal remains 
is that it did not include a temporal dimension. Faunal remains from the Felt era were not 
differentiated from those of earlier periods so it is possible that the meat consumption patterns 
changed over time and that the occupants of the house began acquiring retail meat cuts more 











Chapter 5: Methodology 
  
This chapter contains a discussion of the methods I used for analysis of the ceramic 
assemblage from the Raddin-Badgley house site. From 2000 to 2004, I worked alongside student 
analysts and a number of FAP staff to clean and sort the artifacts into broad categories including 
ceramics, glass, metal, personal items, and construction materials. Some analysis was undertaken 
at that time but it was not completed. For this thesis I completed an inventory of the entire 
Raddin-Badgley ceramic assemblage, analyzing 6,863 fragments from the cellar hole and yard of 
the house (Appendix A). Each sherd was documented by recording the bag number, provenience 
information which identified the unit as well as the stratum, the date the material was collected, 
the composition or paste, the sub-classification such as decoration or diagnostic type, vessel form 
and vessel portion if known, the weight, and finally additional characteristics were recorded, if 
known, such as dates of manufacture (Appendix B).  
 With the primary information recorded, I then categorized the artifacts based on assumed 
purpose which I refer to as functional classes. I identified seven functional classes for the 
ceramic assemblage and an unidentified category for artifacts whose function could not be 
identified. When the inventory of all of the sherds was completed I attempted to mend sherds 
with one another. If sherds could not be mended to known vessels but appeared to be associated 
with them, then notes were made in the inventory. This thesis makes use of both the sherd counts 
and the ceramic vessels that serve as a minimum vessel count for the assemblage. 
I chose vessel lot analysis as an analytical method because it simultaneously allows for 
the establishment of a minimum number of vessels composing an assemblage and a more 
accurate identification of stylistic and functional attributes of individual vessel forms which, if 
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successful, can lead to more precise chronological and socio-economical interpretation. Refitting 
generally provides the best results when aiming to achieve quantification of minimum vessel 
counts. Refitting is problematic, however, when a site is highly disturbed or vessels are very 
fragmented or undecorated because assemblages from such sites tend to provide 
disproportionately high or low vessel counts, depending on the analyst’s choice of criteria for 
vessel lot assignment. When re-fits were not possible pottery bases were used to achieve vessel 
lot counts both because these portions are generally less fragmented but also because they are 
more easily identified than other portions of a vessel. Other vessel portions were used for the 
vessel lot count only when a base was not available and a sherd clearly possessed distinctive 
characteristics such as decoration, paste color and glaze color that differentiated it from the other 
vessels in the collection. Only a handful of makers marks were recovered from the assemblage 
and only one of the maker’s marks contributed to the vessel lot count. Refitting was fairly 
successful and was aided by basal attribute analysis. A total of 171 vessel lots were defined for 
the Raddin-Badgley house site. 
The FAP excavated a total of thirty-four one-by-one-meter units at the Raddin-Badgley 
house site (Figure 10). Twenty-one units contained part of the foundation or were within the 
cellar hole. Thirteen units were located outside the foundation walls, which I refer to as the yard. 
Six of the thirteen yard units were excavated west of the house. Two yard units were excavated 
one meter south of the house, and one yard unit was excavated ten meters south of the house. 
Additionally, twenty shovel test pits (STPs) were dug in the vicinity of the house.  
Over the course of five field seasons, FAP identified a series of stratigraphic contexts at 




Figure 10: Excavation Units at the Raddin-Badgley House Site (Drawing by author). 
 
stratigraphic model presented in Figure 11 depicts the position of the contexts in and surrounding 
the cellar hole. The contexts are ordered temporally so that Context 1 represents the earliest 
deposit and Context 11 represents the latest deposit (Tomaso 2005). Context 1 consists of 
Pleistocene soils underlying the house and dating to the last glaciation which ended 11,700 years 
ago, these soils developed prior to significant human occupation on the continent and therefore 
are devoid of artifacts but for the rare intrusion from overlying contexts.  
Context 2 is the foundation of the house and Context 3 is the builder’s trench associated 
with the foundation.  The builder’s trench allowed the builder to prepare the foundation from the 
outside and afterward backfill the area surrounding the foundation to existing grade. This backfill 




Figure 11: Stratigraphic Model for the Raddin-Badgley Cellar Hole (Drawing adapted by 
author from drawing by Matthew S. Tomaso 2006) 
 
date to the original construction of the house around 1775. Two to three courses of the 
foundation and the builders trench behind it were found to be somewhat intact along the 
northeast-facing wall of the house and along portions of the eastern and western walls as well 
where the structure backed up to the hillside.  
Context 4 is the sheet midden and various activity areas surrounding the house. All 
material recovered from the units located outside the cellar hole were labeled Context 4. No 
localized refuse pits, privies, or other features were identified in the house vicinity during the 
archaeological investigations undertaken outside the foundation walls. A large amount of 
artifacts were recovered from the yard suggesting that the Raddins were not concerned with 

























Context 5 is the floor assemblage.  This context is believed to contain materials present 
within the structure when it burned and was abandoned sometime between 1850 and 1860. 
Burned floor boards and artifacts were found in large quantities within this context. Parts of a 
stove were also found in this context as well. Context 6 is located directly above Context 5. 
Context 6 is a ponding sediment that accumulated when the cellar hole sat empty following 
abandonment. This context contains more material from the abandonment and burning along 
with some materials that may have washed in from the immediate vicinity of the house.  The 
contexts that overlie 5 and 6 are 7 and 8. Contexts 7 and 8 are part of the inward collapse of the 
foundation and brick chimney. The presence of Contexts 7 and 8 was inconsistent throughout the 
cellar hole depending upon a unit’s proximity to the foundation walls and the chimney.  
Context 9 represents the slow inward creep of the surrounding yard deposits into the 
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cellar hole. It was seen most frequently in the units located directly over the northeast wall and 
partially over the southeast and northwest foundation walls as well. This context was expected to 
contain materials associated with both later and earlier occupational periods as the model 
suggested that the yard deposits directly surrounding the house should represent material that 
was discarded over the entire period of occupation. Context 10 is a very thick, clayey, ponding 
sediment containing material washed in from outside the cellar hole. The uppermost stratigraphic 
context, Context 11 is an area of bioturbation caused by a recently fallen tree, no artifacts were 
recovered from this context.   
Contexts 4, 5 and 6 are considered primary deposits, meaning they have not been 
displaced following their discard or abandonment. Contexts 7, 8, 9 and 10 are considered 
secondary deposits because they represent cultural deposits that have been moved or shifted as a 
result of natural erosive processes. These secondary deposits are likely to have accumulated in 
such a way that material associated with the more recent periods of occupation, those objects 
lying near the house and on the surface would have washed into the cellar first and the earlier 
deposits, as erosion and foundation collapse disturbed the buried materials below, would have 
washed in last, creating a reversed chronology of artifacts within the contexts. 
In order to interpret the data collected during my analysis, I first reviewed the unit 
records and field catalogue to ensure that each ceramic sherd was associated with the correct 
context. The stratigraphic model was developed in 2000 and refined over the following three 
field seasons (Tomaso 2006).  Although the model guided interpretation of the deposits in the 
field, it was not used as an organizational principal for the investigation.  The use of 
archaeologically conventional (i.e. top-down) stratigraphic labelling and, at first, arbitrary levels, 
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allowed an independent test of the model’s value.  Consequently, the provenience information 
recorded on many of the bags and in the field catalog did not correspond to the contexts in the 
model. Because the field work was designed, in part, to test the validity of the model, the strata 
within each unit were labeled according to the order in which they were encountered in the unit 
in most cases, starting with “Stratum 1” as the first and uppermost context excavated and 
proceeding from there. By reviewing all of the unit records at once, along with the field notes 
which contained detailed descriptions of each context, I was able to determine what context the 
artifacts were associated with relative to the model.  
Once the ceramic assemblage was sorted into the correct contexts, I was able to sort the 
data in a variety of ways. Using the stratigraphic model, I considered how the material could be 
sorted in order to answer my research questions. Because the house disappears from the census 
records in 1860 and the site was not reoccupied, and because there is evidence of burning in the 
assemblage directly above the cellar floor, the house site has a terminus post quem of 1860 
which serves as a control, removing any likelihood of post-1860 artifact assemblages.  This 
burning event and the presence of objects in situ in the floor assemblage (Contexts 5 and 6), such 
as a set of stacked sprig-decorated teacups suggested that material within these strata are likely to 
be objects that were in use and possibly recently acquired at the time of the house’s demise. 
Strata overlying the floor assemblage would represent the slow inward collapse of the foundation 
and slope wash, bringing in the materials from the yard. The construction trench would logically 
contain artifacts in use at the time of the house’s construction around 1775. The units and STPs 
from the yard would likely yield artifacts representing the entire occupation of the house.  
One challenge I recognized following this review of the records was that Contexts 7, 8, 9, 
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and 10 were often difficult to separate from one another. The stratigraphic boundaries were often 
irregular and the degree of this mingling seems to have varied from one unit to another. Due to 
the complexity of the stratigraphy within those contexts, I decide that the interpretation of the 
data should include a test of the theoretical model and to allow for comparison of contexts I 
decided to group the contexts together into essentially two chrono-stratigraphic contexts, or sub-
assemblages.  
For comparison purposes, Contexts 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10 were grouped together for 
analysis because I believed that they represented materials from the entire period of occupation 
and Contexts 5 and 6 were grouped together because they are primary deposits, not having been 
redeposited by erosional or other post-depositional forces. I also decided to separate Context 4, 
the yard deposit or sheet midden, separately, for comparison with 5 and 6 because I believed that 
the material from the yard, also a primary deposit, was directly related to the household, was 
assumed to have accumulated over the entire length of the occupation, and was not disturbed or 
redeposited.  
 Once the inventory of unique vessels was compiled, vessels were sorted in a variety of 
ways to reveal meaningful patterns. They were sorted into stratigraphic contexts in order to 
arrive at a minimum vessel count for each stratum. The assemblage was very fragmented and as 
a result many of the vessels were made up of many sherds. In some cases, as many as thirty 
sherds were mended to form a portion of a single vessel. Only two of the mended vessels within 
the assemblage were complete. In many cases the sherds were recovered from more than one 
context, although the sherds from a vessel were typically located in adjacent contexts. This fact 
lends support to the stratigraphic model’s accuracy and offers evidence that the deposition of 
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these vessels was a result of a slow shifting and inward collapse of the foundation and 
surrounding deposits.   
To simplify the analysis, when a vessel was recovered from multiple adjacent strata it 
was assigned to the context that was located above according to the stratigraphic model, 
reasoning that the vessel must have originated there. So, if the vessel came from Contexts 8 and 
9 it was assigned to Context 9 because sherds from the vessel could have made their way into 
Context 8 from Context 9 through bioturbation or other factors but would not have originated in 
8 and moved into the context deposited above it. If any portion of the vessel came from Stratum 
4, I assigned the vessel to that Stratum reasoning that the vessel was discarded in the yard but 
portions may have fallen back into the cellar hole. 
Another way in which the vessels were sorted was by the number of burned items within 
each stratigraphic context. This was done to provide an indication of the magnitude of the fire as 
well as a test of the stratigraphic model. Another test of the model was attempted by measuring 
the fragmentation of sherds at the site by dividing the sherd count by the total weight to arrive at 
an average weight for each stratigraphic context. The resulting average sherd weight would 
provide an indication of the level of displacement of the material within the context and also 
some idea of whether the context had an early deposition or a later deposition in terms of the 
period of occupation for the site. I theorized that the objects closer to the house would typically 
be found in better shape than those further from the house where broken and discarded objects 
were thrown to be trampled upon and even, in the case of Contexts 7, 8, 9, and 10, deposited 
after the abandonment of the house. 
In order to establish temporal parameters for the contexts and to show variation between 
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different sub-assemblages I chose sixteen diagnostic types for analysis and determined the sherd 
count for each diagnostic type within the floor assemblage, Contexts 5 and 6; the yard 
assemblage alone, Context 4; and the entire non-floor assemblage, and Contexts 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 
and 10. Each diagnostic type had a range of production (beginning and end production dates) 
which I used to determine the period within which the object was likely acquired. Each 
diagnostic type roughly fit within one of the three occupational phases or family lifecycles 
documented for the site.  
For the first occupational phase, there were two coarse earthenware vessel types selected 
for analysis, Jackfield and slip trail decorated redware. Jackfield earthenware is a thin walled 
ceramic most commonly made with a fine grained purplish gray paste covered with a lustrous 
black gaze and decorated with molded designs. The most elaborate examples have enamel or oil 
gilding applied for decoration. Jackfield was an appealing substitute for much more costly silver 
serving vessels and often took similar forms, hence the molded, thin walls. These vessels were 
often used for tea, coffee, and other food service. Jackfield was developed in the 1740s and 
became most popular during the 1750s and 1760s but degenerate versions continued to be made 
in small quantities into the 19th century (MACL 2017a).  
 The second redware diagnostic type chosen for the analysis, the slip trail decorated 
redware, was decorated with slip trailing designs that were applied to a large variety of redware 
vessels by pouring thinned clay onto a drape-molded vessel in swirling or wavy patterns or in the 
shape of birds or flowers, or script. These vessels were manufactured in Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey starting in the mid-18th century and continued to be made well into the 19th century 
although their popularity declined as imported English refined earthenwares became abundant 
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and affordable around 1830 (Noël Hume 1969; Gibble 2005).  
Creamware was the third diagnostic type chosen to represent the first occupational phase 
at the Raddin-Badgley house site. Creamware has a range of production from 1762 to 1820. It 
was first introduced by Josiah Wedgewood in 1762 and it soon became the dominant ware type 
manufactured by all major potteries in England. Tea and tablewares were the most common type 
of vessel produced in creamware and a majority of creamwares were plain with clear glaze and 
molded patterns. The most popular patterns for creamware were Queen’s shape, royal shape, 
feather edge and shell edge. Creamware remained the dominant ware type until after the War of 
1812; however, it was in competition with transfer printed pearlware staring in the 1790s (Miller 
et al. 1989; Miller and Hunter 2001).  
The last diagnostic type that was selected to represent the first phase or cycle of 
occupation was the shell-edged refined earthenware plate with asymmetrical scalloped rims and 
impressed wavy lines, or Rococo style edge ware. In the evolution of shell-edged wares, the 
Rococo style is the earliest style, with a range of production from 1775-1810 (MACL 2017b).  
 Five diagnostic types were selected to represent the second phase of occupation from 
1806-1835. The styles selected were polychrome painted florals (1795-1830), shell-edged with 
symmetrically scalloped and impressed rims (1800-1830s), cobalt blue painted florals with large 
brush strokes (1815-1830), polychrome painted florals with cobalt (1815-1830), and shell-edged 
wares with embossed rims of various motifs (1820s-1830s) (MACL 2017b; MACL 2017c; 
MACL 2017d). 
 Three diagnostic types were selected to represent the third phase of occupation at the 
Raddin-Badgley house site (1836-1860). They are painted florals with chrome colors (1830-
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1860), sprig painted (1835-1870s), and ironstone or white granite wares (1840-1900) (MACL 
2017b, MACL 2017c, MACL 2017e). Diagnostic types that possessed a long range of production 
or small representative sample within the collection such as lead and manganese glazed 
redwares, certain printed wares, certain style edged wares, and dipped wares were not included 
in the analysis. The vessels were sorted into the selected sub-assemblages, the Floor Assemblage 
(5/6), the Non-Floor Assemblage (2/3/4/7/8/9/10) and the Yard assemblage (4), the sherd count 
for each diagnostic type was calculated, and a percentage was generated from the total number of 
vessels to provide a proportion of each type within each sub-assemblage. Selecting mostly 
refined earthenware diagnostic types for this portion of the analysis was intended to avoid the 
pitfalls of long production ranges and local manufacturers as is the case for many course 
earthenwares.  
 Following the chronological sorting, I mapped the distribution of the vessels within seven 
functional classes: food preparation/storage, food service, horticulture, hygiene, tableware, 
tea/coffee service, writing/printing, and unidentified, within the stratigraphic layers. I also 
prepared a count of the various vessel forms within each functional class. I then prepared a 
discussion of the ceramic vessels within each functional class. Through the examination of the 
ceramic vessels identified in each functional class, and the similarities and differences across 
functional classes and sub-assemblages, I was able to draw conclusions about the consumption 
behaviors of the occupants of the house through three family lifecycles from the construction of 
the house to its demise. 
  Lastly, using price level categories coarsely based on George Miller’s  
CC indexes for 19th-century imported white-bodied wares (1980; 1991), the ceramic vessels 
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associated with tableware and tea/coffee service functional classes were classified as First, 
Second, Third, and Fourth Level based on their level of decoration as a general reflection of their 
market value in relation to the other vessels within the assemblage. A proportion was generated 
for each price level based on the total number of refined earthenware vessels in each sub-



















Chapter 6: Results 
  
This chapter presents the results of my analysis of the ceramic assemblage at the Raddin-
Badgley house site. A total of 6,863 ceramic sherds associated with the Raddin-Badgley house 
site were analyzed. The breakdown of the sherds recovered from each stratigraphic context is 
shown in Table 2. From refitting, 171 ceramic vessels were identified. Table 2 also shows the 
minimum vessel count for each context.  
Table 2: Sherd and Minimal Vessel Count by Ware Type and Stratigraphic Context* 
Ware 
Context 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Redware 11 3 1,121/30 427/6 165/6 134/7 391/4 840/11 139
Pearlware 38 2 275/17 92/12 65/6 72/8 130/6 220/5 15/1
Whiteware 8/1 2 633/7 143/5 103/5 62/2 317/5 446/3 109
Creamware  0 7 90/4 0 1 18/3 21/3 136/1  0
Yellow Ware  0  0 2 1 1  0 1 5  0
Porcelain  0 0 18/1 4 10  0 3 7/2  0
Stoneware  0 3 27/2 4/2 0 1/1 4 5  0
Total 57/1 17/0 2,157/61 671/25 345/17 287/21 867/18 1,659/22 263/1
*Vessels recovered out of context are not listed 
By converting the sherd count to percentages, I was able to show the variation in the 
distribution of different ware types across all the contexts (Table 3). Redware is the dominant 
ware type across all contexts with the exception of Contexts 2 and 3. The anomalous results in 
Contexts 2 and 3 are likely attributable to the small sample size. Whiteware and pearlware follow 
redware as the second and third most dominant ware types for the majority of the contexts at the 









































Redware  19.3%  17.6% 52% 63.7% 47.8% 46.7% 45.1% 50.3%  52.9%
Pearlware  66.7%  11.8% 12.8% 13.7% 18.8% 25.1% 15% 13.3% 5.7%
Whiteware  14%  11.8% 29.4%  21.3%  29.9%  21.6%  36.6%  26.9%  41.4%
Creamware    41.2% 4.1%   0.3%  6.3% 2.4% 8.2%  
Yellow ware      0.1%  0.2%  0.3%  0.1%  0.3%   
Porcelain     0.8%  0.6%  2.9%   0.4% 0.4%   
Stoneware    17.7% 1.3% 0.6%  0.4%  0.5%  0.3%   
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
 
Prior to addressing my research questions, I wanted to test the stratigraphic model and 
confirm the chronological sequencing at the site as well as address the assumption that the house 
was abandoned as a result of fire. Table 4 displays the number of burned sherds found within 
each context. Context 6 contained the highest number of burned ceramics, nearly 60% with 
Context 5 coming in second with 58%. Moving away from the floor assemblage the proportion 
of burned ceramics is reduced. For example, in Context 8, 33% of the ceramics were burned and 
Context 4 contained only 2.9%.  The burned materials within the stratigraphic contexts directly 
above the floor assemblage suggests that inward collapse of the foundation brought with it more 
burned materials from directly outside the house into the cellar hole. It is possible that items 
were stored against the house or were brought out of the house after the fire in the hope of 
salvaging them but then were abandoned and these items fell in with the collapse of the 























Burned  211/5  390/14  9/0 97/2 287/3 372/3 29/0  58/2 1/0
Total Sherds  354  673  17 287 868 1651 263  1994 57
% Burned  59.6%  58%  52.9% 33.8% 33.1% 22.5% 11%  2.9% 1.8%
 
The total sherd weight was then divided by the number of the sherds in each stratigraphic 
context to arrive at an average sherd weight (Table 5). Context 5 contained the highest average 
weight and Context 6 had the second highest average weight. Contexts 2, 4, 9, and 10 had the 
lowest average weight. This provides a very rough estimate of the varying level of fragmentation 
found within this assemblage and supports the theory that the materials within the floor 
assemblage have experienced much less displacement than the materials in the other contexts. In 
fact, the results seem to correlate with the results from the analysis of burned ceramics, whereby 
the ceramics closest to the floor assemblage are the most intact and exhibit the most evidence of 
burning. I believe this supports the theory that the material associated with the final occupational 
phase of the site are concentrated mostly within the floor assemblage. 
 
Table 5: Average Sherd Weight by Stratigraphic Context 
Context  Sherds  Weight (g)  Av. Weight (g) 
5  673  6,279.1  9.3 
6  354  3,127.1  8.83 
7  287  2,040  7.1 
3  17  97.2  5.72 
8  867  3,108.5  3.59 
9  1,659  3,950.1  2.38 
10  263  632  2.4 
4  2,157  4,776.8  2.21 





Table 6 presents a comparison of the quantity of sherds of varying diagnostic types found 
within the three sub-assemblages I have selected for analysis, the floor assemblage (Contexts 5 
and 6), the non-floor assemblage (Contexts 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10), and the yard assemblage 
(Context 4 only). The diagnostic types were grouped into the three family lifecycles that they 
were most closely associated with. Relying upon the stratigraphic model I theorized that the 
diagnostic types associated with the first two phases of occupation would be found in greater 
proportions within the yard deposits and the diagnostic types of the third occupational phase, the 
last phase of occupation of the house, would be found in greater proportions within the floor 
assemblage. The non-floor contexts were believed to include a mixture of later and earlier 
materials based on the stratigraphic model and supporting evidence from the data analysis thus 
far. Upon reviewing the data, I found that the data supports this theory.  











Jackfield Earthenware  1750‐1800  2.4%  11.6%  8.4% 
Slip Trail Decorated Redware  1770‐1860s  4.9%  10.5%  11.1% 
Edged with asymmetrical and 
impressed wavy lined rims 
1775‐1810  0.08%  0.1%  0.11% 
Creamware  1762‐1820  0.3%  4.1%  4.9% 
Phase II: 
1806‐1835 
Polychrome Painted Florals  1795‐1830  0.2%  0%  0.5% 
Edged with symmetrically 
scalloped and impressed rims 
1800‐1830s  0.08%  1.4%  1.4% 
Cobalt blue painted florals 
with large brush strokes 
1815‐1830  5.3%  7.2%  5.1% 









1830‐1860  1.1%  0.5%  2% 
Sprig Painted  1835‐1870s  3%  0.2%  0.4% 




The diagnostic types selected to represent the first family lifecycle (1775-1805) were 
Jackfield, slip trail decorated, creamware, and Rococo edged wares. All four types were present 
within the yard and non-floor contexts in greater proportion than the floor-assemblage. In the 
second family lifecycle (1806-1835), a similar trend was observed. The diagnostic types 
associated with the third and last phase of occupation (1836-1860), were found in greater 
proportions among the floor assemblage contexts than in the yard or non-floor contexts.  
Having confirmed that the Raddin-Badgley ceramic assemblage supports the 1775-1860 
period of occupation; that the house did indeed suffer a very destructive fire and was abandoned 
immediately after; and that the stratigraphic model is accurate and reliable, I moved next to 
investigate what sort of ceramic vessels were acquired by the occupants over time. To do this I 
sorted the vessels into seven functional classes. Vessels that could not be classified were 
assigned to the unidentified category. Using the minimum vessel count, I converted the 
quantities into percentages. Table 7 displays the number of vessels in each functional class 
across all the contexts at the site. The majority of the vessels were assigned to the teaware and 
tableware category. No vessels were assigned to the writing/printing or the horticulture 
categories.  
To highlight differences in the proportion of vessels associated with various functional 
classes among the sub-assemblages I created Table 8, which lists the quantities from the three 
sub-assemblages used for the analysis, the floor assemblage, the non-floor contexts, and the yard 
assemblage. When the proportions are displayed side by side a number of observations can be 
made. First, the floor assemblage contained more food preparation/storage vessels that the non-
floor assemblage. The floor assemblage also contained a higher proportion of teaware than the 
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non-floor assemblage while the non-floor assemblage contained more tableware and food service 
vessels than the floor assemblage.  In fact, the floor assemblage contained no food service 
vessels. 
Table 7: Vessels Identified that are Associated with Each Functional Class and Vessel Form 
 
 
Function Class  Vessel Form  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
Food 
Preparation/Storage 
Bowl      1  3  3      1  1 
  Jug      2        1    1 
  Pot      1             
  Jar        1           
Total        4  4  3    1  1  2 
Food Service  Pan/Bowl      5        2     
  Platter                  1 
  Pitcher      1             
Total        6        2    1 
Horticulture                     
Total                     
Hygiene  Chamber Pot      3    1    1     
  Pitcher        1           
Total        3  1  1    1     
Tableware  Porringer                1   
  Bowl      12  3  5    10  2  3 
  Pie plate      6        4  2   
  Tankard      1             
  Dinner Plate      3    3    2  1   
  Muffin Plate      2  1      1    2 
  Cup      1            1 
Total        25  4  8    17  6  6 
Tea/Coffee Service  Teapot      4        1     
  Cup      7  7  3  1  6  5   
  Saucer      10  5  2  4  4  3  3 
  Lid      2    1        1 
Total        23  12  6  5  11  8  4 
Writing/Printing                     
Total                     
Unidentified          2           
Total          2           


















7  17.1%  4  6.5%  7  5.6% 
Food Service  0  0.0%  6  9.7%  9  7.1% 
Horticulture  0  0.0%  0  0.0%  0  0.0% 
Hygiene  2  4.9%  3  4.8%  4  3.2% 
Tableware  12  29.3%  25  40.3%  54  42.9% 
Tea/Coffee Service  18  43.9%  23  37.1%  51  40.5% 
Writing/Printing  0  0.0%  0  0.0%  0  0.0% 
Unidentified  2  4.9%  1  1.6%  1  0.8% 
Total  41  100%  62  100%  126  100% 
 
The higher proportion of food preparation/storage vessels may be explained by the 
likelihood that such items were stored in the cellar for safe keeping and to take advantage of the 
cooler temperatures in the warmer months for food preservation purposes.  
The greater quantity of teaware within the floor assemblage hints at something else; the 
possibility that the Raddins were purchasing more tea ware in the later occupational phase. 
Because taking tea was typically a woman’s activity this may suggest that the women of the 
house were participating more in the social activity of taking tea during the last occupational 
phase (Wall 1994a and b). The greater proportion of tableware and food service vessels within 
the yard and non-floor assemblages is interesting. One possible explanation for this is that 
vessels associated with dining are used more frequently than tea ware and storage vessels and 
could have been discarded and replaced more often than other functional types. 
After looking at the broad trends in functional classes I then looked more closely at the 
individual vessels within each functional class. Within each class, I considered the distribution of 
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the vessels across the three sub-assemblages in an attempt to explore the evidence of changes in 
consumption practices at the site over time. 
Food Preparation/Storage 
  
The food preparation and storage functional class consisted of nine bowls, four jugs, one 
pot, and one jar (Figure 12; Table 9). The items in this class would have been used in cooking, 
food preparation, storage, and preservation. Vessels used for this purpose were utilitarian and 
were often made from durable, unrefined wares such as redware and stoneware. Many large, 
wide mouthed redware bowls make up the group of vessels in this class. Three of the bowls are 
glazed on the inside and outside, seven others were glazed on the inside only. In the late 18th 
century utilitarian vessels were often glazed on the inside only to allow for hearth cooking and to 
cut down on cost. No maker’s marks were recovered from the vessels within this class. Five 
redware bowls, one stoneware jar (CV-67), and one large, undecorated, ironstone bowl (CV-163) 
were the items from this class that were recovered from the floor assemblage. Among the non-
floor assemblage were three large redware bowls, three redware jugs or pots, one stoneware jug, 
and one stoneware pot or pipkin. A transition in the methods and styles of food preparation is 
evident from the pipkin recovered in the yard assemblage, a vessel traditionally used for cooking 
on a hearth, to the ironstone bowl recovered from the floor assemblage, which must have been 






Table 9: Vessels Associated with the Food Preparation/Storage Functional Class 
CV#  Form  Description  Qty.  Context  Comments 
5  Bowl, large  Redware  7 9 Glazed, brown, inside only, burned 
13  Jug  Redware  2 4; 9 Jackfield, black glazed 




































64  Bowl, large  Redware  2 10; 9 Glazed, brown, inside only 
67  Jar; large  Stoneware  1 5 Salt glazed outside, slip inside 



















Figure 12: Vessels Representing the Food Preparation/Storage Functional Class 
(CV-13) Jackfield jug; (CV-21) Large redware bowl; (CV-27) Large redware bowl;  




 The vessels in the food service class were used as serving pieces for meals taken in the 
home. Some vessels may have been exclusively used for meals with guests or for special 
occasions while others may have been used daily for more intimate dining. Ten vessels were 
recovered that are associated with service. Seven pudding pans, a bowl, a platter, and a pitcher 
make up the vessels within this class (Table 10; Figure 13).  
 
Table 10: Vessels Associated with the Food Service Functional Class 
CV#  Form  Description  Qty.  Context  Comments 
14  Pan/bowl  Redware  6 4 Slip trail decorated 
15  Pitcher  Redware  12 4; 10; 9; 
6; 5
Jackfield, molded quilted pattern 
16  Pan/bowl  Redware  1 4 Slip trail decorated 
17  Pan/bowl  Redware  1 8; 7 Slip trail decorated 
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18  Pan/bowl  Redware  1 4 Slip trail decorated 
19  Pan/bowl  Redware  1 4 Slip trail decorated 
22  Pan/bowl  Redware  5 8; 7 Slip trail decorated 
30  Pan/bowl  Redware  1 4 Slip trail decorated 
34  Pie plate, 
large 
Redware  1 10; 9 Slip trail decorated 
146  Bowl  Porcelain  1 OOC Canton porcelain bowl 
 
The pudding pans are squat cylindrical vessels with sloping sides that were made of 
course earthenware and were typically used to prepare corn puddings or breads (Ketchum 1991). 
All of the pudding pans possessed a slip trail decoration and lead glaze on the inside of the 
vessel. Five of the seven pudding pans were recovered from the yard, the other two were 
recovered from Contexts 7 and 8.  The platter (CV-34) is made of redware and is inscribed in 
slip, however, only a small portion of the script is visible. The pitcher (CV-146) is a Jackfield 
vessel with a molded quilted pattern. One vessel, a Canton style porcelain bowl is the only non-
redware item recovered from this functional class (CV-146). This vessel has no provenience as it 
was recovered out of context. The Canton style porcelains were manufactured in China and were 
sold in the Americas as a more affordable style of imported porcelain beginning after the 
Revolutionary War until the mid-19th century (Noël Hume 1969; Madsen 1995).  
All of the objects within this class came from non-floor strata and their ranges of 
production are late 18th to mid-19th century, however, their popularity declined in the last thirty 
years of production with the introduction of refined earthenwares. The porcelain bowl contrasts 
sharply with the pudding pan as these two vessels represent vastly different levels of refinement 
in dining. The Canton porcelain bowl and the Jackfield pitcher hints at a finer table setting while 





Figure 13: Vessels Associated with the Food Service Functional Class 
(CV-14) Slip trail decorated pan; (CV-15) Jackfield pitcher; (CV-22) Slip trail decorated pan;  




 No vessels within the assemblage were assigned to the horticulture functional class. 
 
Hygiene 
 Ceramic artifacts associated with hygiene were used by site occupants for purposes of 
cleaning, bathing, grooming, and human waste disposal. Of the six vessels recovered that are 
associated with this functional class, five were chamber pots and one was a pitcher from a wash 
basin (Table 11; Figure 14). Three of the chamber pots were recovered from the yard. One 
chamber pot was recovered from Contexts 7 and 8 and one was recovered from the floor 
assemblage.  All of the chamber pots were lead glazed and made of redware. One chamber pot 
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and an ironstone pitcher from a wash basin are the items recovered from the floor assemblage. 
Both vessels are extensively burned. The presence of the ironstone pitcher within the floor 
assemblage may hint at the growing adherence to hygienic practices in the home in the mid-19th 
century.  
Table 11: Vessels Associated with the Hygiene Functional Class 
CV#  Form  Ware  Qty.  Context Description 
2  Chamber pot  Redware  23 4 Glazed inside and outside,  
4  Chamber pot  Redware  5
4; 10; 
9; 8; 7 Glazed inside and outside 
48  Chamber pot  Redware  15
4; 8; 7; 
6 Glazed inside and outside 
62  Chamber pot  Redware  3 8; 7 Glazed inside and outside 
167  Pitcher  Ironstone  8 5 Plain, undecorated 
171  Chamber pot  Redware  1 6 Glazed inside and outside 
 
 
Figure 14: Vessels Associated with the Hygiene Functional Class 
(CV-2) Redware chamber pot; (CV-4) Redware chamber pot; (CV-48) Redware chamber pot; 






 This functional class is characterized by vessels used as individual table settings for 
dining. Tableware would have been used by both household members and guests. This class 
makes up the second largest group among the functional classes with 68 vessels (Table 12; 
Figure 15). Twelve vessels were recovered from the floor assemblage, and fifty-six vessels were 
recovered from the other contexts or lacked provenience data. Twenty-five of the fifty-three 
vessels were recovered from the yard assemblage. Vessel forms within the tableware class that 
were recovered from the site included a porringer, bowls, pie plates, tankards, dinner plates, 
muffin plates, and cups. Nearly half of the vessels within this class were made of redware, with a 
smaller proportion being made of whiteware, pearlware, creamware, and stoneware. Bowls 
(n=37) made up the largest group of vessels within the tableware functional class with redware 
pie plates coming in second (n=12). The high proportion of bowls within the assemblage suggest 
that the family dined on stews and pies as was common of the middling sort in rural areas. 
Table 12: Vessels Associated with the Tableware Functional Class 
CV#  Form  Ware  Qty.  Context Description 
1  Porringer  Redware  3 9 Glazed inside and outside 
3  Bowl, medium  Redware  8 6 Glazed inside and outside 
9  Bowl, medium  Redware  9 10; 9 Glazed inside and outside 
23  Bowl, medium  Redware  1 4 Slip trail decorated inside 
24  Bowl, small   Redware  1 4 Glazed inside/outside 
25  Bowl, medium  Redware  1 8; 7 Glazed inside/outside 
26  Bowl, medium  Redware  1 4 Glazed inside/outside 
28  Bowl, medium  Redware  1 8; 7 Glazed inside/outside 
31  Pie plate  Redware  11 8 Slip trail decorated 
32  Pie plate  Redware  1 10; 9 Slip trail decorated 
33  Pie plate  Redware  3 4 Slip trail decorated 
35  Pie plate  Redware  3 4; 8; 7  Slip trail decorated 
36  Pie plate  Redware  2 4 Slip trail decorated 
37  Pie plate  Redware  1 4 Slip trail decorated 
38  Pie plate  Redware  3 4 Slip trail decorated 
39  Pie plate  Redware  5 4; 8 Slip trail decorated 
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40  Pie plate  Redware  4 10; 9 Slip trail decorated 
41  Pie plate  Redware  2 8 Slip trail decorated 
42  Pie plate  Redware  1 8 Slip trail decorated 
43  Pie plate  Redware  2 8 Slip trail decorated 
51  Bowl, medium  Redware  3 4 Black glazed inside and outside 
52  Bowl, medium  Redware  2 5 Black glazed inside and outside 
53  Bowl, medium  Redware  1 8; 7 Black glazed inside and outside 
55  Bowl, medium  Redware  1 5 Black glazed inside and outside 
56  Bowl, medium  Redware  8 9 Black glazed inside and outside 
57  Bowl, medium  Redware  2 4 Black glazed inside and outside 
58  Bowl, medium  Redware  1 4 Black glazed inside and outside 
59  Bowl, medium  Redware  2 4 Black glazed inside and outside 
60  Bowl, medium  Redware  1 6 Black glazed inside and outside 
65  Bowl, medium  Redware  1 OOC Glazed inside and outside 
66  Tankard  Stoneware  1 4 Salt glazed outside, slip inside 
122  Bowl  Whiteware  1 4 Soup plate purple transfer print 
126  Bowl  Pearlware  2 8; 7
Soup bowl in light blue transfer print, 
floral motif 
128  Plate, small  Pearlware  2 10; 9 Chinese motif blue transfer 
130  Bowl; medium  Pearlware  2 10
Soup bowl, edged in blue with non‐
scalloped impressed wavy lines 
131  Plate, small  Pearlware  1 8
Edged in blue, scalloped with impressed 
wavy lines 
132  Plate, small  Pearlware  1 5
Edged in blue, scalloped with impressed 
wavy lines 
133  Bowl, medium  Pearlware  1 6
Edged in blue, scalloped with impressed 
wavy lines 
134  Bowl, medium  Pearlware  1 6
Edged in blue, dot and acanthus 
impressed pattern, scalloped edge 
135  Bowl, medium  Pearlware  4 8
Edged in blue, scalloped with impressed 
wavy lines 
136  Plate  Pearlware  2 8
Edged in blue, dot and acanthus 
impressed pattern, scalloped edge 
137  Plate  Pearlware  3 10; 9
Edged in blue, dot and acanthus 
impressed pattern, scalloped edge 
138  Plate  Pearlware  1 6
Edged in blue, scalloped with impressed 
wavy lines 
139  Plate, small  Pearlware  1 4
Edged in blue, scalloped with impressed 
wavy lines 
140  Plate  Pearlware  2 6
Edged in blue, scalloped with impressed 
wavy lines 
141  Bowl, medium  Pearlware  2 4
Edged in blue, scalloped with impressed 
wavy lines 





143  Plate  Pearlware  2 4
Edged in blue, scalloped with dot and 
acanthus impressed patter 
144  Plate  Pearlware  4 4
Edged in blue, non‐impressed, octagon 
shaped plate 
145  Cup  Porcelain  1 10; 9 Bone china multisided cup 
147  Plate  Creamware  1 8 Royal rim dinner plate 
148  Unidentified  Whiteware  4 4
Ironstone pitcher with blue transfer print 
in sprig pattern 
149  Bowl  Whiteware  5 4
Multi‐chambered slip decoration on olive 
green background 
150  Bowl  Pearlware  3 5 Undecorated soup bowl 
151  Bowl  Pearlware  1 4 Blue painted floral motif 
152  Bowl  Creamware  1 8 Unmolded rim, undecorated 
153  Bowl  Creamware  3 4 Undecorated 
155  Bowl  Whiteware  1 8; 7
Dipped ware with rouletting and solid 
orange field slip 
156  Bowl  Whiteware  1 6 Plain with beaded molded rim 
157  Bowl  Pearlware  1 OOC Plain with beaded molded rim 
158  Bowl  Pearlware  1
10; 9; 
8; 7 Soup bowl plain, undecorated 
159  Plate  Ironstone  11 6
Ironstone; plain molded rim with 
geometric panels 
161  Plate, small  Creamware  1 4 Black transfer printed  
162  Bowl  Whiteware  30
8; 7; 6; 
5 Plain with bead molded rim 
164  Bowl  Creamware  2 8 Soup bowl, plain, undecorated, royal rim 
165  Plate  Creamware  3 4 Light blue transfer, style unidentified 
166  Bowl  Pearlware  2 9 Canton style bowl, refined earthenware 
170  Bowl  Pearlware  2 8; 7 Soup bowl, blue floral transfer print 
 
Porringers, bowls and pie plates made up the redware group within the tableware class. 
Among the creamware vessels was a Royal rim dinner plate, two transfer printed plates, and 
three undecorated bowls. Among the pearlware and whiteware vessels were many edged ware 
plates and bowls. Most of the edged ware vessels were blue edged with either scalloped rims and 
impressed lines or scalloped rims with dot and acanthus impressed patterns which date from 
1800 to the 1830s.  
Of the eight bowls recovered from the floor assemblage, five were made of refined 
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earthenware while three were made of redware. Among the twelve bowls recovered from the 
yard assemblage, five were refined earthenware and seven were made of coarse redware. One 
creamware bowl was found among the yard assemblage. This suggests that coarse earthenware 
was becoming less prominent in the household, at least at table, by the last occupational phase. 
Twelve pie plates were recovered at the site. Pie plates were a major part of a woman’s 
basic set of household furnishings and equipment that were given to her by her parents in 
preparation for marriage, they also may have been given as gifts on a special occasion or as a 
get-well present along with a sweet or savory pie (Larkin 1988). The pie plates were lead-glazed 
and the slip trail decorations were added prior to glazing with a thinned clay, called slip, which 
was poured onto the vessel with a cup. Pie plates ranged in size from 5 to 15 inches in diameter. 
They were often decorated with lines, sometimes called bacon, or were inscribed with a woman’s 
name or initial, or a wedding date and were suitable for display on a mantle, for dining, or for 
warming food in the oven. Most of the pie plates in New Jersey were likely produced by a potter 
in the Jersey midlands or Pennsylvania where the red clay deposits were abundant (Wright 
2017). Six of the pie plates were recovered from the yard assemblage, the other six were 
recovered from Strata 8 and 9. No pie plates were recovered from the floor assemblage.  
 The vessels within this functional class that were recovered from the floor assemblage 
included four redware bowls (CV-3, 52, 55, 60), two shell-edged pearlware dinner plates (CV-
138, 140), one shell-edged pearlware muffin plate (CV-132), one whiteware and three pearlware 
bowls (CV-133, 134, 150, 156) and one molded ironstone plate with geometric panels around the 
rim (CV-159). The redware bowls have a range of production spanning the entire period of 




Figure 15: Vessels Associated with the Tableware Functional Class 
(CV-3) Redware bowl; (CV-31) Slip trail decorated pie plate; (CV-33) Slip trail decorated pie plate; (CV-51) 
Black glazed redware bowl; (CV-126) Transfer printed pearlware soup bowl; (CV-130) Shell-edged pearlware 
soup bowl; (CV-137) Dot and acanthus edged pearlware plate; (CV-147) Royal rim creamware dinner plate; 
(CV-162) Molded rim whiteware bowl 
 
were manufactured from 1800-1840. The Ironstone plate dates to the 1840s or 1850s.  
The tableware vessels associated with the yard assemblage consisted of seven redware 
bowls, six redware pie plates, one stoneware tankard, one porcelain cup, one creamware bowl, 
one creamware dinner plate, one creamware muffin plate, two pearlware dinner plates, one 
pearlware muffin plate, two pearlware bowls and two whiteware bowls. There is clearly more 
variety within the yard assemblage than within the floor assemblage within this functional class. 
Half the assemblage from the yard was made of redware and half was made of refined 
earthenware. Among the refined earthenware types, three were creamware vessels. The redware 
vessels, again, have a range of production which spans the entire occupation of the house as does 
the stoneware tankard. However, in general the use of lead glazed redware vessels for dining was 
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declining by the second and third phase of occupation. Creamwares were being replaced by 
pearlwares and whitewares in the early-19th century as well. Table 13 displays the various 
decorative styles present on refined earthenware vessels within the tableware functional class. In 
general, plain undecorated vessels were least expensive and were categorized as First Level and 
 
Table 13: Decoration on Refined Earthenware Vessels Associated with the Tableware Class 
 
printed vessels and porcelain were the most expensive type of vessels and we categorized as 
Fourth Level.  
Looking at the distribution of vessel decoration across the sub-assemblages, the vessels 
associated with the second price level are represented in the greatest proportion within each sub-
assemblage. Edge decorated plates and bowls make up a large portion of this grouping. Another 
notable detail from this table is that there was a fairly large proportion (30%) of vessels from the 
most expensive class recovered from the non-floor and yard assemblages.  The fourth level 
vessels recovered from these two sub-assemblages included six transfer printed plates of styles 
ranging in dates from 1800 to 1840. These vessels likely represent the second occupational 
phase, the Hannah and William phase. Though the fourth level vessels were not the dominant 
class of vessels in the yard and non-floor assemblages, it is interesting that the proportion in 
Vessel 
Decoration/Value 
Floor Assemblage Yard Assemblage Non-floor 
Assemblage 
First Level - Plain, 
undecorated, molded 
1 14% 1 10% 6 23% 
Second Level - Shell-
edged, banded, mocha, 
and sprig decorated 
5 72% 5 50% 12 46% 
Third Level - Elaborately 
Painted Wares 
  1 10% 1 4% 
Fourth Level - Printed 
Wares, Ironstone, 
Porcelain 
1 14% 3 30% 7 27% 
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these contexts is higher than in the floor contexts.  
In general, edge decorated wares were less expensive than printed wares and they 
dominate as the most common type of tableware in each sub-assemblage. The limited number of 
printed tableware vessels within the assemblage overall as compared with the amount of edge 
wares suggests that the Raddins were not purchasing the most expensive styles of plates and 
bowls to adorn their table.  
 
Tea/Coffee Service 
 The tea/coffee service functional class contains items associated with the preparation, 
service, and drinking of tea: including cups, saucers, small plates, sugar bowls, creamers, and tea 
pots. Sixty-nine vessels, 40% of the vessel lots identified, represent the tea/coffee service 
functional class. Cups (n=29), saucers (n=31), teapots (n=5), and teapot lids (n=4) made up the 
class from the Raddin-Badgley house site (Table 14; Figure 18).  
Three Jackfield teapots  (CV-6, 7, 8) were identified as well as a common redware teapot 
with black glaze (CV-54) and a whiteware teapot with a blue sprig pattern transfer print (CV-
148). Four Jackfield lids were identified as well (CV-10, 11, 12, 20) and one redware saucer 
(CV-61). Another unique item within this functional class was a small porcelain cup with gilding 
on the rim (CV-95). Two creamware saucers with brown floral pattern transfer print decoration 
were also recovered (CV-88, 94). 
 The remainder of the vessels within this class (n=54) were pearlware or whiteware cups 
and saucers. More cups were recovered than saucers. This may be a case of mistaken identity as 
saucer fragments can sometimes look like other types of vessels such as small and large plates. 
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By far the most common decoration at the site for tea and coffee service was a painted floral 
motif. Sixteen vessels were identified within the assemblage that were decorated with a 
polychrome floral pattern (c.1795-c.1815), fourteen vessels were decorated with a cobalt blue 
painted floral motif (c.1815-c.1830), and eight vessels, including three London style teacups 
(CV-123, 124, 125) were decorated with a sprig pattern, a simplification of the painted floral 
pattern (c.1835 to the 1870s).  
 
Table 14: Vessels Associated with the Tea/Coffee Service Functional Class 
CV#  Form  Ware  Qty.  Context  Comments 
6  teapot  Redware  4 7; 8 Jackfield 
7  teapot  Redware  2 4 Jackfield 
8  teapot  Redware  2 4 Jackfield 
10  lid  Redware  2 4 Jackfield 
11  lid  Redware  1 9; 10 Jackfield  
12  lid  Redware  1 4 Jackfield 
20  lid  Redware  1 6 Jackfield 
54  teapot  Redware  10 4 Black glazed inside and outside 
61  saucer  Redware  2 5; 8 Glazed inside and outside 
71  saucer  Pearlware  5 8; 7; 9 Painted polychrome floral 
72  saucer  Pearlware  2 7; 8; 10 Cobalt blue painted floral with band at rim 
73  saucer  Pearlware  1 5 Cobalt blue floral print 
74  saucer  Pearlware  3 4 Cobalt blue floral print with thick band on rim 
75  saucer  Pearlware  5 7; 8; 9 Polychrome painted floral with more blue 
76  saucer  Pearlware  2 4; 9 Polychrome painted floral with more blue 
77  saucer  Pearlware  4 4 Light blue transfer print 
78  saucer  Pearlware  2 4 Cobalt blue painted floral with band at rim 
79  saucer  Pearlware  3 4 Cobalt blue painted floral  
80  saucer  Pearlware  4 5 Light blue painted floral motif, thin banded rim 
81  saucer  Pearlware  4 4 Flow blue painted 
82  saucer  Pearlware  1 4 Painted blue floral 
83  saucer  Whiteware  2 8
Sprig painted polychrome floral with brown band 
on rim 
84  saucer  Pearlware  1 8 Painted polychrome floral 
85  saucer  Whiteware  3 8; 9 Sprig painted polychrome floral 
86  saucer  Pearlware  1 5 Sprig painted polychrome floral 
87  saucer  Whiteware  1 4 Brown transfer printed 
88  saucer  Creamware  3 9; 10 Brown transfer printed 
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89  saucer  Pearlware  2
7; 8; 9; 
10 Cobalt blue painted floral motif with band 
90  saucer  Whiteware  1 6 Painted chrome floral motif with a black band 
91  saucer  Pearlware  1 5 Painted cobalt blue floral motif 
92  saucer  Whiteware  1 4 Sprig painted 
93  saucer  Whiteware  6 5 Sprig painted floral motif 
94  saucer  Creamware  2 4 Brown floral transfer print 
95  cup  Porcelain  2 9 Overglaze enamel, orange/gold 
96  cup  Whiteware  1 4 Brown transfer printed 
97  cup  Pearlware  1 5 Cobalt blue painted floral motif 
98  saucer  Pearlware  1 7; 8 Cobalt blue painted floral motif band on the rim 
99  cup  Pearlware  1 7 Polychrome painted floral with more blue 
100  cup  Pearlware  1 4 Polychrome painted floral with more blue 
101  cup  Pearlware  1 9 Cobalt blue painted floral motif with thick band 
102  cup  Pearlware  1 4 Cobalt blue painted 
103  cup  Whiteware  1 6 Polychrome painted floral 
104  cup  Pearlware  1 4 Polychrome painted floral with more blue 
105  cup  Pearlware  1 5 Polychrome painted floral motif with annular ring 
106  cup  Whiteware  1 2; 3; 8 Polychrome painted floral motif with annular ring 
107  cup  Whiteware  3 8 Polychrome painted floral with green band 
108  cup  Whiteware  1 5 Polychrome painted floral motif with annular ring 
109  cup  Whiteware  1 8 Polychrome painted with green band 
111  cup  Pearlware  2 OOC Cobalt blue painted floral motif 
112  cup  Whiteware  1 9
Polychrome painted overglaze floral motif and 
annular band 
113  cup  Whiteware  5 9 Common shape undecorated 
114  cup  Whiteware  1 9 Common shape undecorated 
115  cup  Pearlware  1 5
Cobalt blue floral and annular band on outside 
and top of rim 
116  cup  Whiteware  1 4 Brown transfer printed 
118  Cup  Creamware  2 4; 5 Thin‐walled, salt glazed 
119  cup  Whiteware  2 6 Encrusted and slipped vessel 
120  cup  Pearlware  1 4
Light blue printed geometric patter on inside, 
scene on outside 
121  cup  Whiteware  1 8 London style cup black transfer print 
123  cup  Pearlware  4 5 London style sprig decoration 
124  cup  Pearlware  18 5 London style sprig decoration 
125  cup  Pearlware  18 5 London style sprig decoration 
127  cup  Pearlware  4 8 Chinese motif blue transfer 
129  saucer  Pearlware  1 6 Chinese motif blue transfer 
154  cup  Whiteware  1 7; 8
English shaped cup single blue banded around 
body 
168  cup  Pearlware  4 6 Scallop edged blue transfer floral motif 
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Of the seventeen vessels recovered from the floor assemblage that are assigned to this 
class there were ten cups and seven saucers of pearlware or whiteware paste. The three London 
style sprig decorated teacups and sprig decorated saucer (1835-1860) are within the floor 
assemblage along with four cobalt blue painted florals (1815-1830), and three chrome color 
floral painted vessels (after 1830). One vessel within the floor assemblage possessed a maker’s 
mark, a saucer painted with a floral motif in chrome colors (CV-90). The makers mark is 
attributed to Joseph Heath who operated a Staffordshire pottery in Tunstall, England. The mark 
dates from 1828 to 1841. The range of production date of CV-90 coincides well with the final 
occupational phase of the site. 
Like the tableware class, the tea/coffee service vessels from the yard assemblage 
contained more variety than the floor assemblage. There were three redware teapots, one 
whiteware teapot, four redware lids, seven refined earthenware cups, and ten refined earthenware 
saucers. Among the cups and saucers there were six with printed decorations, four in brown print 
(1818-1869) and a cup and saucer in light blue print with a geometric or linear pattern on the rim 
and an unidentified scene which appears to be a matching set (1818-1867). Three cups and six 
saucers with polychrome with cobalt blue and cobalt blue-only floral decoration (1815-1830) 
were also identified within the yard assemblage. And finally, one sprig decorated saucer (1835-
1870s) was recovered from the yard assemblage. Among the vessels associated with the 
tea/coffee service functional class from the yard assemblage, the overwhelming majority were 




Figure 16: Vessels Associated with the Tea/Coffee Service Functional Class 
(CV-6) Jackfield teapot; (CV-11) Jackfield lid; (CV-75) Saucer with painted floral motif; (CV-77) Blue transfer 
printed saucer; (CV-80) Saucer with blue painted floral motif; (CV-88) Saucer with brown transfer print; (CV-93) 
Sprig decorated saucer; (CV-95) Overglaze enameled porcelain teacup; (CV-104) Teacup with polychrome 
painted floral motif; (CV-123) Sprig decorated teacup 
 
Table 16 shows the types of decoration found on the tea and coffee service vessels within 
the sub-assemblages. Vessels in the third price level consisted mainly of painted wares, 
specifically, the painted floral motifs, which dominated in each sub-assemblage. A significant 
amount of the floor assemblage was placed in the second price level, the vessels in this category 
included the sprig decorated tea cups and saucer. It is noteworthy that 41% of the vessels 
associated with tea and coffee service from yard assemblage belonged to the fourth price level. 
This is due to the large number of print decorated vessels found in this sub assemblage. This 
pattern was also seen within the yard assemblage for the tableware functional class.  It is 
interesting to note that the yard assemblage contained a greater proportion of fourth level 
ceramics than the floor assemblage. This may indicate a shift from preference or the ability to 
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purchase more expensive, elaborately decorated, vessels in the second occupational phase 
(associated with Hannah and William) to the preference or ability to purchase less expensive , 
less decorated wares, in the third occupational phase (associated with Hannah and Anthony).  
 









First Level - Plain, 
undecorated, molded 
0 0% 0 0% 2 5% 
Second Level - Shell-
edged, banded, mocha, 
and sprig decorated 
6 35% 1 5% 5 13% 
Third Level - 
Elaborately Painted 
Wares 
9 53% 10 56% 22 56% 
Fourth Level - Printed 
Wares, Ironstone 




 No vessels within the assemblage were assigned to the writing/printing functional class. 
 








Chapter 7: Conclusions 
 
 Review of Research Goals 
 
 The three primary research questions of this thesis were 1) did the occupants of the 
Raddin-Badgley house site adhere to broad patterns and trends of consumerism over time; 2) can 
the collection tell us something about or be connected to specific individuals who lived in the 
house; and 3) is there evidence within the assemblage that the establishment of Feltville within 
the larger community of New Providence in 1845 had an effect on the consumer behavior of the 
occupants of the house. In order to answer these questions, I will first review the consumer 
choice framework to consider whether it was a useful method for answering these questions. 
Following this, I will discuss my interpretation of the results as well as provide suggestions for 
future research. 
Consumerism as a Theoretical Framework 
 
 Consumerism has been defined as the “making, selling, buying, using, and discarding 
material things” (Mullins 2011:2). I selected the consumer choice framework to interpret the 
Raddin-Badgley assemblage because I believe that understanding the consumptive behaviors of 
the individual occupants of the house has the potential to reveal much about their lives. I believe 
ceramics are a suitable medium for consumption studies because ceramics are a category of 
material culture that is widely used, ubiquitous on domestic sites, generally well-preserved, 
relatively affordable, and, especially when it comes to imported English wares, subject to 
frequent shifts in style and fashion.  
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Because ceramics at the Raddin-Badgley house site were definitely procured through 
purchase as opposed to being produced in the home, the ceramic remains can be interpreted as 
reflecting choices made by individuals who were active players in a historical narrative, 
responding to events and influenced by society. The choices were presumably molded by fashion 
as much as availability, cost, and individual preference. Because the house’s occupants were 
three generations of a single family a certain amount of continuity was available at the site that is 
not present in other comparative studies. Through interpretation of the ceramic items acquired, 
used and discarded by the Raddin family over time through the consumer choice framework I 
have been able to draw certain conclusions about the occupants’ socioeconomic status as well as 
their level of participation in the cultural trends of the period.  
 I am aware that there are some limitations to the consumer choice framework.  Certain 
objects within the assemblage were interpreted to have meaning to the individuals who 
purchased them yet it was not possible in most cases to know what value may have truly been 
invested in such items. Some items may have been acquired as gifts while others may never have 
been used before being broken and discarded. Despite this I believe that the theoretical 
framework was useful for interpreting the data to tell the story of the individuals who lived in the 
house over so many years and I believe that to answer some of these more elusive questions, 
future, more qualitative, research could be directed toward gaining a better understanding of the 
meaning and the value that may have been placed on particular items in the assemblage now that 
the basic concept appears plausible for this site.  
Adherence to Broad Consumer Trends 
  
The Raddins seem to have adhered in many ways to broad patterns of consumer behavior 
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documented by others. Archaeologists have observed that redwares were the dominant ceramics 
in the average household until imported European refined earthenware became affordable and 
readily available beginning with the late 18th century. Redware was always inexpensive and 
easily acquired in central New Jersey. The Raddins were “average” in this way.  Redware made 
up the majority of the domestic tableware and storage vessels in the home during the first 
occupational phase.  
The presence of many styles of popular imported English refined earthenware types that 
began to be produced in the early 19th century suggests that the Raddins were purchasing readily 
available, inexpensive, items as well as more costly, fashionable, items.  They seem to have 
shifted from the use of redware to imported English white-bodied ceramics for their table as 
these styles began to be marketed and, perhaps, as the price of these styles fell over time.  
Among the refined earthenware or white-bodied ceramics, the majority of the vessels 
date to the second and third occupational phase, as would be expected with the growth of the 
market for ceramics during those periods and the reduction in cost for dinner and teaware. By 
far, the most common style of teaware within the assemblage was the painted floral motif and the 
most common style of tableware (of the refined wares) was the shell-edged style.  
A look at the proportion of different functional types within the assemblage provided 
some insights into the family’s consumption patterns over time. It appears that teaware may have 
become more valued by the family over time as the proportion of teaware within the assemblage 
seems to have increased by the third occupational phase. Teaware was first adopted by British 
elites as a breakfast drink starting in the early-18th century but over time it became a part of the 
rituals of every class of person, taken more often in the afternoon (Noël Hume 1978: 58). Tea’s 
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price had dropped dramatically by the early-19th century which made it more accessible to the 
lower classes but the taking of tea still held a certain air of gentility. The “tea ceremony” as it is 
called was laden with culturally derived and constantly evolving behaviors, especially for 
women. Vessels were bought in sets and other equipage became standardized. In the Pratt 
household in the early part of the 18th century, 20 percent of the ceramics recovered from the 
site were tea ware vessels (Hodge 2014). At the Raddin-Badgley site the quantity of teaware 
vessels was 40 percent.  
The presence of molded and paneled ironstone in the assemblage is notable because this 
style of ceramic was only in production in the final ten to twenty years of occupation (Miller 
1991). The presence of ironstone suggests that the Raddin’s purchased this new style of 
tableware as soon as it became available at a point when it was most popular and highly valued. 
Other styles that were popular within the last few decades of occupation are present within the 
assemblage as well. These include the sprig decorated teacups and saucers, shell-edged 
tablewares with non-scalloped rims, and the chrome colored painted florals with red and black. 
The Visibility of Individuals 
 
Regarding the visibility of individuals within the ceramic assemblage, the time sequence 
analysis or family lifecycle approach was utilized in this thesis to add a diachronic dimension to 
this analysis as well as to highlight the roles played by the individuals we know lived in the 
house at the time. When Lucretia and Jeremiah started their life together they lived within a 
fairly insulated community. They likely produced much of their own food and manufactured 
many of life’s necessities at home or acquired them through trade of homemade craft goods or 
services among other members of the community. Market penetration was limited in the rural 
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New Jersey countryside so the material culture was exceedingly sparse. The vessels that were 
recovered from the first occupational phase, and are therefore associated with Jeremiah and 
Lucretia, are the course earthenware bowls and plates that were fairly inexpensive and 
manufactured locally.  
Redware bowls and cups were probably the most common dining vessel during this 
period as they were useful for sharing a pot of stew or pudding and easier to cook over a hearth. 
A small number of undecorated creamware plates and bowls that were recovered can be ascribed 
to the first occupational phase. The Rococo style edged plates in the assemblage serve as an 
example. These vessels suggest that the Raddins eventually purchased “fancier” tableware in 
addition to the redware bowls and cups. One item that is of particular interest and is easily 
associated with the first family lifecycle is the molded Jackfield teapot. This vessel dates to the 
1750s or 60s and its presence suggests that it was passed down to Lucretia and Jeremiah when 
they wed.  
Hannah and William are the key players in the second occupational phase. They quickly 
established a large family. The home was surely busy all the time. At the dawn of the 19th 
century life remained very similar to the way it was for many generations but by the end of this 
period, transportation networks had expanded and English white bodied wares were being sold 
everywhere. Increasingly teaware and the “tea ceremony” was situated within the women’s 
sphere and the woman of the house was typically responsible for purchase of the necessary 
items.  Hannah would have been the one to choose or receive as a gift the polychrome and cobalt 
blue floral motif teaware that date to this period. A variety of styles of edged tableware dating to 
this period were recovered at the site as well. Additionally, a large amount of printed vessels 
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were recovered that date to the latter half of the second phase of occupation. The assemblage 
attests to Hannah’s efforts to set a more refined table.  
In the last occupational phase, when Hannah remarried and Feltville was established, the 
railroad had reached the nearby communities of Plainfield and Westfield and access to goods 
was better than ever before. Now Hannah was the head of household and her daughter-in-law, 
Phebe, was also an active member of the household. Also, Hannah was housing two boarders 
who worked at Feltville for a time. Again, the house was busy and Hannah, whose son drove a 
coach for Felt, may have had a more prominent position in the community.  The ceramics that 
have been recovered from this period include a large volume of teaware and a number of 
ironstone vessels. Perhaps Hannah, and Phebe, like many others from the period, assigned 
greater value to the tea ceremony during this time. Though they did not purchase items of greater 
value, the presence of a matching set, possibly a wedding gift to Phebe and David, or just a one-
time purchase of Hannah’s, suggests that the women assigned significant value to such items, 
and to the social activity.  
An undecorated ironstone plate, bowl, and pitcher recovered from the floor assemblage 
suggests that Hannah, or maybe Phebe, were aware of and adhering to the cultural trends of the 
time. The minimal decoration on both the teaware and tableware within the floor assemblage 
seem to suggest influences of the mid-19th century religious revival known as the Second Great 
Awakening which had reached its peak in the 1850’s. Revivalist thought emphasized austerity, 
temperance, social activism, and humanitarian reforms including women’s rights and abolition of 




Evidence of Felville’s Influence 
 The documentary record indicates that changes occurred in the Raddin-Badgley home 
when David Felt established his factory within the community.  Hannah and her family took on 
boarders who came to work at the factory and her son, Jeremy, was hired to drive Felt’s coach to 
and from New York City. It is likely that Hannah and Anthony, with the added incomes from 
David and Phebe and the boarders, experienced an improvement in their socio-economic status 
during this period. The ceramic assemblage seems to reflect these changes. Looking specifically 
at the floor assemblage there are a number of notable items. First, the floor assemblage included 
ironstone, which was one of the more expensive refined earthenwares at the time. This suggests 
that the Raddins were willing and able to afford a finer type of tableware in the last phase of 
occupation.  
An ironstone pitcher, likely from a wash basin set, recovered from the floor assemblage, 
suggests a heightened level of hygiene, while the plain, paneled gothic dinner plate and other 
undecorated ironstone vessels from the floor assemblage (along with other minimally decorated 
vessels in the floor assemblage) suggest that Hannah and her family participated, at least 
superficially, in the religious revival cultural movement of 1850s in which individuals, especially 
families, developed a renewed interest in temperance, religious education, and childrearing. It is 
not coincidental that Feltville was established within this period of increased austerity and 
religious fervor. It is possible that the purchase of the clean white ironstone and the minimally 
decorated teawares were a way of expressing themselves and their morality. It is also possible 
that the minimally decorated vessels were items stocked in the Feltville store and therefore the 
items were purchased because they were more accessible than other styles.  Either way, Felt’s 
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presence within the community can be seen through these shifts in consumption patterns.  
Future Research 
 This investigation of the ceramics of the Raddin-Badgley house site represents only a 
partial analysis of the site. There is great potential in the analysis of the other material types of 
artifacts from the site. The consumer choice framework could be further explored through 
analysis of glass or personal items and would provide further insight into the theories posited 
here. Further comparative analysis could be undertaken using the Feltville assemblage or other 
domestic sites of the same period in the region. Comparisons of the ceramics from the village to 
ceramics from Raddin-Badgley that date to the same period would shed more light on the 
relationship that the village occupants may have had with the surrounding communities.  
The faunal remains from the Raddin-Badgley house site could be sorted into sub-
assemblages in order to allow for a diachronic interpretation of the remains, comparison with the 
ceramic remains at Raddin-Badgley and a comparative analysis with the Feltville faunal remains. 
Also, this thesis has suggested that the establishment of Feltville had a notable effect on the 
social consciences of the people living within the community, and also upon their material 
culture. More documentary and archaeological research could be carried out to determine 
whether the effect was generalized throughout the vicinity, and/or what long-term effects it may 
have had on the community.  
 Finally, although the site and environs were thoroughly investigated and no features were 
identified in addition to the cellar hole and sheet midden surrounding the house, features 
associated with the Raddin-Badgley house site may be found in future years. A privy or well 
may be useful for comparative analysis with the privies excavated at Feltville.  All of these 
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avenues of future research would surely help to shed light on a period of history in central New 
Jersey that is poorly understood and rarely explored, a time of tremendous social and 
technological change, a time when the American identity was rapidly evolving and families like 
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CV#  Strata  Ware  Form  Function  Style  Frag  Burned?  Portion  Notes 
1  9  redware  Porringer  Tableware  glazed inside/outside  3  n  handle; rim  Brown glazed, black manganese 
mottling 
2  4  redware  chamber pot  Hygiene  glazed inside/outside  23  n  base; rim; 
handle 
Reddish brown glazed 
3  6  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  Glazed inside and 
outside 




redware  chamber pot  Hygiene  Glazed inside and 
outside 
5  n  rim; body  brown glazed, tooling around the 
neck 
5  9  redware  bowl, large  Food Prep/Storage  glazed brown inside 
only 
7  y  base  may match other fragments within 
the same lot that did not mend, all 
heavily burned 
6  7; 8  redware  teapot  Tea/Cofee  Jackfield  4  n  base; handle  Jackfield type teapot, smooth 
outside, hand spun marks inside 
7  4  redware  teapot  Tea/Cofee  Jackfield  2  n  rim 
8  4  redware  teapot  Tea/Cofee  Jackfield  2  n  rim 
9  9; 10  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  glazed inside and 
ouside 
9  n  base  reddish brown glazed 
10  4  redware  lid  Tea/Cofee  Jackfield  2  n  rim 
11  9; 10  redware  lid  Tea/Cofee  Jackfield   1  n  rim  collander lid 
12  4  redware  lid  Tea/Cofee  Jackfield  1  n  rim 
13  9; 4  redware  jug  Food Prep/Storage  Jackfield  2  n  rim 
14  4  redware  Pan/bowl  Food service  Slip trail decorated  6  n  rim 
15  4; 9; 
10; 5; 6 






16  4  redware  Pan/bowl  Food service  Slip trail decorated  1  n  rim 
17  7; 8  redware  Pan/bowl  Food service  Slip trail decorated  1  n  rim 
18  4  redware  Pan/bowl  Food service  Slip trail decorated  1  n  rim 
19  4  redware  Pan/bowl  Food service  Slip trail decorated  1  n  rim 
20  6  redware  lid  Tea/Cofee  Jackfield  1  n  rim  collander lid 
21  6  redware  bowl, large  Food Prep/Storage  glazed inside/outside  2  y  base  heavily spalled glaze, black soot on 
the outside 
22  7; 8  redware  Pan/bowl  Food service  Slip trail decorated  5  n  rim, body  15 
23  4  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  Slip trail decorated 
inside 
1  n  base  dark brown glazed, no foot 
24  4  redware  bowl, small  Tableware  glazed inside/outside  1  y  base  heavily spalling inside and outside, 
brown glazed 
25  7; 8  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  glazed inside/outside  1  n  base  Reddish brown glazed, foot 
unglazed 




redware  bowl large  Food Prep/Storage  glazed inside  2  y  base  Reddish brown glazed 
28  7; 8  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  glazed inside/outside  1  y  base  spalled glaze inside and outside, 
brown manganese mottled glaze 
29  9; 10  redware  jug or pot, 
medium 
Food Prep/Storage  glazed inside only  1  y  base  Reddish brown glazed 
30  4  redware  pan/bowl  Food service  slip trail decorated  1  n  rim 
31  8  redware  pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  11  n  rim; body  words on plate, cant tell what they 
say; reddish brown glazed 
32  9; 10  redware  pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  1  n  rim  not enough to identify pattern 
33  4  redware  pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  3  n  rim  dots and squiggles; cant tell what 
they say; reddish brown glaze 
34  9; 10  redware  pie plate, large  Food service  slip trail decorated  1  n  body  words on plate, cant tell what they 
say; reddish brown glazed 
35  4; 8; 7   redware  Pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  3  n  rim  patter not clear; red brown glazed 
36  4  redware  Pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  2  n  rim  red brown glazed 
37  4  redware  Pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  1  n  rim  red brown glazed, whisp pattern 
38  4  redware  Pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  3  n  rim  light brown glazed 
39  4; 8  redware  Pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  5  n  rim  light brown glazed 
40  9; 10  redware  pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  4  n  rim  light brown glazed 
41  8  redware  Pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  2  n  rim  Reddish brown glazed 
42  8  redware  Pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  1  n  rim  Reddish brown glazed 
43  8  redware  Pie plate  Tableware  slip trail decorated  2  n  rim  Reddish brown glazed 
44  4  Redware  Bowl  Food Prep/Storage  black glazed inside  7  n  rim; base; 
body 
unglazed rim 







redware  pan/bowl  Food service  slip trail decorated 
inside 
2  n  rim  reddish brown glazed, dots and 
squiggles 
47  5  redware  Bowl  Food Prep/Storage  Glazed inside and 
outside 






















51  4  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  black glazed inside 
and outside 
3  n  base; body  hand thrown, outside smooth black 
glaze finish, thick unglazed foot 
52  5  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  black glazed inside 
and outside 
2  n  base; body  hand thrown, outside smooth black 
glaze finish, thick unglazed foot 
53  7; 8  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  black glazed inside 
and outside 
1  n  base; body  hand thrown, outside smooth black 
glaze finish, thick unglazed foot 






55  5  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  black glazed inside 
and outside 
1  n  base  hand thrown, outside smooth black 
glaze finish, glazed foot 
56  9  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  black glazed inside 
and outside 




57  4  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  black glazed inside 
and outside 
2  n  base  hand thrown, inside and outside 
course black glaze, applied foot 
58  4  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  black glazed inside 
and outside 
1  n  base  hand thrown, course glaze inside, 
smooth outside 
59  4  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  black glazed inside 
and outside 
2  n  base  folded foot, course glaze inside, 
smooth finish outside 
60  6  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  black glazed inside 
and outside 
1  n  base  course glazed inside, smooth glazed 
outside 
61  5; 8  redware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  Glazed inside and 
outside 
2  y  rim; base 
62  7; 8  redware  chamber pot  Hygiene  Glazed inside and 
outside 
3  n  body, handle  tooling near the rim 
63  4  redware  planter saucer  Horticulture  glazed inside  1  N  base; rim 
64  9; 10  redware  bowl, large  Food Prep/Storage  glazed inside  2  n  rim; body 
65  OOC  redware  bowl, medium  Tableware  Glazed inside and 
outside 


















unknown  Unidentified  salt glazed  3  n  body  molded with figure/scene 
70  4  stonewar
e 
pot  Food Prep/Storage  slip covered  1  n  rim; handle 
71  8; 7; 9  pearlware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  painted polychrome 
floral 
5  n  rim; base  blue and orange 




73  5  pearlware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  colbalt blue floral 
print 
1  n  rim 




75  7; 8; 9  pearlware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  polychrome painted 
floral with more blue 
5  n  rim; base  blue and green 
76  4; 9  pearlware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  ploychrome painted 
floral with more blue 
2  n  rim  blue and green, also black, green 
band around the rim 
77  4  pearlware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  light blue transfer 
print 
4  n  rim; base 




79  4  pearlware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  colbalt blue painted 
floral  
3  n  base  makers mark says "ted" 




81  4  pearlware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  flow blue painted  4  n  rim 















3  n  rim  blue; green; brown 
86  5  pearlware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  sprig painted floral in 
chrome colors 
























1  n  rim  green, blue, black 


















2  n  base  non‐continuous repeating design, 
floral 







1  n  rim  floral and scenic pattern 
97  5  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  colbalt blue painted 
floral motif 
1  n  base; body  applied foot 




99  7  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  polychrome painted 
floral with more blue 
1  n  rim  blue, yellow 
100  4  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  polychrome painted 
floral with more blue 
1  n  rim  green, blue 









1  n  rim  red, black 
104  4  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  polychrom painted 
floral with more blue 
1  n  rim  blue, orange, matches CV#70 
105  5  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  polychrome painted 
floral motif with 
annular ring 
























1  n  rim  band inside and outside 
110  4; 9  redware  jug  Food Prep/Storage  brown manganese 
glazed, black slip 
inside 
9  n  rim; body  tooling on the shoulder 
111  OOC  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  colbalt clue painted 
floral motif 

















1  n  base; body  matches CV#112 












jar; small  Unidentified  unidentified vessel  1  n  base  very thin walls, base thinner than 
walls 





2  n  body  brown; cream; black 
120  4  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  light blue printed 
geometric pattern on 
inside, scenic outside 












123  5  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  london style sprig 
decoration 
4  y  complete 





125  5  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  london style sprig 
decoration 
18  y  complete  matches vessels 122, 123, and 92 




127  8  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  chinese motif blue 
transfer 
4  n  rim 
128  9; 10  pearlware  plate, small  Tableware  chinese motif blue 
transfer 
2  n  rim 
129  6  pearlware  saucer  Tea/Cofee  chinese motif blue 
transfer 
1  n  rim 

































































145  9; 10  porcelain  cup  Tableware  bone china 
multisided cup 
1  n  rim 



















150  5  pearlware  bowl  Tableware  undecorated soup 
bowl 





































pearlware  bowl  tableware  soup bowl plain, 
undecorated 
1  y  base 


































166  9  pearlware  bowl  Tableware  canton style bowl, 
refined earthenware 
2  n  rim 
167  5  Ironstone  pitcher  Hygiene  plain, undecorated  8  y  base 
168  6  pearlware  cup  Tea/Cofee  scallop edged blue 
transfer floral motif 
4  n  base; rim 





170  7; 8  pearlware  bowl  Tableware  soup bowl, blue 
floral transfer print 
2  n  rim; body 








Bag #/Lot Northing Easting Context Ware/CompositDescription/ SubClassification Vessel Form Vessel Portion  Functional Class TNF Weight (g) ip/Paint/Trans Color Glaze Burned TNF Special Note Poss. Date
000001 160 163 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 3 1.3 slip yellow clear no
000002 160 165 9; 10 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Tea/Cofee 2 0.3 paint blue; green clear no 1815‐1830
000003 160 165 9; 10 Redware mottled brown glazed rim unidentified 2 5.4 n/a n/a brown no
000004 160 163 9; 10 Creamware unknown Unidentified 5 3.9 n/a n/a clear no
000004 160 163 9; 10 Pearlware transfer printed base; unknown Unidentified 3 2.9 print blue clear no 1784‐1859
000004 160 163 9; 10 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Food service 1 0.8 n/a n/a black no
000005 4 Pearlware blue transfer print of american view Unknown Unidentified 1 2.5 transfer blue clear no 1793‐1862
000006 160 165 7; 8 Redware lead glazed Bowl rim; Unknown Food Prep/Storage 4 81.4 N/A N/A clear no
000006 160 165 7; 8 Whiteware transfer printed rim; Unknown Unidentified 2 2.5 n/a n/a clear no
000007 140 170 4 Pearlware base Unidentified 1 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
000007 140 170 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Food service 2 4.4 n/a n/a black 1
000008 149.5 170.2 4 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 1.4 print blue clear no 1784‐1859
000008 149.5 170.2 4 Whiteware unknown unidentified 1 0.8 n/a n/a clear no
000011 160 163 7; 8 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 2 1.1 n/a n/a clear no
000013 130 160 4 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 1 2.4 n/a n/a brown no
000019 140 160 4 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 print blue clear no 1784‐1859
000019 140 160 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed base Food service 1 27.6 n/a n/a black no
000019 140 160 4 Redware mottled manganese brown glaze rim Unidentified 1 2.1 n/a n/a brown/blano
000021 140 160 4 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 2 print blue clear no 1784‐1859
000023 140 160 4 Redware manganese black glazed body Unidentified 1 4.8 n/a n/a black no
000025 140 160 4 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 1.2 print blue clear 1 1784‐1859
000029 160 163 7; 8 Pearlware transfer printed rim; base; body Unidentified 6 6.6 print blue clear no 1784‐1859
000029 160 163 7; 8 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 3 1.2 n/a n/a black no
000029 160 163 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated bowl rim Tableware 1 34 slip yellow clear no
000029 160 163 7; 8 Redware clear glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 5 7.3 n/a n/a clear no
000030 160 163 7; 8 Stoneware salt glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 1 4.2 n/a n/a clear no
000031 4 Redware black glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 29.7 n/a n/a black no
000031 4 Redware brown glazed outside, black glazed inside Unknown Unidentified 1 43.2 n/a n/a brown; blano
000032 162 163 9; 10 Creamware unknown Unidentified 5 4.9 n/a n/a clear no
000032 162 163 9; 10 Pearlware rim; unknown Unidentified 5 2.7 n/a n/a clear no
000032 162 163 9; 10 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 print blue clear no 1784‐1859
000032 162 163 9; 10 Pearlware rococo style shell edged rim Tableware 1 0 paint blue clear no
000032 162 163 9; 10 Redware buckley type black lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 n/a n/a black no
000032 162 163 9; 10 Redware Staffordshire‐type slip ware Unknown Unidentified 1 1 slip yellow clear no
000032 162 163 9; 10 Redware brown glazed with pie crust rim rim; Unknown Unidentified 3 3.5 n/a n/a brown no
000032 162 163 #REF! Redware Jackfield type with black  lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a black no
000033 162 163 9; 10 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 11 4.5 paint blue clear no
000033 162 163 9; 10 Redware black glazed base; unknown Unidentified 4 11.1 n/a n/a black no
000033 162 163 9; 10 Redware brown glazed outside, black inside unknown Unidentified 2 14 n/a n/a brown/blano
000033 162 163 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated  rim; unknown Unidentified 4 7.6 slip yellow clear no pie crust rim
000033 162 163 9; 10 Whiteware painted floral motif cup body Tea/Cofee 1 2.9 paint blue clear no
000033 162 163 9; 10 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 5 4 n/a n/a clear no
000034 160 163 7; 8 Redware brown lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 1.2 n/a n/a brown/cle no
000034 160 163 7; 8 Whiteware floral tansfer print Bowl body Tableware 2 6.9 transfer blue clear no 1832‐1848
000034 160 163 7; 8 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 6 1.1 n/a n/a clear no
000036 162 160.5 4 Redware brown glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 6 41.5 n/a n/a brown no
000036 162 160.5 4 Redware manganese black glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 4 44.3 n/a n/a black no
000036 162 160.5 4 Redware clear glazed base Unidentified 1 23.9 n/a n/a clear no
000036 162 160.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated pie plate Plate rim; unknown Tableware 7 82.4 slip yellow clear no
000036 162 160.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated bowl Bowl rim; body Food Prep/Storage 9 74.9 slip yellow clear no
000036 162 160.5 4 Whiteware Bowl base; unknown Tableware 21 20.7 n/a n/a clear no
000039 173.4 159.5 4 Redware manganese brown glazed inside only rim Food Prep/Storage 1 81.7 n/a n/a brown no
000046 160 163 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated Plate body Tableware 2 52 slip yellow clear no
000049 162 163 9; 10 Pearlware shell edged  rim; unknown Tableware 4 1.1 paint blue clear no
000049 162 163 9; 10 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 12 5 n/a n/a clear no probably more shell edged pearl
000049 162 163 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim; body Tableware 18 18.5 slip yellow clear no
000049 162 163 9; 10 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; body Unidentified 8 7.8 n/a n/a black no match with 010055
000049 162 163 9; 10 Whiteware transfer printed rim Unidentified 1 2.1 print blue clear no 1784‐1859
000049 162 163 9; 10 Whiteware painted floral motif with band rim; unknown Unidentified 4 2.7 paint blue; green clear no 1815‐1830
000049 162 163 9; 10 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 15 5.5 n/a n/a clear no
000050 183.59 159.5 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 9.9 n/a n/a black no
000051 162 160.5 4 Redware black glazed interior only Bowl rim; body Food Prep/Storage 9 171 n/a n/a black 3
000051 162 160.5 4 Redware brown glazed interior only bowl body; rim Food Prep/Storage 6 112.2 n/a n/a brown 1
000051 162 160.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated interior Bowl rim; body Unidentified 2 41.9 slip yellow clear no
000051 162 160.5 4 Redware brown black glazed interior only Bowl base; rim; body Food Prep/Storage 30 778 n/a n/a brown bla no
000051 162 160.5 4 Redware brown glazed interior and exterior Bowl base; rim; body Food Prep/Storage 603.6 n/a n/a brown no Also 500311
000053 160 163 7; 8 Creamware Royal rim plate rim; unknown Unidentified 2 5 n/a n/a clear no
000053 160 163 7; 8 Pearlware base; unknown Unidentified 4 2.8 print blue clear no 1784‐1859
000053 160 163 7; 8 Redware Jackfield type black glazed Pot base; body; hand Tea/Cofee 5 170 n/a n/a black 5
000053 160 163 7; 8 Redware black glazed base; unknown Unidentified 2 15 n/a n/a black no
000053 160 163 7; 8 Redware Asbury type redware unknown Unidentified 1 1.9 n/a n/a red brownno
000055 162 160.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif with band rim; unknown Unidentified 5 5 paint blue clear no
000055 162 160.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated interior pan or bowl Pan rim; body Tableware 16 60.6 slip yellow clear no
000055 162 160.5 4 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 7 25.5 n/a n/a brown no
000055 162 160.5 4 Redware black glazed base; unknown Unidentified 10 33.7 n/a n/a black no
000055 162 160.5 4 Whiteware bowl base; unknow Unidentified 15 11.4 n/a n/a clear no
000056 162 163 2; 3 Pearlware Shell edged rococo pattern rim; unknown Tableware 35 13.7 paint blue clear no
000056 162 163 2; 3 Redware Jackfield type black gazed  unknown Unidentified 5 13.7 n/a n/a black no quilted pattern molded, might m
000056 162 163 2; 3 Whiteware painted rim; unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 paint blue clear no
000057 160 165 7; 8 Pearlware transfer printed base Unidentified 2 7.6 printed blue clear no 1784‐1859
000057 160 165 7; 8 Pearlware transfer printed rim Unidentified 1 5.5 printed  blue clear no 1784‐1859
000057 160 165 7; 8 Redware unglazed Unknown Unidentified 1 6.6 n/a n/a n/a no
000057 160 165 7; 8 Other Ironstone bowl Bowl rim Food Prep/Storage 3 9.3 n/a n/a clear no
000058 160 163 6 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 print blue clear no
000058 160 163 6 Pearlware unidentified rim Unidentified 1 3.2 unknown unknown clear 1
000058 160 163 6 Redware red brown glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 3 7.5 n/a n/a red brownno
000058 160 163 6 Redware slip trail decorated pie plate rim Tableware 1 0.9 slip yellow clear no
000059 160 170 4 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 n/a n/a clear no
000060 186.44 159.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif with band cup rim Tea/Cofee 1 2.6 paint blue; green clear no 1815‐1830
000061 176.3 159.5 4 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 1 0.2 n/a n/a clear no
000062 162 160.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif Saucer rim; base; body Tea/Cofee 5 5.4 paint blue clear no
000062 162 160.5 4 Redware black glazed inside only rim; body; unknowUnidentified 5 42.7 n/a n/a black no
000062 162 160.5 4 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 4 9.6 n/a n/a brown no
000062 162 160.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknoen Unidentified 13 25.6 n/a n/a black no
000062 162 160.5 4 Redware Slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 7 10 slip yellow clear no
000062 162 160.5 4 Whiteware rim; base; unknowUnidentified 16 7.3 n/a n/a clear no makers mark has an a 1793‐1810
000075 160 165 6 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 1.1 paint blue clear no
000075 160 165 6 Pearlware transfer printed chinese motif rim Unidentified 1 2.4 print blue clear no
000075 160 165 6 Porcelain unknown Unidentified 1 1.9 n/a n/a clear no
000075 160 165 6 Redware glazed inside and outside rim; unknown Unidentified 2 19.2 n/a n/a unknown 2
000075 160 165 6 Other Ironstone Royal rim plate no decoration rim; base; body Food Prep/Storage 13 161 n/a n/a clear 13
000075 160 165 6 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 print blue clear no
000075 160 165 6 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 0.8 n/a n/a clear no
000079 160 165 6 Pearlware rococo shell edged ware rim Tableware 1 2.7 paint blue clear no
000079 160 165 6 Redware lead glazed handle Unidentified 1 1.9 n/a n/a clear no
000079 160 165 6 Whiteware Dot and Acanthus embossed rim shell edged ware rim Unidentified 1 4.7 paint blue clear no
000079 160 165 6 Whiteware inside band painted rim Unidentified 2 3.8 PAINT brown clear no different vessels
000080 162 160.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated pie plate Plate rim; unknown Tableware 15 40.3 slip yellow clear no some burning on underside
000080 162 160.5 4 Redware speckled brown glaze inside unknown Unidentified 2 19.9 n/a n/a brown no
000080 162 160.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed Pot rim; unknown Tea/Cofee 21 54 n/a n/a black no
000080 162 160.5 4 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 16 6.1 paint blue clear no
000083 160 165 6 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; Unknown Unidentified 2 9.9 n/a n/a black no
000083 160 165 6 Redware brown lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 2.8 n/a n/a brown no
000083 160 165 6 Stoneware salt glazed with scratched and painted decoration rim; body; un Unidentified 8 32.5 paint blue clear yes
000083 160 165 6 Unidentified low grade earthenware Unknown Unidentified 1 5.3 n/a n/a n/a no white painted outside, no glaze
000083 160 165 6 Whiteware Sheet patterned floral motif Unknown Unidentified 1 7.3 print blue clear no
000083 160 165 6 Whiteware rim Unidentified 1 2.2 paint brown clear no brown rim line interior
000083 160 165 6 Whiteware transfer printed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 print blue clear no
000083 160 165 6 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 2 1.8 n/a n/a clear no
000084 162 160.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 6 15.1 n/a n/a black no
000084 162 160.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 3 4.4 slip yellow clear no
000085 160 160 4 Redware manganese black glazed base; unknown Unidentified 8 32.5 n/a n/a black no
000085 160 160 4 Redware manganese mottled rim Unidentified 1 65.5 n/a n/a brown no
000085 160 160 4 Redware manganese mottled rim Unidentified 2 4.4 n/a n/a brown no
000085 160 160 4 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 11.3 slip yellow clear no
000085 160 160 4 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 5 20.3 n/a n/a brown no
000087 190 159.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif with band saucer rim Unidentified 4 4.8 paint blue clear no
000088 160 165 6 Pearlware painted floral motif with band base; rim; body Tea/Cofee 10 11.1 paint blue clear no
000088 160 165 6 Redware brown glazed speckled rim; Unknown Unidentified 5 5.7 n/a n/a brown no
000088 160 165 6 Redware black manganese glazed rim; body Unidentified 8 21.6 n/a n/a black no
000088 160 165 6 Whiteware rim; body Unidentified 4 5 n/a n/a clear no
000089 160 160 4 Whiteware transfer printed Unknown Unidentified 3 11.2 print red clear yes
000089 160 160 4 Pearlware transfer printed rim Unidentified 3 3.3 print blue clear no
000089 160 160 4 Whiteware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 paint green; brown clear no
000089 160 160 4 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 3 2.5 n/a n/a clear no
000089 160 160 4 Whiteware painted bands inside rim Unidentified 1 0.4 paint blue clear no
000092 160 163 6 Redware Jackfield type black glazed  unknown Unidentified 1 3.7 n/a n/a black no
000092 160 163 6 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 1.8 slip yellow clear no
000092 160 163 6 Whiteware transfer printed rim Unidentified 3 3.8 print blue clear no
000093 160 165 Redware brown glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 n/a n/a brown no
000093 160 165 Redware lead glazed pot rim Unidentified 1 28.3 n/a n/a n/a yes burned beyond recognition
000094 160 169 4 Redware black glazed interior and exterior body Unidentified 3 45.8 n/a n/a black no
000094 160 169 4 Redware brown glazed speckled unknown Unidentified 3 1.5 n/a n/a brown no
000094 160 169 4 Whiteware rim Unidentified 1 1.9 n/a n/a clear no
000095 190 159.5 4 Pearlware transfer printed chinese motif  rim Unidentified 1 0.9 print blue clear no
000096 190 159.5 4 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 2.6 painted unknown clear yes
000097 160 163 Redware clear glazed unknwon Unidentified 1 0.8 n/a n/a clear no
000097 160 163 Whiteware base Unidentified 1 0.3 n/a n/a clear no
000098 160 164 9 Unidentified rim Unidentified 1 1.3 n/a n/a n/a 1 unrecognizable from burning
000098 160 164 9 Unidentified unknown Unidentified 1 6.7 n/a n/a n/a 1 unrecognizable from burning
000099 151 175 4 Creamware unknown Unidentified 3 1.7 n/a n/a clear no
000099 151 175 4 Redware brown lead glazed un Unidentified 4 7.9 n/a n/a brown no
000100 160 169 4 Pearlware painted floral motif base; unknown Unidentified 2 2.4 paint blue clear 2
000100 160 169 4 Pearlware dot and acanthus shell edged ware rim Unidentified 2 0.8 paint blue clear 2
000100 160 169 4 Redware slip trail decorated Plate rim; body Tableware 9 32.6 slip yellow clear no
000100 160 169 4 Redware black glazed unknown unidentified 6 3.5 n/a n/a black no
000100 160 169 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 1 n/a n/a clear no
000101 160 164 9 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 4.6 n/a n/a black no
000103 148 175 4 Redware unknown Unidentified 2 0 n/a n/a n/a no
000103 148 175 4 Not ceramic
000104 148 175 4 Redware unknown Unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a n/a no
000104 148 175 4 Whiteware unknown unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a clear no
000105 151 175 4 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 2 1.2 n/a n/a brown no
000106 142 175 4 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a brown no
000107 142 175 4 Pearlware flow transfer printed Unknown Unidentified 3 1 printed blue clear no
000107 142 175 4 Redware lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 n/a n/a clear no
000107 142 175 4 Whiteware shell edged rim Unidentified 1 0 paint blue clear no
000108 160 164 9 Creamware unknown Unidentified 1 2 n/a n/a clear no
000108 160 164 9 Pearlware transfer printed rim; unknown Unidentified 2 3 print blue clear no
000108 160 164 9 Redware mottled brown glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 n/a n/a brown no
000109 160 169 4 Pearlware rococo edged ware rim Tableware 1 1 paint blue clear no
000109 160 169 4 Pearlware dot and acanthus edged ware rim Unidentified 1 0.5 paint blue clear 1
000109 160 169 4 Pearlware painted floral motif rim Unidentified 1 1 paint blue clear 1
000109 160 169 4 Redware Black glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 5 5.5 n/a n/a black no
000109 160 169 4 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 2 5.1 slip yellow clear no
000109 160 169 4 Redware mottled brown glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 2 3.1 n/a n/a brown no
000109 160 169 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 3 1.9 n/a n/a clear no
000110 160 164 8 Redware manganese glazed black outside; brown inside unknown Unidentified 3 13.1 n/a n/a brown; blano
000111 139 175 4 Redware black glazed unknown unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a black no
000111 139 175 4 Whiteware unknown unidentified 2 0 n/a n/a clear no
000113 136 175 4 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 n/a n/a brown no
000113 136 175 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 6 6.6 n/a n/a clear no
000113 136 175 4 Whiteware dipped ware unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 paint green clear 1
000113 136 175 4 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 print blue clear no
000114 133 175 4 Pearlware transfer printed plate rim Unidentified 1 0.3 print blue clear no
000114 133 175 4 Redware unknown Unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a n/a no
000123 163 160.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif with band unknown Unidentified 8 10.5 paint blue; orange; gclear no
000123 163 160.5 4 Pearlware base; unknown Unidentified 2 1.1 n/a n/a clear no
000123 163 160.5 4 Redware red brown glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 11 18.4 n/a n/a red brownno
000123 163 160.5 4 Redware manganese black glazed unknown Unidentified 21 50.8 n/a n/a black no
000123 163 160.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 5 21.3 n/a n/a black no
000123 163 160.5 4 Redware red brown glazed pie crust rim rim Unidentified 1 19.2 n/a n/a red brownno
000123 163 160.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 7 6.6 slip yellow clear no
000123 163 160.5 4 Redware brown glazed outside, black inside unknown Unidentified 2 26.1 n/a n/a brown; blano
000123 163 160.5 4 Whiteware rim; base; body Unidentified 21 10.6 n/a n/a clear no
000124 160 160 4 Redware manganese glaze inside only Bowl body Food Prep/Storage 5 217.2 n/a n/a black/brow 6 light burning on the outside
000125 139 170 4 Whiteware painted floral motif rim Unidentified 4 0.9 paint blue clear no
000126 145 170 4 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 3 0.5 paint blue; orange clear no
000126 145 170 4 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim; unknown Unidentified 4 40.6 slip yellow clear no
000126 145 170 4 Redware black glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 1 13.1 n/a n/a black no
000126 145 170 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 2 6.6 n/a n/a black no
000126 145 170 4 Whiteware transfer printed handle; rim; unknUnidentified 6 6.7 transfer blue clear no
000126 145 170 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 5 1.3 n/a n/a clear no
000128 151 170 4 Pearlware painted floral motif base; unknown Unidentified 6 4.9 paint blue clear no
000128 151 170 4 Pearlware banded and painted floral motif rim Unidentified 2 0.4 paint olive green; re clear no
000128 151 170 4 Redware black glazed inside/outside handle; body; unkUnidentified 6 43.8 n/a n/a black no
000128 151 170 4 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 6 4.4 n/a n/a clear no
000128 151 170 4 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 3 slip yellow clear no
000128 151 170 4 Whiteware transfer printed  rim; unknown Unidentified 3 2.1 print blue clear no
000128 151 170 4 Whiteware transfer printed rim Unidentified 2 5.7 print black clear no
000128 151 170 4 Whiteware transfer printed base Unidentified 2 6.8 print brown clear no
000128 151 170 4 Whiteware rim; base; body Unidentified 15 13.5 n/a n/a clear no
000129 127 160 4 Whiteware 1 0 no
000132 154 170 4 Pearlware floral central pattern transfer Plate body; rim; foot Tableware 7 29.5 transfer light blue clear no 1832‐1848
000132 154 170 4 Pearlware polychrome painted floral  Unknown Unidentified 3 0.7 Painted blue; green; reclear no
000132 154 170 4 Pearlware symetrically scalloped rim rim Tableware 1 0.8 paint blue clear no 1800‐1830
000132 154 170 4 Pearlware transfer printed rim Unidentified 1 0.5 transfer blue clear no
000132 154 170 4 Pearlware Dot and Acanthus embossed rim edged ware rim Tableware 1 0.7 Painted blue clear no 1800‐1830
000132 154 170 4 Pearlware dipped ware with rouletted band Unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 painted blue; green clear no 1820‐1860
000132 154 170 4 Porcelain Unknown Unidentified 15 8.4 n/a n/a clear no Unidentified pearlware
000132 154 170 4 Redware brown glazed Unknown Unidentified 10 31.8 n/a n/a brown yes on 1 fragment
000132 154 170 4 Redware slip trail decorated Unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 slip yellow brown no
000133 157 170 4 Redware lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 n/a n/a clear no
000133 157 170 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 n/a n/a clear no
000136 136 170 4 Redware lead glazed inside only Unknown Unidentified 1 5.9 n/a n/a brown no buckley type?
000139 133 170 4 Whiteware rim Unidentified 1 0.4 n/a n/a clear no
000141 160 169 4 Redware interior glazed brown/black body Unidentified 5 51.1 n/a n/a brown/blano
000141 160 169 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 3 4.6 n/a n/a black no
000141 160 169 4 Redware slip trail decorated Plate rim; body, unknowUnidentified 8 33.6 slip yellow clear no
000141 160 169 4 Redware brown glazed speckled un Unidentified 2 2.5 n/a n/a brown no
000141 160 169 4 Creamware unknown Unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a clear no
000142 163 160.5 4 Creamware base; rim; body Unidentified 20 23.2 n/a n/a clear no probably all one teacup
000142 163 160.5 4 Other Yellowware unknown Unidentified 2 1.7 paint orange; yellowclear no
000142 163 160.5 4 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 n/a n/a clear no
000142 163 160.5 4 Pearlware flow blue printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 print blue clear no post 1844
000142 163 160.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 paint blue clear no
000142 163 160.5 4 Redware black glazed Unknown Unidentified 20 198 n/a n/a black no
000142 163 160.5 4 Redware brown lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 1 10 n/a n/a brown no
000142 163 160.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim; body Tableware 20 74.2 slip yellow clear no
000142 163 160.5 4 Whiteware painted floral motif cup body Tea/Cofee 1 3.3 paint brown; green clear no
000143 157 167 4 Creamware transfer printed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 transfer black clear no 1825‐1838
000143 157 167 4 Pearlware non‐impressed edgeware rim Tableware 2 0.6 paint blue clear no Appears in Bull's head 1860‐1890
000143 157 167 4 Pearlware transfer printed, variety of patterns Unknown Unidentified 5 6.2 tranfsfer blue clear no
000143 157 167 4 Redware brown lead glazed inside only Unknown Unidentified 10 80.5 n/a n/a brown no
000143 157 167 4 Redware brown slip, unglazed handle Unidentified 1 20.1 slip brown n/a no
000143 157 167 4 Redware brown lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 6 4 n/a n/a brown no
000143 157 167 4 Redware Buckley type black lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 21 43.4 n/a n/a black no
000143 157 167 4 Stoneware brown salt glazed  Unknown Unidentified 9 49.8 n/a n/a brown no
000143 157 167 4 Whiteware painted floral motif Unknown Unidentified 7 4.2 paint blue clear no 1815‐1830
000143 157 167 4 Whiteware painted floral motif Unknown Unidentified 2 0.3 paint green; blue clear no 1815‐1830
000143 157 167 4 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 9 5.8 n/a n/a clear no
000144 4 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 1 2.5 n/a n/a clear no
000144 4 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 paint blue clear no
000144 4 Redware manganese mottled body Unidentified 1 7.5 n/a n/a black; bro no
000144 4 Redware lead glazed unknown Unidentified 1 3.3 n/a n/a clear no
000144 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 1.9 n/a n/a black no
000144 4 Redware manganese glazed brown/black unknown Unidentified 3 39.3 n/a n/a brown/blano
000144 4 Stoneware salt glazed outside; iron oxide slip inside unknown Unidentified 1 4.3 n/a n/a clear yes
000145 164 159.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif with banding rim; unknown unidentified 6 3.8 paint blue clear no
000145 164 159.5 4 Pearlware embossed edge ware rim Tableware 1 0 paint green clear no
000145 164 159.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown unidentified 8 21.3 n/a n/a black no
000145 164 159.5 4 Redware brown glazed unknown unidentified 2 0.5 n/a n/a brown no
000145 164 159.5 4 Whiteware unknown unidentified 8 3.5 n/a n/a clear no
000145 164 159.5 4 Whiteware transfer printed unknown unidentified 1 0.6 print black clear no
000146 162 161.5 4 Redware brown glazed base Unidentified 1 10.8 n/a n/a brown no
000147 162 161.5 4 Redware manganese glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 4 47.6 n/a n/a black no
000147 162 161.5 4 Redware manganese glazed black inside and outside base Unidentified 1 16 n/a n/a black no
000147 162 161.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 4 8.1 n/a n/a black no
000147 162 161.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated slip Unidentified 2 1.6 slip yellow clear no
000147 162 161.5 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 n/a n/a clear no
000149 160 169 4 Pearlware dot and leafy swag edged ware unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 paint blue clear no
000149 160 169 4 Pearlware painted base Unidentified 1 2.4 paint blue clear no
000149 160 169 4 Pearlware rim Unidentified 1 0.7 n/a n/a clear no
000149 160 169 4 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 7 4.8 n/a n/a clear no
000149 160 169 4 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 1.4 slip yellow clear no
000149 160 169 4 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 4 9 n/a n/a black no
000156 162 161.5 4 Redware black molded glazed inside Unknown Unidentified 1 24.4 n/a n/a black no
000156 162 161.5 4 Whiteware painted floral motif rim Unidentified 1 1 painted blue clear no
000157 4 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 n/a n/a clear no
000157 4 Redware slip trail decorated rim; body Unidentified 10 14.5 slip yellow clear no
000157 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 1.2 n/a n/a clear no
000158 162 165 9 Creamware cup base; rim; body Tea/Cofee 31 12.2 n/a n/a clear no
000158 162 165 9 Pearlware painted chinese motif cup rim; base; body Tea/Cofee 6 3.9 paint blue clear no
000158 162 165 9 Redware black glazed unknwon Unidentified 10 15 n/a n/a black no
000158 162 165 9 Redware managanese mottled unknown Unidentified 2 32.2 n/a n/a brown no
000158 162 165 9 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 3.8 paint blue clear no
000158 162 165 9 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 print blue clear no
000159 160 164 7; 8 Creamware rim Unidentified 1 0.1 n/a n/a clear no
000159 160 164 7; 8 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.1 n/a n/a clear no
000159 160 164 7; 8 Redware heavy bowl; inside managese brown glazed body Unidentified 8 235.6 n/a n/a brown no
000159 160 164 7; 8 Redware fine brown‐red glazed  rim; body Unidentified 5 10.4 n/a n/a brown no
000159 160 164 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim; body Tableware 2 19.9 slip yellow clear 2
000159 160 164 7; 8 Redware Manganese glazed brown speckled unknown Unidentified 1 92.1 n/a n/a brown 1
000160 164 159.5 4 Creamware rim; unknown Unidentified 8 6.6 n/a n/a clear no
000160 164 159.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif base; unknown Unidentified 4 6.8 painted blue clear no
000160 164 159.5 4 Pearlware shell edged rim Tableware 4 1.3 paint green clear no
000160 164 159.5 4 Porcelain rim Unidentified 1 2.1 n/a n/a clear no
000160 164 159.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim Tableware 12 84.5 slip yellow clear no
000160 164 159.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed base; body; hand unidentified 30 92.9 n/a n/a black no
000160 164 159.5 4 Redware brown glazed poss. Lid unidentified 3 11.1 n/a n/a brown no tooling on the outside
000160 164 159.5 4 Redware black glazed urim; nknown Unidentified 48 41.4 n/a n/a black no
000160 164 159.5 4 Redware clear glazed interior only unknown Unidentified 2 47.9 n/a n/a clear no
000160 164 159.5 4 Redware brown glaze interior only unknown Unidentified 2 11.5 n/a n/a brown no
000160 164 159.5 4 Redware brown manganese glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 1 24.8 n/a n/a brown no
000160 164 159.5 4 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 print brown clear no
000160 164 159.5 4 Whiteware banded  rim Unidentified 1 0.3 paint brown clear no
000160 164 159.5 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 15 5.5 n/a n/a clear no
000161 4 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 1 6.3 n/a n/a brown no
000163 4 Redware unknown Unidentified 2 0 n/a n/a n/a no
000164 160 164 OOC Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 1 3.3 n/a n/a clear no
000166 160 164 6 Pearlware painted inside rim band saucer rim Tea/Cofee 1 3.3 paint blue clear no oxidized metal stained
000166 160 164 6 Pearlware painted inside rim band rim Unidentified 1 0.1 paint blue clear no
000166 160 164 6 Redware brown glazed inside, black glazed outside unknown Unidentified 2 5.1 n/a n/a brown; blano
000166 160 164 6 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 5 2.4 n/a n/a CLEAR no
000168 162 161.5 4 Creamware Royal rim plate no decoration plate rim; unknown Unidentified 4 3.2 n/a n/a clear no
000168 162 161.5 4 Creamware unknown Unidentified 9 2.5 n/a n/a clear no
000168 162 161.5 4 Pearlware impressed shell edged rim; unknown Tableware 20 10.7 paint blue clear no
000168 162 161.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 2 0.7 n/a n/a black no
000168 162 161.5 4 Redware black glazed inside, brown outside unknown Unidentified 1 3.7 n/a n/a black/browno
000168 162 161.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 2 3.1 slip yellow clear yes
000169 162 160.5 4 Creamware no decoration unknown Unidentified 3 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
000169 162 160.5 4 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 n/a n/a black no
000170 164 159.5 4 Creamware unknown Unidentified 3 2 n/a n/a clear no
000170 164 159.5 4 Pearlware base; unknown Unidentified 2 0.7 n/a n/a clear no
000170 164 159.5 4 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 2 0.8 n/a n/a black no
000170 164 159.5 4 Redware red‐brown glazed unknown Unidentified 6 3.8 n/a n/a red/brownno
000171 160 169 4 Pearlware dipped ware banded inside rim; unknown Unidentified 3 2.8 paint olive green clear no
000171 160 169 4 Pearlware painted floral motif body Unidentified 2 1.2 paint blue clear no
000171 160 169 4 Redware manganese glazed unknown Unidentified 7 47.2 n/a n/a black/brow 1
000171 160 169 4 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 2 1 slip yellow clear no
000171 160 169 4 Redware brown lead glazed inside rim; unknown Unidentified 7 24.2 n/a n/a clear no
000171 160 169 4 Redware brown lead glazed inside and outside Bowl base; body Hygiene 3 69.4 n/a n/a clear no
000171 160 169 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 1.5 n/a n/a clear no
000172 162 163 2; 3 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 n/a n/a clear no
000173 157 167 4 Pearlware base; unknOWN Unidentified 5 2.2 n/a n/a clear no
000173 157 167 4 Redware black luster ware rim Unidentified 2 8.5 n/a n/a black no
000173 157 167 4 Redware brown lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 4 4.3 n/a n/a clear no
000173 157 167 4 Redware black lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 13 15.6 n/a n/a black no
000173 157 167 4 Stoneware salt glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 2.5 n/a n/a clear no
000173 157 167 4 Unidentified Rockingham ware  Unknown Unidentified 1 2.1 n/a n/a brown no
000173 157 167 4 Whiteware painted floral motif Unknown Unidentified 11 4.4 paint green; blue clear no 1815‐1830
000175 164 160.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; body; unknowUnidentified 18 5.7 paint blue clear no
000175 164 160.5 4 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 3 3.9 n/a n/a brown no
000175 164 160.5 4 Redware manganese glazed brown ouside/black inside rim; body; unknowUnidentified 9 16.4 n/a n/a brown/blano
000175 164 160.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; body; unknowUnidentified 10 9 n/a n/a black no
000175 164 160.5 4 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 4 3 n/a n/a clear no
000175 164 160.5 4 Whiteware Sprig type floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 1.8 paint green; brown; clear no
000175 164 160.5 4 Whiteware transfer printed base; unknown Unidentified 3 6 print brown clear no
000175 164 160.5 4 Whiteware rim; base; body Unidentified 16 14.7 n/a n/a clear no
000176 162 163 2; 3; 8 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 3 0.2 n/a n/a clear no
000177 160 169 4 Pearlware annular banding unknown Unidentified 4 4 paint blue clear no
000177 160 169 4 Redware manganese brown mottled glazed inside body Unidentified 1 82.3 n/a n/a black no
000177 160 169 4 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 5 7.5 n/a n/a clear no
000177 160 169 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 2.8 n/a n/a black no
000177 160 169 4 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 n/a n/a clear no
000180 162 163 2; 3; 8 Redware mottled brown glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 1 1.1 n/a n/a brown no
000180 162 163 2; 3; 8 Whiteware painted floral motif with banding inside and outside rim Unidentified 1 1.7 paint brown; yellow clear no
000180 162 163 2; 3; 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 0.7 n/a n/a clear no
000182 160 169 Pearlware banded outside rim Unidentified 2 0.4 paint  blue clear no
000182 160 169 Pearlware scalloped edge ware rim; unknown Tableware 6 3.4 paint blue clear no
000182 160 169 Redware clear glazed unknown unidentified 1 47.6 n/a n/a clear no
000182 160 169 Redware clear glazed unknown unidentified 4 5.6 n/a n/a clear no
000182 160 169 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown unidentified 5 8.6 n/a n/a black no
000182 160 169 Redware pie plate rim Unidentified 1 0.5 n/a n/a clear no
000182 160 169 Whiteware transfer printed unknown unidentified 1 2.4 print blue clear no
000182 160 169 Whiteware base; rim; body Unidentified 17 8.4 n/a n/a clear no
000184 160 164 6 Redware brown manganese glaze inside only unknown Unidentified 2 103.2 n/a n/a brown no
000185 158 167 4 Redware brown manganese glaze unknown Unidentified 2 18 n/a n/a brown no
000185 158 167 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 7 8.5 n/a n/a black no
000185 158 167 4 Stoneware salt glazed outside; brown slip inside unknown Unidentified 2 7.2 n/a n/a clear; browno
000185 158 167 4 Whiteware transfer printed rim Unidentified 1 1.4 print brown clear no
000185 158 167 4 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 paint gree; red; blac clear no
000185 158 167 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 3 2.7 n/a n/a clear 2
000187 164 159.5 4 Creamware unknown Unidentified 3 2.5 n/a n/a clear no
000187 164 159.5 4 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 2 0.9 n/a n/a clear no
000188 164 160.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; base; body Unidentified 18 19.4 paint blue clear no makers mark on base says "ted"
000188 164 160.5 4 Redware gravel tempered manganese glazed brown outside; black  unknown Unidentified 8 52.6 n/a n/a brown; blano
000188 164 160.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed handle; unknown Unidentified 11 50.5 n/a n/a black no
000188 164 160.5 4 Redware brown glazed rim; body Unidentified 2 5.8 n/a n/a brown no
000188 164 160.5 4 Redware brown manganese glazed unknown Unidentified 4 13.2 n/a n/a brown no
000188 164 160.5 4 Redware manganese glazed black rim; base; body; uUnidentified 20 39.1 n/a n/a black no
000188 164 160.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 6 3.3 slip yellow clear no
000188 164 160.5 4 Stoneware salt glazed unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
000188 164 160.5 4 Whiteware painted floral motif with banding rim; body; base Unidentified 11 11.5 paint blue clear no
000188 164 160.5 4 Whiteware painted floral motif inside with banding rim; body Unidentified 5 1.6 paint blue clear no
000188 164 160.5 4 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 print brown clear no
000188 164 160.5 4 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 paint black; green clear no
000188 164 160.5 4 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 2 0.4 print blue clear no
000188 164 160.5 4 Whiteware base; rim; body Unidentified 75 69.5 n/a n/a clear no
000189 162 161.5 4 Creamware Unknown Unidentified 3 1.4 n/a n/a clear no
000189 162 161.5 4 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 3 0.9 n/a n/a clear no
000189 162 161.5 4 Redware salt glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 1.3 n/a n/a clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Creamware rim; unknown Unidentified 4 4.9 n/a n/a clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Pearlware rococo style edged ware rim Tableware 2 6.3 paint blue clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Pearlware embossed edged ware rim Tableware 2 3.2 paint blue clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Pearlware embossed edged ware rim Tableware 1 0 paint blue clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 8 5.3 n/a n/a clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim; body Tableware 14 14.3 slip yellow clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Redware brown glazed outside, black inside Unknown Unidentified 5 32.5 n/a n/a black; bro no
000190 164 161.5 4 Redware black gazed inside and outside base; body Unidentified 14 28 n/a n/a black no
000190 164 161.5 4 Whiteware Painted floral pattern rim; body Unidentified 8 5.2 paint blue; orange clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Whiteware transfer printed Unknown Unidentified 5 3.6 print brown clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Whiteware base; rim; body Unidentified 50 54.2 n/a n/a clear no
000190 164 161.5 4 Whiteware painted banded inside Unknown Unidentified 3 0.9 paint green clear no
000192 160 168 9; 10 Pearlware Dot and acanthus shell edged ware rim Unidentified 1 1.4 paint blue clear 1
000192 160 168 9; 10 Pearlware unknown unidentified 2 1 n/a n/a clear no
000192 160 168 9; 10 Pearlware banded rim inside and outside rim Unidentified 1 0.4 paint olive green clear no
000192 160 168 9; 10 Porcelain painted unknown decoration unknown Unidentified 2 1.8 paint blue clear no
000192 160 168 9; 10 Redware manganese black glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 9 51.4 n/a n/a black no
000192 160 168 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated pie plate rim; unknown Unidentified 9 18.7 slip yellow clear no
000192 160 168 9; 10 Redware mottled brown glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 2 24.2 n/a n/a brown bla no
000192 160 168 9; 10 Redware mottled brown glaze inside and outside unknown Unidentified 7 33.7 n/a n/a brown no
000192 160 168 9; 10 Redware red brown glazed inside and outside unknown Hygiene 3 29.5 n/a n/a red brownno
000192 160 168 9; 10 Redware brown glazed inside and outside with tooling on outside unknown Unidentified 1 15.4 n/a n/a brown no
000192 160 168 9; 10 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 5 7.8 n/a n/a clear no
000193 161 163.3 8 Redware brown glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 3 7.1 n/a n/a brown no
000193 161 163.3 8 Redware black glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 3 12 n/a n/a black no
000193 161 163.3 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 5 2.3 n/a n/a clear no
000194 162 161.5 4 Pearlware painted floral pattern Unknown Tea/Cofee 1 1 paint brown clear no
000194 162 161.5 4 Redware black mottled lead glaze Unknown Food Prep/Storage 1 1 n/a n/a black no
000194 162 161.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated Unknown Unidentified 1 1.5 slip yellow clear no
000195 161 163.3 8 Pearlware transfer printed base; unknown Unidentified 7 10.2 printed blue clear no
000195 161 163.3 8 Redware slip trail decorated body Unidentified 8 60.6 slip yellow clear no
000195 161 163.3 8 Redware lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 4 8.7 n/a n/a clear no thin walled vessel 
000195 161 163.3 8 Redware brown lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 2 6.5 n/a n/a brown no
000195 161 163.3 8 Redware black glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 1.4 n/a n/a black no
000195 161 163.3 8 Unidentified burned material, possibly ceramic 32.6 n/a n/a yes
000195 161 163.3 8 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 7 11.6 n/a n/a clear no
000195 161 163.3 8 Whiteware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 2 0.4 paint orange; blue clear no
000197 162 161.5 4 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.1 n/a n/a clear no
000199 190 159.5 4 Pearlware Painted floral pattern Plate rim Tableware
000200 160 168 9; 10 Pearlware Dot and Acanthus embossed rim edged wasaucer rim Tea/Cofee 1 2.6 paint blue clear no
000200 160 168 9; 10 Porcelain canton porcelain with lattic design rim Unidentified 1 0.7 paint blue clear no
000200 160 168 9; 10 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 1 4.8 n/a n/a brown 1
000200 160 168 9; 10 Redware mottled brown/black glazed inside and outside ribbbed in rim; unknown Hygiene 9 42.5 n/a n/a brown/blano
000200 160 168 9; 10 Redware mottled brown glaze rim; body Food Prep/Storage 8 90 n/a n/a brown no
000200 160 168 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim Tableware 3 21.3 slip yellow clear no
000200 160 168 9; 10 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 10 33.4 n/a n/a clear no
000200 160 168 9; 10 Redware poss. brown slip inside; no glaze outside rim Unidentified 1 58.5 n/a n/a brown/blano
000200 160 168 9; 10 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 14 11.9 n/a n/a clear 2
000200 160 168 9; 10 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 0.7 paint blue clear no
000200 160 168 9; 10 Whiteware banded inside rim rim Unidentified 1 0.4 paint olive green clear no
000200 160 168 9; 10 Whiteware painted floral motif with annular rim band outside rim Unidentified 1 0.4 paint olive green clear no
000201 164 161.5 4 Pearlware embossed rim edged ware rim Tableware 1 0.5 n/a n/a clear no
000201 164 161.5 4 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 1 0.1 n/a n/a clear no
000201 164 161.5 4 Whiteware base; unknown Unidentified 5 1.7 n/a n/a clear no
000202 164 160.5 4 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 paint blue clear no
000202 164 160.5 4 Pearlware transfer printed rim; unknown Unidentified 4 1 print blue clear no
000202 164 160.5 4 Redware black glazed inside and outside rim; unknown Unidentified 9 15 n/a n/a black no
000202 164 160.5 4 Redware brown glazed outside, black inside unknown Unidentified 1 7.9 n/a n/a black; bro no
000202 164 160.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 20 15.7 n/a n/a black 20
000202 164 160.5 4 Redware yellow slip trail decorated inside only plate unknown Unidentified 2 5.3 slip yellow clear no
000202 164 160.5 4 Redware red‐brown glazed unknown Unidentified 5 26.8 n/a n/a red brownno
000202 164 160.5 4 Unidentified crude earthenware unglazed unknown Unidentified 1 8 n/a n/a n/a no
000202 164 160.5 4 Whiteware banded rim  rim Unidentified 1 0 paint blue clear no
000202 164 160.5 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 12 2.6 n/a n/a clear no
000202 164 160.5 4 Yellowware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 3 3.5 slip yellow clear no
000203 164 161.5 4 Creamware unknown Unidentified 3 3.6 n/a n/a clear no
000203 164 161.5 4 Pearlware impressed shell edged rim Tableware 1 3.6 paint blue clear blue
000203 164 161.5 4 Redware black glazed inside and outside base; unknown Unidentified 10 44.9 n/a n/a black no
000203 164 161.5 4 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 6 4 slip yellow clear no
000203 164 161.5 4 Redware black glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 2 16.8 n/a n/a black no
000203 164 161.5 4 Redware mottled glazed brown outside; black insideJug body; handle; necUnidentified 12 103.1 n/a n/a brown; blano
000203 164 161.5 4 Whiteware rim; body; unknowUnidentified 15 4.9 n/a n/a clear no
000203 164 161.5 4 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 0.7 paint blue; green; b clear no
000204 161 163.3 6 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 3 0.8 N/A N/A clear no
000205 160 164 Creamware unknown Unidentified 1 1.8 n/a n/a clear no
000205 160 164 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 n/a n/a clear no
000205 160 164 Whiteware rim Unidentified 2 0.4 n/a n/a clear no
000206 164 161.5 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 5 5.8 n/a n/a black no
000206 164 161.5 4 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 2 1 n/a n/a clear no
000206 164 161.5 4 Whiteware sprig painted unknown Unidentified 1 2.1 paint green; blur clear no
000206 164 161.5 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 10 2.3 n/a n/a clear no
000207 161 163.5 5 Creamware unknown Unidentified 2 1 n/a n/a clear no
000208 164 160.5 4 Creamware base unidentified 2 12.9 n/a n/a clear no
000208 164 160.5 4 Redware mottled glazed brown black unknown unidentified 2 7.5 n/a n/a brown bla no
000208 164 160.5 4 Whiteware painted  unknown unidentified 2 1.5 paint blue clear no
000209 162 163 2; 3; 8 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 1 slip yellow brown no
000209 162 163 2; 3; 8 Redware mottled glazed unknown Unidentified 1 15.5 n/a n/a n/a 1 some kind of metal acnd melted 
000210 160 168 7; 8 Pearlware painted floral motif saucer rim Tea/Cofee 5 4.6 paint blue clear no
000210 160 168 7; 8 Redware clear glazed bowl base; unknown Food Prep/Storage 5 66.2 n/a n/a clear no
000210 160 168 7; 8 Redware inside black glazed Bowl unknown Unidentified 5 64 n/a n/a black no
000210 160 168 7; 8 Redware black glazed inside/outside bowl body Unidentified 1 26.8 n/a n/a black no
000210 160 168 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim Tableware 2 4.7 slip yellow clear yes
000210 160 168 7; 8 Redware brown glazed body Hygiene 1 68.1 n/a n/a brown no
000210 160 168 7; 8 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 10 7.4 n/a n/a clear yes
000210 160 168 7; 8 Whiteware annular banding on rim rim Unidentified 1 0.7 paint black clear no
000211 160 163 5 Pearlware painted floral motif with banding saucer rim Tea/Cofee 1 9.6 paint blue clear no
000211 160 163 5 Pearlware rococo style edged ware rim Tableware 1 0.9 paint blue clear no
000211 160 163 5 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 2 80.8 slip yellow clear 2
000214 160 163/164 5 Redware interior glazed body Unidentified 5 114.2 n/a n/a unknown yes from the stove
000214 160 163/164 5 Redware green tinted glaze inside only unknown Unidentified 2 122.8 n/a n/a green 2 possibly burned; metal acreated
000214 160 163‐4 5 Whiteware painted floral motif saucer rim Tea/Cofee 2 14.6 paint blue clear no
000217 160 168 7; 8 Creamware unknown Unidentified 4 1 n/a n/a clear no
000217 160 168 7; 8 Pearlware dot and acanthus style shell edged unknown Unidentified 4 1.7 paint blue clear 1
000217 160 168 7; 8 Redware brown glazed bowl base Food Prep/Storage 4 150 n/a n/a brown no
000217 160 168 7; 8 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 paint blue; red clear no
000217 160 168 7; 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 13.5 n/a n/a clear no most of the weight comes from m
000218 160 163‐164 5 Redware brown glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 1 31 n/a n/a brown yes
000218 160 163‐164 5 Redware brown glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 50 374.5 n/a n/a brown yes tooling on the outside
000218 160 163‐164 5 Redware brown glazed inside only Unknown Unidentified 150 2341.3 n/a n/a brown yes tooling on the outside (also bag 5
000218 160 163‐164 5 Redware brown glazed inside only slip trail decorated rim; base; body Unidentified 12 101.7 n/a n/a brown 12
000219 160 163/164 5 Yellowware unknown Unidentified 1 4.1 n/a n/a clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Pearlware polychrome painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 2.2 paint yellow; brown clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 2 3.5 n/a n/a clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Pearlware Dot and Acanthus embossed rim edged ware rim Unidentified 2 1.9 paint blue clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Pearlware painted floral motif with banding rim; base; body Unidentified 14 18 paint blue clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Pearlware rim Unidentified 1 0.9 n/a n/a clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Porcelain Canton porcelain with lattice design on rim rim; base Unidentified 2 6.8 paint blue clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 3 6.7 n/a n/a black no
000219 160 163/164 5 Redware brown glazed inside only body Unidentified 3 151.7 n/a n/a brown 3
000219 160 163/164 5 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 12 123.7 slip yellow clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Redware mottled brown glaze inside and outside rim; unknown Unidentified 14 33.1 n/a n/a brown no
000219 160 163/164 5 Redware mottled brown glaze inside only rim; unknown Unidentified 2 33.3 n/a n/a brown no
000219 160 163/164 5 Redware red‐brown glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 3 18.5 n/a n/a red brownno
000219 160 163/164 5 Redware black glazed inside and outside rim; base; body; hFood Prep/Storage 51 281.3 N/A N/A black no
000219 160 163/164 5 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 8 14.8 N/A N/A black no
000219 160 163/164 5 Whiteware transfer printed rim; unknown Unidentified 4 8.8 print blue clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Whiteware floral painted  pattern with banding rim Unidentified 2 1.5 paint brown; green clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Whiteware marbelized variegated surface unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 paint brown; black;  clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Whiteware painted annular banding rim Unidentified 1 0.9 paint green clear no
000219 160 163/164 5 Whiteware rim; base; body Unidentified 20 18.8 n/a n/a clear no
000220 160 168 Pearlware painted unknown Unidentified 2 1.4 paint blue clear no
000220 160 168 Redware slip trail pattern with slip outside body; base Unidentified 2 219.4 slip yellow clear no
000220 160 168 Redware mottled black glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 5 42.7 n/a n/a black no
000220 160 168 Redware brown glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 2 1.8 n/a n/a brown no
000220 160 168 Unidentified unknown Unidentified 4 3.4 n/a n/a clear 4
010002 164 164 9 Creamware Royal rim plate no decoration plate rim; base; body Tableware 15 22.1 n/a n/a clear 1
010002 164 164 9 Pearlware transfer printed rim Unidentified 4 4.7 print blue clear no
010002 164 164 9 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 8 7.5 slip yellow clear no
010002 164 164 9 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 6 5.2 n/a n/a black no
010002 164 164 9 Redware brown glazed base; rim; unknowUnidentified 8 15.3 n/a n/a brown no
010003 160 168 Redware brown glazed Bowl rim Hygiene 1 41.2 n/a n/a brown no chamber pot
010005 164 164 9 Pearlware scalloped and embossed shell edged rim Tableware 1 0.4 paint blue clear no
010005 164 164 9 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 paint blue clear no
010005 164 164 9 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 5 5.1 paint blue; green; b clear no
010005 164 164 9 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown unidentified 5 6.2 n/a n/a black no
010005 164 164 9 Redware clear glazed inside and outside base Tableware 8 48.7 n/a n/a brown/redno
010005 164 164 9 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 7 8.4 slip yello clear no
010005 164 164 9 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 17 12.8 n/a n/a clear no
010006 164 164 9 Creamware painted floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 6 3.2 paint blue; green; o clear no
010006 164 164 9 Creamware painted floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 4 2 paint red; green clear no
010006 164 164 9 Creamware painted over glaze floral motif rim Unidentified 1 1.7 paint red; yellow; gr clear no
010006 164 164 9 Creamware annular banded rim Unidentified 2 1.2 paint black clear no
010006 164 164 9 Yellowware unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
010006 164 164 9 Pearlware dot and acanthus embossed edge ware rim Unidentified 3 3.2 paint blue clear no
010006 164 164 9 Pearlware transfer printed rim; unknown Unidentified 2 1.4 print blue clear no
010006 164 164 9 Redware Jackfield type black glazed  unknown Unidentified 14 13.7 n/a n/a black no
010006 164 164 9 Redware manganese mottled unknown Unidentified 17 17.2 n/a n/a brown no
010006 164 164 9 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 30 9.8 n/a n/a clear no
010007 164 164 9 Pearlware symetrically scalloped impressed shell edged rim Tableware 4 7.3 paint blue clear no
010007 164 164 9 Pearlware painted floral motif with banding rim; body Unidentified 9 4.6 paint blue; green; o clear no
010007 164 164 9 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 30 46.1 slip yellow clear no
010007 164 164 9 Redware red‐brown glazed base; rim; unknowUnidentified 14 41.7 n/a n/a red brownno
010007 164 164 9 Redware red‐brown glazed unknown Unidentified 13 35.7 n/a n/a red brownno
010007 164 164 9 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 20 40.3 n/a n/a black no
010007 164 164 9 Stoneware salt glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 1 6.4 n/a n/a clear no
010007 164 164 9 Unidentified burned refined earthenware rim; unknown Unidentified 3 5 n/a n/a clear 3
010007 164 164 9 Whiteware rim; base; unknowUnidentified 52 38.2 n/a n/a clear no
010007 164 164 9 Whiteware molded figurine unknown Unidentified 1 2 paint red clear no
010007 164 164 9 Whiteware painted floral motif with banding rim; unknown Unidentified 6 4.6 paint black; red; gre clear no
010007 164 164 9 Whiteware painted sprig motif unknown Unidentified 2 1.3 paint green; red; bluclear no
010007 164 164 9 Whiteware painted floral motif with banding rim Unidentified 2 1.1 paint green; black clear no
010007 164 164 9 Yellowware orange and yellow glazed unknown Unidentified 2 2.4 n/a n/a orange; yeNO
010008 160 167 10 Redware brown glazed base; un Unidentified 3 10.2 n/a n/a brown yes
010008 160 167 10 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 3 0.8 n/a n/a clear no
010009 164 164 9 Pearlware polychrome painted floral Unknown Unidentified 7 3.2 paint blue; orange; gclear no
010009 164 164 9 Pearlware shell edged rim Tableware 1 0.7 paint blue clear no
010009 164 164 9 Redware Jackfield type molded with black glaze body Unidentified 8 26.7 n/a n/a black no
010009 164 164 9 Redware black Lead Glazed Jug rim Food Prep/Storage 1 5.3 n/a n/a black no
010009 164 164 9 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 4 17.7 slip yellow clear no
010009 164 164 9 Redware brown lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 7 7.2 n/a n/a brown no
010009 164 164 9 Redware clear lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 18 19.5 n/a n/a clear no
010009 164 164 9 Whiteware base; unknowm Unidentified 23 12 n/a n/a clear no
010011 160 167 10 Pearlware non‐impressed shell edged ware rim Tableware 2 2.5 paint blue clear no
010011 160 167 10 Redware slip trail decorated Plate rim; base; body Tableware 20 83.7 slip yellow clear no
010011 160 167 10 Redware Jackfield type rim; body Unidentified 8 12.4 n/a n/a black no quilted molded pattern
010011 160 167 10 Redware clear lead glazed body Unidentified 3 34.8 n/a n/a clear no
010011 160 167 10 Redware black glazed body Unidentified 13 15.6 n/a n/a black no
010011 160 167 10 Whiteware rim; base; body Unidentified 30 31.2 n/a n/a clear no
010011 160 167 10 Whiteware painted floral motif rim; body Unidentified 3 3.5 paint blue; green; reclear no
010011 160 167 10 Whiteware painted rim rim Unidentified 4 3.1 paint brown clear no
010011 160 167 10 Whiteware painted floral pattern rim; body Unidentified 7 5.4 paint green; brown; clear no
010013 160 167 10 Redware clear lead glazed rim Unidentified 1 6.2 n/a n/a clear no
010014 161 163 Redware clear lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 5.9 n/a n/a brown no
010016 164 164 8; 7 Creamware unknown Unidentified 4 2 n/a n/a clear no
010016 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware painted floral motif with banding saucer rim; body Tea/Cofee 6 9 paint blue; green clear no 1815‐1830
010016 164 164 8; 7 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknow Unidentified 5 39.2 n/a n/a black no match with other jackfield frags 
010016 164 164 8; 7 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 20 30.2 slip yellow clear yes
010016 164 164 8; 7 Redware manganese mottled black glazed handle; body; unkUnidentified 9 14.7 n/a n/a black no
010016 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware floral transfer print  saucer rim; body Tea/Cofee 3 6.8 print brown clear no
010016 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware banded rim Unidentified 1 1.9 paint black clear no
010016 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 25 19.3 n/a n/a clear yes
010017 160 167 9 Redware unglazed unknown Unidentified 6 18.9 n/a n/a n/a yes
010018 161 163 9 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 7 3.2 n/a n/a clear no
010018 161 163 9 Pearlware rococo edged ware rim Tableware 3 1.2 paint blue clear no 1775‐1810
010018 161 163 9 Pearlware transfer print floral motif Unknown Unidentified 2 3.4 print blue clear no
010018 161 163 9 Redware brown lead glaze inside, black outside Pot base; body; hand Food Prep/Storage 25 85.1 n/a n/a brown; blano some mends and possibly all one
010018 161 163 9 Redware slip trail decorated Unknown Tableware 15 20.8 slip yellow clear no
010018 161 163 9 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 20 7.5 n/a n/a clear no
010018 161 163 9 Whiteware painted floral pattern rim; body Unidentified 6 3.3 n/a n/a clear no
010020 160 167 8 Redware clear lead glazed rim; body Food Prep/Storage 3 17.1 n/a n/a brown no
010020 160 167 8 Redware Black Lead Glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 2.3 N/A N/A black no
010024 Redware Jackfield type base; body Unidentified 4 8.6 n/a n/a black no
010025 160 167 8 Creamware unknown Unidentified 1 3.7 n/a n/a clear no
010025 160 167 8 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
010025 160 167 8 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 3 21.1 n/a n/a black no
010025 160 167 8 Stoneware salt glazed unknown Unidentified 1 24.3 n/a n/a clear yes
010025 160 167 8 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 6 7.9 n/a n/a clear yes
010025 160 167 8 Whiteware rim Unidentified 1 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
010026 161 163 7 Pearlware scalloped edged impressed shell edged ware rim Tableware 3 2.4 paint blue clear no
010026 161 163 7 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 2 1.5 print blue clear no
010026 161 163 7 Redware slip trail decorated Bowl rim; unknown Food Prep/Storage 5 63 slip yellow clear no
010026 161 163 7 Redware pie plate slip trail decorated Plate rim Tableware 1 1.7 slip yellow clear no
010026 161 163 7 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 2 3.8 n/a n/a brown no
010026 161 163 7 Whiteware painted floral motif with banding rim; unknown Unidentified 2 2.8 paint yellow; blue clear no
010030 160 167 3; 4 Creamware unknown Unidentified 7 3.9 n/a n/a clear yes
010030 160 167 3; 4 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; body Unidentified 2 1.4 paint blue clear no
010030 160 167 3; 4 Redware brown glazed interior/exterior rim; body Unidentified 2 40.1 n/a n/a brown yes
010030 160 167 3; 4 Stoneware salt glazed body Unidentified 2 38 n/a n/a clear yes
010030 160 167 3; 4 Stoneware brown salt glazed body Unidentified 1 4.8 n/a n/a brown no usually a tankard or bottle
010030 160 167 3; 4 Whiteware dipped ware unknown Unidentified 2 2.4 paint brown; orangeclear no
010035 163 167 9 Pearlware rim; base Unidentified 2 3.8 n/a n/a clear 2 poss makers mark looks like a Y o
010035 163 167 9 Redware brown glazed rim; body; unknowUnidentified 9 40.2 n/a n/a brown 9
010036 161 163 7; 8 Pearlware transfer print rim; base; body Unidentified 10 17.9 print blue clear no
010036 161 163 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated Unknown Unidentified 4 2.4 slip yellow clear no
010036 161 163 7; 8 Redware brown inside, black outside Unknown Unidentified 1 2.3 n/a n/a brown; blano
010036 161 163 7; 8 Redware brown glazed base Unidentified 1 43.8 n/a n/a brown yes burning appears to have affected
010039 160 167 5 Redware Jackfield type black glazed body Unidentified 1 6.8 n/a n/a black no
010039 160 167 5 Redware brown glazed interior only rim Unidentified 1 64.2 n/a n/a brown no
010039 160 167 5 Stoneware brown salt glazed unknown Unidentified 1 1 n/a n/a brown no
010039 160 167 5 Whiteware White granite Pitcher base; body; rim Hygiene 11 53.8 n/a n/a clear yes
010039 160 167 5 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 3 1.6 paint blue clear no
010046 160 167 5 Pearlware transfer printed floral motif rim Unidentified 1 4.7 print blue clear yes
010046 160 167 5 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 2.9 n/a n/a black no
010046 160 167 5 Other White granite Pitcher base Hygiene 4 85.4 n/a n/a unknown 4
010046 160 167 5 Whiteware saucer base; rim; body Tea/Cofee 5 29.5 n/a n/a unknown 5
010046 160 167 5 Whiteware sprig pattern cup rim; body Tea/Cofee 8 9.7 painted unknown unknown 5
010046 160 167 5 Whiteware banded inside and outside rim rim Unidentified 1 0.8 paint brown clear no
010047 163 167 9 Redware brown glazed rim; base; body Food Prep/Storage 71 462.5 n/a n/a brown 71
010047 163 167 9 Redware white glazed outside unknown Unidentified 1 8.6 n/a n/a white no
010047 163 167 9 Redware clear glazed rim Unidentified 1 1.6 n/a n/a clear 1
010047 163 167 9 Whiteware painted floral motif with banding rim; unknown Unidentified 3 2.1 paint green clear 3
010050 160 167 5 Pearlware floral motif on London Shaped Cup cup body; foot; finish Tea/Cofee 26 303.8 Paint red; blue; greeClear Yes Ref. MACL
010052 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware painted floral motif with banding rim; unknown Unidentified 2 1 paint blue; yellow; r clear no
010052 164 164 8; 7 Porcelain Canton porcelain base Unidentified 1 6.3 paint blue clear no
010052 164 164 8; 7 Redware clear glazed inside and outside bowl base; body Unidentified 9 78.9 n/a n/a clear 9
010052 164 164 8; 7 Redware Jackfield type black glazed base; rim; body Unidentified 17 45.9 n/a n/a black no
010052 164 164 8; 7 Redware red brown glazed inside and outside unknown Tableware 4 9.2 n/a n/a red brownno
010052 164 164 8; 7 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 17 33.4 slip yellow clear no pie crust rim
010052 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 1.1 print brown clear no
010052 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware rim; base; body; uUnidentified 45 23.2 n/a n/a clear no
010052 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware black band inside rim rim Unidentified 2 0.7 paint black clear no
010053 160 167 5 Redware glazed inside and outside bowl rim; base, body Food Prep/Storage 18 273.4 n/a n/a unknown 18
010054 160 167 5 Other White granite Pitcher base Hygiene 4 58.7 n/a n/a clear no
010054 160 167 5 Pearlware painted floral motif base; rim Unidentified 6 12.2 paint blue clear 1
010054 160 167 5 Pearlware rim; base Unidentified 2 5.8 n/a n/a clear no
010054 160 167 5 Redware slip trail decorated Plate rim; body Tableware 12 167.1 slip yellow clear no
010054 160 167 5 Redware manganese mottled brown glaze unknown Unidentified 1 18.6 n/a n/a brown/blano
010054 160 167 5 Redware glazed base Unidentified 3 10.9 n/a n/a n/a 2
010054 160 167 5 Redware manganese mottled glaze unknown Unidentified 3 4.5 n/a n/a black no
010054 160 167 5 Redware glazed inside and outside rim Unidentified 1 9 n/a n/a n/a 1
010054 160 167 5 Redware glazed rim Unidentified 2 3.9 n/a n/a unknown 2
010054 160 167 5 Whiteware floral transfer print  unknown Unidentified 1 2.2 print red clear no
010054 160 167 5 Whiteware polychrome painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 1.9 paint green; red, broclear no
010054 160 167 5 Whiteware rim Unidentified 4 36.6 n/a n/a clear 4
010055 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 3 5.2 print blue clear no
010055 164 164 8; 7 Redware Jackfield type black glazed base; rim; body Unidentified 10 60.3 n/a n/a black no
010055 164 164 8; 7 Redware manganese mottled brown glaze base; unknown Unidentified 11 88.5 n/a n/a brown; cleno
010055 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware painted floral motif with banding saucer rim; unknown Tea/Cofee 4 9 painted orange; blue; gclear no
010055 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 30 21.6 n/a n/a clear no
010057 160 167 5 Pearlware shell edged body Tableware 1 4.9 paint blue clear no
010057 160 167 5 Redware pie plate brown glazed plate rim; body Unidentified 2 4 n/a n/a brown no
010057 160 167 5 Whiteware engine turned dipped mochaware rim Unidentified 1 4.4 paint brown; orangeclear no
010057 160 167 5 Whiteware polychrome banded floral motif rim Unidentified 1 1.5 paint blue; yellow; gclear no
010058 161 163 7; 8 Redware Slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 2 33.5 slip yellow clear no
010058 161 163 7; 8 Redware black glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 1 8.7 n/a n/a black 1
010058 161 163 7; 8 Whiteware white granite base Unidentified 3 4.7 n/a n/a clear no
010059 161 164 9 Creamware transfer printed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 transfer black clear no
010059 161 164 9 Redware Jackfield type with black  lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 7 2.5 n/a n/a black no 1750's and
010059 161 164 9 Redware Unknown Unidentified 1 6.9 n/a n/a brown no
010059 161 164 9 Whiteware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 1 0 painted red clear no
010061 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware painted floral motif cup rim Unidentified 2 4.3 paint blue clear no
010061 164 164 8; 7 Redware lead glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 4 8.6 n/a n/a clear no pie crust rim
010061 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 6 2.1 n/a n/a clear no
010063 164 167 8; 7 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 4 4.3 paint blue; orange; gclear no
010063 164 167 8; 7 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 2 7.2 n/a n/a black no
010063 164 167 8; 7 Redware black glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 1 4.5 n/a n/a black no
010063 164 167 8; 7 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 4 9.1 slip yellow clear no
010063 164 167 8; 7 Whiteware rim; body Unidentified 15 6.4 n/a n/a clear no
010064 163 167 9 Pearlware embossed rim edge ware rim Tableware 2 2 paint blue clear no
010064 163 167 9 Pearlware transfer printed chinese motif unknown Unidentified 2 0.6 print blue clear no
010064 163 167 9 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 2 1 n/a n/a clear no
010064 163 167 9 Redware brown glazed inside and outside rim; base; body Unidentified 36 207.1 n/a n/a brown 36
010064 163 167 9 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 5 6.6 slip yellow clear no
010064 163 167 9 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 paint green clear no
010065 161 163 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated Bowl rim Food Prep/Storage 2 70.1 slip yellow clear no
010065 161 163 7; 8 Redware inside glazed brown unknown Unidentified 1 5.4 n/a n/a brown no
010065 161 163 7; 8 Whiteware engine turned dipped ware mochaware body Unidentified 4 6.1 paint orange; brownclear no match with 010057
010066 163 167 9 Redware
010067 162 164 9 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 5 3.8 n/a n/a black no
010067 162 164 9 Redware red brown glazed unknown Unidentified 2 0.4 n/a n/a brown no
010067 162 164 9 Stoneware salt glazed outside; brown slip inside unknown Unidentified 2 1.7 n/a n/a brown; cleno
010067 162 164 9 Whiteware transfer printed unkown Unidentified 1 0.7 print brown clear no
010067 162 164 9 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 12 5.2 n/a n/a clear no
010068 162 164 10 Pearlware shell edged rim; unknown Tableware 4 4.2 paint blue clear no
010068 162 164 10 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 4 4.2 slip yellow clear no
010068 162 164 10 Redware black glazed rim; base; body Unidentified 12 15.6 n/a n/a black no
010068 162 164 10 Redware brown galze outside, black inside unknown Unidentified 4 17.3 n/a n/a back; browno
010068 162 164 10 Whiteware banded and painted floral motif rim; base Unidentified 2 2.5 paint green; blue clear no 1815‐1830
010068 162 164 10 Whiteware painted floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 6 6.4 paint blue clear no
010068 162 164 10 Whiteware rim; base; body Unidentified 13 11.5 n/a n/a clear no
010068 162 164 10 Whiteware painted floral motif rim Unidentified 2 2 paint blue clear no
010068 162 164 10
010071 160 166 Whiteware unknown unidentified 1 0.2 n/a n/a clear no
010072 163 167 8 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 12 9.7 n/a n/a clear 12 poss. Teacups
010073 163 167 8 Redware slip trail decorated rim, body, unknowUnidentified 7 146 slip yellow clear no pie crust rim
010074 163 167 8 Redware slip trail decorated Plate rim Tableware 6 73.9 slip yellow clear no
010074 163 167 8 Redware brown lead glazed handle; body; unkUnidentified 16 31.9 n/a n/a brown yes
010074 163 167 8 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 21 28 n/a n/a clear yes
010074 163 167 8 Whiteware Painted floral pattern rim; body Unidentified 3 4 paint green; brown; clear no
010075 162 164 10 Redware Jackfield type with black  lead glaze body Unidentified 10 52.8 n/a n/a black no
010077 161 163 7; 8 Creamware Unknown Unidentified 5 3.6 n/a n/a clear no
010077 161 163 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated Unknown Unidentified 4 2.3 slip yellow clear no
010077 161 163 7; 8 Stoneware salt glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 13.5 n/a n/a clear no
010078 163 167 8 Pearlware embossed edge ware rim Tableware 1 4.9 painted blue clear no cord and herringbone 1820's and
010078 163 167 8 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 5 4.9 n/a n/a clear yes burning effects ability to identify
010078 163 167 8 Redware brown lead glazed rim; base; body Unidentified 24 123.3 n/a n/a brown yes may be two vessels, classification
010078 163 167 8 Redware slip trail decorated rim; body Unidentified 15 116 slip yellow clear no possible mend with 010074
010078 163 167 8 Whiteware black transfer printed body Unidentified 1 0.8 print black clear no
010078 163 167 8 Whiteware Painted floral pattern body Unidentified 6 19.3 paint red; blue clear yes burning effects ability possibly m
010078 163 167 8 Whiteware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 3 0.8 paint green; blue clear no 1815‐1830
010078 163 167 8 Whiteware unknown unidentified 5 6.1
010078 163 167 8 Whiteware inside band painted rim Unidentified 1 0.6 paint brown clear no
010080 163 167 8 Creamware Unknown Unidentified 5 9.2 n/a n/a clear no
010080 163 167 8 Pearlware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 4 1.8 paint blue clear no 1815‐1830
010080 163 167 8 Pearlware embossed rim edged ware rim Tableware 1 0.7 paint blue clear no
010080 163 167 8 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 2 2.6 n/a n/a clear no
010080 163 167 8 Redware brown glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 11.1 n/a n/a brown yes
010080 163 167 8 Redware manganese glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 1.3 n/a n/a black no
010080 163 167 8 Unidentified Refined earthenware Unknown Unidentified 16 19.3 n/a n/a clear yes burning effects ability to identify
010081 162 164 7; 8 Creamware Transfer print rim Unidentified 1 1 transfer brown clear no 1818‐1869
010081 162 164 7; 8 Pearlware Painted floral pattern body Unidentified 6 4.3 paint blue clear no 1815‐1830
010081 162 164 7; 8 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 n/a n/a clear no poss green tinting
010081 162 164 7; 8 Redware Jackfield type with black  lead glaze body; unknown Unidentified 5 27.7 n/a n/a black no probably mend with 0 1750's and
010081 162 164 7; 8 Redware brown glazed Unknown Unidentified 5 18.3 n/a n/a brown no
010084 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 5 3.4 paint blue; orange clear no
010084 164 164 8; 7 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 2 2.6 n/a n/a black no
010084 164 164 8; 7 Redware Black glazed inside and outside base; unknown Unidentified 2 28 n/a n/a black no
010084 164 164 8; 7 Redware red brown glazed unknown Unidentified 2 20.1 n/a n/a red brownno burning on outside
010084 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 8 8.7 n/a n/a clear no
010085 162 164 7; 8 Creamware unknown Unidentified 1 2.1 n/a n/a clear no
010085 162 164 7; 8 Pearlware rococo designed edge ware rim Tableware 2 0 paint blue clear no
010085 162 164 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 10 15.2 slip yellow clear no
010085 162 164 7; 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 1.1 n/a n/a clear no
010086 160 166 9; 10 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 2 n/a n/a clear no
010089 162 164 7; 8 Pearlware banded outside unknown Unidentified 4 4.9 paint blue clear no
010089 162 164 7; 8 Redware Jackfield type black glazed Jug rim Food Prep/Storage 1 2.5 n/a n/a black no
010089 162 164 7; 8 Redware brown glazed interior only unknown Unidentified 1 43.7 n/a n/a brown 1 burned on the outside of vessel
010089 162 164 7; 8 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 n/a n/a clear no
010089 162 164 7; 8 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 1.3 paint red clear no
010089 162 164 7; 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 5 2.5 n/a n/a clear 1
010092 161 163 2; 3 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 2 4.9 slip yellow clear no
010092 161 163 2; 3 Redware black glazed inside and outside unknwon unidentified 1 0.4 n/a n/a black no
010092 161 163 2; 3 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 1.4 n/a n/a clear no
010094 162 164 7; 8 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 3 1.4 n/a n/a clear no
010094 162 164 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim Tableware 1 9.3 slip yellow clear no pie crust rim
010094 162 164 7; 8 Redware manganese black glazed handle; unknown Unidentified 2 7.9 n/a n/a black no
010094 162 164 7; 8 Redware brown speckled glazed unknown Unidentified 3 86 n/a n/a brown no
010098 160 166 8 Creamware unknown Unidentified 1 1.1 n/a n/a clear no
010098 160 166 8 Redware brown glazed inside only base; body Unidentified 4 98.5 n/a n/a brown 4
010098 160 166 8 Redware brown glazed inside and outside body Unidentified 4 72.8 n/a n/a brown no ribbed outside
010098 160 166 8 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 1.7 n/a n/a black no
010098 160 166 8 Redware brown glazed inside and outside base; unknown Unidentified 6 104 n/a n/a brown 6
010098 160 166 8 Stoneware salt glazed outside; iron oxide slip inside body Unidentified 1 56.9 n/a n/a clear/browno
010098 160 166 8 Stoneware iron oxide slip rim Unidentified 1 0.9 n/a n/a brown no
010098 160 166 8 Whiteware dipped ware banded inside with painted floral motif insiderim Unidentified 1 1.5 paint black; red; gre clear no
010098 160 166 8 Whiteware rim Unidentified 1 1.1 n/a n/a clear 1
010099 163 164 9; 10 Creamware Royal rim plate no decoration plate rim; unknown Tableware 3 3 n/a n/a clear no
010099 163 164 9; 10 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown unidentified 2 0.3 paint blue clear no
010099 163 164 9; 10 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown unidentified 5 7.6 n/a n/a black no
010099 163 164 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated unknown unidentified 3 6.8 slip yellow clear no
010099 163 164 9; 10 Redware brown manganese outside; black inside unknown unidentified 1 4.5 n/a n/a black; bro no
010100 161 164 9; 10 Redware Black glazed inside, brown glazed outside unknown Unidentified 1 4 n/a n/a brown; blano
010100 161 164 9; 10 Redware brown glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 1 2.1 n/a n/a brown no
010100 161 164 9; 10 Redware black glazed inside and out unknown Unidentified 1 1.2 n/a n/a black no
010101 162 167 9 Creamware Unknown Unidentified 1 1.7 n/a n/a clear no
010101 162 167 9 Redware brown lead glaze handle Unidentified 2 13.7 N/A n/a brown yes
010101 162 167 9 Redware brown lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 2 6.4 n/a n/a brown no
010101 162 167 9 Whiteware rim; base; body Unidentified 4 7 n/a n/a clear no
010101 162 167 9 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 3.3 n/a n/a clear no
010101 162 167 9 Yellowware unknown Unidentified 2 2.7 n/a n/a clear no
010102 163 164 9; 10 Redware manganese glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 7 38.8 n/a n/a brown/blano
010103 162 164 6 Redware black glazed collander lid lid lid Food Prep/Storage 1 24.9 n/a n/a black no poss match to another collander
010103 162 164 6 Redware unknown Unidentified 1 19.9 n/a n/a unknown 1
010103 162 164 6 Whiteware base Unidentified 3 1.4 n/a n/a clear no
010104 162 164 6 Pearlware painted floral motif base; rim Unidentified 3 2.6 paint blue clear no
010105 161 164 9; 10 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 2 0.3 n/a n/a clear no
010106 162 167 9; 10 Creamware unknown Unidentified 2 9.3 n/a n/a clear no
010106 162 167 9; 10 Pearlware Dot and Acanthus embossed rim edged ware rim Unidentified 1 2 paint blue clear 1
010106 162 167 9; 10 Redware brown glazed inside and outside Pot unknown Unidentified 10 17.6 n/a n/a brown 10
010106 161 164 9; 10 Redware Black manganese lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 n/a n/a black no
010107 161 164 9; 10 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 2 0.3 n/a n/a clear no
010107 161 164 9; 10 Redware Black manganese lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 n/a n/a black no
010108 163 164 9; 10 Redware lead glazed base; unknown Unidentified 14 63.9 n/a n/a clear no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Pearlware symetrically scalloped straight line embossed edge ware rim; unknown Tableware 12 6.1 paint blue clear no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Pearlware painted band and floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 8 3.2 paint blue clear no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated rim; body; unknowUnidentified 33 30.6 slip yellow clear no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Redware lead glazed base; unknown Unidentified 14 63.9 n/a n/a clear no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Redware brown glazed body; rim Tableware 4 18 n/a n/a brown no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 5 19.2 n/a n/a black no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Redware manganese black glazed unknown Unidentified 13 17.5 n/a n/a black no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware polychrome painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 1.7 paint red; green clear no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 2 2.2 print brown clear no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware banded inside rim rim Unidentified 2 0.5 paint blue clear no
010109 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware rim; base; unknoeUnidentified 26 16.9 n/a n/a clear no
010112 163 164 9; 10 Pearlware base Unidentified 5 13 n/a n/a clear 5
010113 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 2 2.2 print brown clear no
010114 163 164 9; 10 Redware manganese black glazed unknown Unidentified 13 7.8 n/a n/a black no
010114 163 164 9; 10 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 3 8.1 n/a n/a black no
010114 163 164 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 35 23.5 slip yellow clear no pie crust rim
010114 163 164 9; 10 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 3 1.5 n/a n/a brown no
010114 163 164 9; 10 Redware manganese mottled unknown Unidentified 1 1.3 n/a n/a brown; blano
010114 163 164 9; 10 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 5 13.1 n/a n/a brown no
010114 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware transfer printed base Unidentified 1 4 print brown clear no
010114 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware banded inside rim rim Unidentified 1 0.7 paint blue clear no
010114 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware polychrome painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 3 0.7 paint green; red; blaclear no
010114 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 35 20 n/a n/a clear no
010115 163 164 9; 10 Pearlware symetrically scalloped straight line embossed edge ware rim; unknown Tableware 12 6.1 paint blue clear no
010116 162 167 9; 10 Creamware Unknown Unidentified 1 6.4 n/a n/a clear no
010116 162 167 9; 10 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
010117 163 164 9; 10 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 3 2.4 paint blue; green clear no 1815‐1830
010117 163 164 9; 10 Pearlware embossed rim shell edged rim Tableware 1 0.6 paint blue clear no
010117 163 164 9; 10 Redware Jackfield Type black glazed unknown Unidentified 6 21.1 n/a n/a black no
010117 163 164 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 3 1.6 slip yellow clear no
010117 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware rim; base; unknoeUnidentified 26 16.9 n/a n/a clear no
010117 163 164 9; 10 Whiteware unknown unidentified 5 4.2 n/a n/a clear no
010128 161 164 7; 8 Redware slip trail decorated rim Unidentified 3 14.2 slip yellow clear no pie crust rim
010131 163 164 9; 10 Creamware Unknown Unidentified 1 4.7 n/a n/a clear no
010320 163 165 Whiteware painted rim; Unknown Unidentified 2 1.6 paint green clear no
010966 163 164 9; 10 Pearlware Painted floral pattern rim; Unknown Unidentified 2 0.9 painted blue clear no
010966 163 164 9; 10 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 5 12.3 n/a n/a clear yes
010966 163 164 9; 10 Redware lead glazed rim; Unknown Unidentified 5 17 n/a n/a clear no pie crust rim
010966 163 164 9; 10 Redware brown lead glazed bowl rim; base; body Food Prep/Storage 90 578.4 n/a n/a brown no
020141 160.2 168 6 Redware brown glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 10.5 n/a n/a brown no
020141 160.2 168 6 Redware slip trail decorated Unknown Unidentified 1 5 slip yeallo clear no
020141 160.2 168 6 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 4 0.8 n/a n/a clear no
020142 160 166 8 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 2 0.6 print red clear no
020144 160 166 6 Creamware base Unidentified 1 4.1 n/a n/a clear no
020144 160 166 6 Pearlware symmetrically scalloped and embossed edge ware rim Tableware 1 4.2 paint blue clear no
020144 160 166 6 Pearlware blue on rim rim Unidentified 1 0.6 paint blue clear no
020144 160 166 6 Porcelain rim Unidentified 2 2.5 n/a n/a clear no
020144 160 166 6 Redware black glazed base; unknown Unidentified 5 30.6 n/a n/a black no
020144 160 166 6 Redware mottled brown glaze unknown Unidentified 1 10.8 n/a n/a brown no
020144 160 166 6 Redware red brown glazed rim Unidentified 1 1.5 n/a n/a red brownno
020144 160 166 6 Redware brown glazed outside, black inside unknown Unidentified 1 12.9 n/a n/a brown; blano
020144 160 166 6 Unidentified Royal rim plate no decoration Plate rim; base; body; uTableware 67 245 n/a n/a clear 67 poss. Three separate vessels
020144 160 166 6 Unidentified burned ceramic rim; handle Unidentified 2 17.4 n/a n/a unknown 2
020144 160 166 6 Whiteware brown banded inside and outside rim Unidentified 1 0.6 paint brown clear no
020144 160 166 6 Whiteware trasnfer printed pitcher handle and fragment handle; unknown Tableware 2 10.4 print black clear no
020144 160 166 6 Whiteware transfer print unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 print red clear no
020144 160 166 6 Whiteware transfer print unknown Unidentified 1 0 print blue clear no
020144 160 166 6 Unidentified Ironstone unknown Unidentified 9 8.4 n/a n/a clear no
020147 162 164 8 Redware Jackfield type unknown unidentified 1 0.8 n/a n/a black no
020147 162 164 8 Redware manganese brown glazed unknown unidentified 1 1.4 n/a n/a brown no
020147 162 164 8 Whiteware unknown unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a clear no
020149 160.2 168 6 Pearlware transfer printed rim Unidentified 1 0.3 print blue clear no
020149 160.2 168 6 Redware black glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 1 8.8 n/a n/a black no
020151 163 167 8 Creamware rim; unknown Unidentified 6 4 n/a n/a clear no
020151 163 167 8 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 3 1.4 paint blue clear yes
020151 163 167 8 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 4 5.2 n/a n/a clear yes
020151 163 167 8 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 1 slip yellow clear no
020151 163 167 8 Unidentified creamware or whiteware unknown Unidentified 7 5.4 n/a n/a clear no
020158 163 164 8 Pearlware rococo wavy impressed edged ware unknown Tableware 1 0 paint blue clear no
020158 163 164 8 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 7 3.6 slip yellow clear no
020158 163 164 8 Redware Jackfield type back glazed base; body Unidentified 12 28.8 n/a n/a black yes 1 piece burned; possible match t
020158 163 164 8 Whiteware painted floral motif unknwon Unidentified 6 1.5 paint orange; blue;  clear no multiple patterns
020158 163 164 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 15 6.9 n/a n/a clear no
020159 162 164 8 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 n/a blue clear no
020160 163 167 8 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 4 18.2 n/a n/a brown 4
020160 163 167 8 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim Unidentified 1 0.9 n/a n/a black no
020160 163 167 8 Whiteware rim; base; unknowUnidentified 10 19.2 n/a n/a clear 4
020164 162 164 Creamware unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 n/a n/a clear no
020164 162 164 Pearlware painted band and floral motif rim Unidentified 1 0.6 paint blue clear no
020164 162 164 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 print blue clear no
020165 164 164 8; 7 Redware slip trail decorated rim; body Unidentified 3 25.9 slip yellow CLEAR no
020166 164 164 8; 7 Other Yellowware 1 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
020166 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 1 0 paint blue clear no
020166 164 164 8; 7 Redware Thin bodied molded jackfield type Unknown Unidentified 5 6.8 n/a n/a black no quilted pattern
020166 164 164 8; 7 Redware Black Lead Glazed Unknown Unidentified 7 9.5 n/a n/a black no
020166 164 164 8; 7 Redware lead glazed base; Unknown Tableware 13 30.9 n/a n/a clear no
020166 164 164 8; 7 Redware lead glazed plate rim; Unknown Tableware 10 14.3 n/a n/a clear no pie crust rim
020166 164 164 8; 7 Redware slip trail decorated Unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 slip yellow clear no
020166 164 164 8; 7 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 15 7 n/a n/a clear yes
020167 162 164 8 Pearlware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 3 1.8 paint green; blue; o clear no
020169 160 166 5 Pearlware Ironstone bowl bowl base Food Prep/Storage 1 15.2 n/a n/a clear no
020169 160 166 5 Redware glazed inside and outside rim; base; body Food Prep/Storage 13 298.8 n/a n/a unknown 13
020169 160 166 5 Redware mottled brown glaze unknown Unidentified 1 3.7 n/a n/a brown no
020169 160 166 5 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 2.7 n/a n/a black no
020169 160 166 5 Unidentified Ironstone Royal rim plate no decoration plate rim; base; body Tableware 13 114.7 n/a n/a clear 13
020169 160 166 5 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 5.3 paint blue clear no
020169 160 166 5 Whiteware painted band and floral motif inside rim Unidentified 1 1.2 paint black; brown clear no
020170 162 167 7; 8 Creamware unknown Unidentified 1 1 n/a n/a clear no
020170 162 167 7; 8 Pearlware painted band and floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 paint blue clear no
020170 162 167 7; 8 Pearlware transfer printed floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 print blue clear no
020170 162 167 7; 8 Redware Glazed inside and outside, 90 degree rim rim Unidentified 1 39.5 n/a n/a unknown 1
020170 162 167 7; 8 Redware Dark brown glazed unknwon Unidentified 3 10.8 n/a n/a brown 3
020170 162 167 7; 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 1.7 n/a n/a clear no
020171 160 166 5 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 4.7 n/a n/a clear yes
020172 162 164 6 Other Yellowware unknown Unidentified 1 3.1 n/a n/a clear no
020172 162 164 6 Pearlware painted rim; unknown Unidentified 2 1.7 paint blue clear no
020172 162 164 6 Porcelain painted over glaze unknown Unidentified 2 1.5 paint orange; pink clear no
020172 162 164 6 Whiteware sand encrusted ware unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 paint brown clear no
020172 162 164 6 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 3 2.3 n/a n/a clear no
020174 160.2 168 5 Pearlware painted banded and floral motif rim; body Unidentified 5 3.9 paint blue clear no
020174 160.2 168 5 Pearlware transfer printed body Unidentified 1 7.1 print blue clear no dog in image
020174 160.2 168 5 Pearlware symmetrically scalloped and embossed ed plate rim Tableware 1 2 paint blue clear 1
020174 160.2 168 5 Pearlware base; unknown Unidentified 2 2.3 n/a n/a clear no
020174 160.2 168 5 Redware jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 3 8.7 n/a n/a black yes
020174 160.2 168 5 Stoneware salt glazed outside; iron oxide slip inside; tooling and verti rim Unidentified 1 51.6 n/a n/a clear; browno
020175 160 166 5 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 9 7.5 paint blue; yellow clear no
020175 160 166 5 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; lid?; body Unidentified 3 14.9 n/a n/a black no match with 010055
020175 160 166 5 Redware brown glazed inside/outside unknown Unidentified 3 35.2 n/a n/a brown no
020175 160 166 5 Redware black manganese glazed inside/outside body Unidentified 4 64.2 n/a n/a black no
020175 160 166 5 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 3.2 slip yellow clear no
020175 160 166 5 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 3 2.1 n/a n/a black 1
020175 160 166 5 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 3 8.5 n/a n/a clear yes
020175 160 166 5 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 print brown clear no
020175 160 166 5 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 1.2 n/a n/a clear no
020177 160 166 5 Pearlware painted band and floral motif rim Unidentified 1 1.3 paint blue clear 1
020177 160 166 5 Porcelain rim Unidentified 1 0.5 n/a n/a clear no
020177 160 166 5 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 3 37.3 slip yelow clear no
020177 160 166 5 Redware brown glazed outside, black inside unknown Unidentified 1 11 n/a n/a brown; blano
020177 160 166 5 Redware black glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 1 6.3 n/a n/a black no
020177 160 166 5 Unidentified burned ceramic unknown Unidentified 1 4.7 n/a n/a unknown 1
020177 160 166 5 Whiteware dipped ware with cabling unknown Unidentified 1 1.4 slip brown; black;  clear no
020177 160 166 5 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 1.1 print black clear no
020177 160 166 5 Whiteware painted band and floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 4 7.6 paint brown; red clear no
020177 160 166 5 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 8 42.8 n/a n/a clear no
020178 162 164 5 Redware Black Lead Glazed Unknown Unidentified 3 4.1 n/a n/a black no
020178 162 164 5 Stoneware gray bodied salt glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 1.1 n/a n/a clear no
020178 162 164 5 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 3 2 n/a n/a clear no
020181 Redware lead glazed base Unidentified 1 12.6 n/a n/a clear no
020182 160 166 5 Pearlware Cup body Tea/Cofee 1 3.6 n/a n/a clear no
020182 160 166 5 Redware lead glaze Unknown Food Prep/Storage 1 36.8 n/a n/a brown yes
020182 160 166 5 Redware lead glazed inside only rim Tableware 1 8.4 n/a n/a clear no
020182 160 166 5 Redware lead glazed inside only Unknown Unidentified 1 2.1 n/a n/a clear yes
020182 160 166 5 Redware lead glazed rim Unidentified 1 0.7 n/a n/a brown no
020182 160 166 5 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 2 1.2 paint brown; red clear no
020183 160 166 5 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a clear no
020185 163 167 8 Pearlware Transfer print scalloped edge rim; Unknown Unidentified 2 1.1 transfer BLUE clear no
020185 163 167 8 Unidentified Refined earthenware, painted floral patter Unknown Unidentified 1 1.4 paint pink clear yes
020185 163 167 8 Whiteware transfer print rim Unidentified 1 0 transfer black clear no mean 182
020186 162 164 5 Pearlware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 paint blue clear no
020186 162 164 5 Redware slip trail decorated rim Unidentified 2 7 slip yellow clear no
020186 162 164 5 Whiteware possibly painted over glaze Unknown Unidentified 1 1.2 paint orange clear no
020188 160.2 168 5 Pearlware painted floral motif teacup Cup base Tea/Cofee 1 6.8 paint blue clear no
020188 160.2 168 5 Pearlware base Unidentified 1 10.8 n/a n/a clear no
020192 161 164 7; 8 Pearlware transfer printed rim; shoulder Unidentified 3 9.8 print blue clear no
020192 161 164 7; 8 Redware brown glazed inside/outside unknown Unidentified 3 11.8 n/a n/a brown yes
020192 161 164 7; 8 Unidentified marbelized mocha ware unknown Unidentified 1 2.7 paint brown; white; clear no
020193 161 167 8 Redware manganese glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 n/a n/a black no
020194 163 165 Redware Unknown Unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a clear no
020194 163 165 Whiteware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 1 0 paint blue clear no
020195 163 165 9 Pearlware Painted floral pattern rim, unknown Unidentified 2 1.5 paint green; red, bluclear yes
020195 163 165 9 Pearlware base, unknown Unidentified 13 15.8 n/a n/a clear yes
020195 163 165 9 Redware Brown glazed rim; body Unidentified 4 23.5 n/a n/a brown yes
020195 163 165 9 Redware manganese glazed rim Unidentified 1 1.1 n/a n/a black no
020195 163 165 9 Redware slip trail decorated Unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 slip yellow clear no
020196 163 165 10 Pearlware willow transfer rim Unidentified 1 2.3 print blue clear no
020196 163 165 10 Pearlware painted bande and floral motif rim; body Unidentified 6 3.1 paint blue clear no
020196 163 165 10 Pearlware rococo shell edged rim Tableware 2 2.5 paint  blue clear no
020196 163 165 10 Redware brown glazed bowl rim; body; base; hTableware 30 162.9 n/a n/a brown no
020196 163 165 10 Redware Jackfield type black glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 12 19.1 n/a n/a black no
020196 163 165 10 Redware slip trail decorated plate body; rim Tableware 15 52.4 slip yellow clear no
020196 163 165 10 Whiteware transfer printed rim Unidentified 2 4.1 print brown clear no
020196 163 165 10 Whiteware banded rim Unidentified 1 0 paint brown clear no
020196 163 165 10 Whiteware painted floral motif body Unidentified 2 0.9 paint green clear no
020196 163 165 10 Whiteware rim; base; body Unidentified 25 32.4 n/a n/a clear yes
020196 163 165 10 Whiteware rim Unidentified 1 1.9 n/a n/a clear yes
020197 161 164 5 Redware black glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 3.1 n/a n/a black no
020197 161 164 5 Redware black luster ware Unknown Unidentified 2 7.3 n/a n/a black no
020197 161 164 5 Whiteware banded ware Unknown Unidentified 1 1.6 painted blue clear no
020197 161 164 5 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 1 1.4 n/a n/a clear no
020198 161 167 7 Redware brown glazed inside only Pot handle; unknown Food Prep/Storage 6 212.4 n/a n/a brown 6
020198 161 167 7 Whiteware dipped ware unknown Unidentified 1 2.4 paint orange clear no
020199 161 165 Redware black glazed un Unidentified 1 1.8 n/a n/a black no
020201 162 167 9; 10 Redware glazed inside and outside rim; base; body Unidentified 15 154 n/a n/a brown yes burned beyond recognition
020202 163 167 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 n/a n/a clear 1
020205 160 164 Redware mottled brown glaze unknown Unidentified 4 9.3 n/a n/a brown no
020205 160 164 Whiteware rim Unidentified 3 3.1 n/a n/a clear yes 1 piece burned
020209 162 167 7; 8 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 4 19.7 n/a n/a brown yes
020209 162 167 7; 8 Redware glazed inside and outside rim; base; body Unidentified 7 75.8 n/a n/a unknown yes
020209 162 167 7; 8 Whiteware base; unknown Unidentified 14 17 n/a n/a clear yes
020212 163 165 8 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 2 0.7 paint blue clear no
020212 163 165 8 Pearlware base; unknown Unidentified 3 3.2 n/a n/a clear no
020212 163 165 8 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 2 0.7 n/a n/a black no
020212 163 165 8 Redware brown glazed body Unidentified 2 19.6 n/a n/a brown 2
020212 163 165 8 Redware clear glazed unknown Unidentified 5 10.1 n/a n/a clear no
020212 163 165 8 Redware mottled brown glaze unknown Unidentified 2 2.5 n/a n/a brown no
020212 163 165 8 Unidentified Royal rim plate no decoration plate rim Tableware 2 26.2 n/a n/a clear 2
020212 163 165 8 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 2 0.6 print black clear no
020212 163 165 8 Whiteware banded inside rim unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 paint black clear no
020212 163 165 8 Whiteware rim; base; body; uUnidentified 9 6.6 n/a n/a clear no
020214 162 167 7; 8 Pearlware unknown Unknown Unidentified 4 12.8 n/a n/a clear yes very badly damaged by fire
020214 162 167 7; 8 Redware Salt Glazed bowl rim; base; body Food Prep/Storage 10 116.5 n/a n/a ? yes very badly damaged by fire
020214 162 167 7; 8 Redware salt glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 4.9 n/a n/a clear no
020215 163 165 8 Pearlware symmetrically scalloped and curved embo plate rim Tableware 1 7.7 paint blue clear no
020215 163 165 8 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 3 0.7 paint blue clear no
020215 163 165 8 Porcelain rim Unidentified 1 0.8 n/a n/a clear no
020215 163 165 8 Redware speckled brown glaze inside only unknown Unidentified 3 64.7 n/a n/a brown 3
020215 163 165 8 Redware pie plate slip trail decorated rim Tableware 1 0.9 slip yellow clear 1
020215 163 165 8 Redware mottled brown glaze rim Unidentified 1 3.2 n/a n/a BROWN 1
020215 163 165 8 Unidentified Royal rim plate no decoration plate rim Tableware 4 23.9 n/a n/a clear 4
020216 161 167 5; 6 Redware bowl rim; body Unidentified 3 46.8 n/a n/a unknown 3
020216 161 167 5; 6 Whiteware undecorated bowl with pie crust rim bowl rim; base; body Tableware 25 281.7 n/a n/a clear 25
020218 163 164 8 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 3 12.2 n/a n/a black no
020218 163 164 8 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim Tableware 1 40 slip yellow clear no
020218 163 164 8 Redware brown glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 1 10.9 n/a n/a brown yes
020218 163 164 8 Redware brown glazed outside, black inside unknown Unidentified 1 9.7 n/a n/a brown/blano
020218 163 164 8 Whiteware painted banded and floral motif unknown Unidentified 4 5.9 paint blue clear no
020218 163 164 8 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 3 2.4 paint red; green clear yes
020220 161 167 5; 6 Redware Black Lead Glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 1.7 n/a n/a black no
020220 161 167 5; 6 Redware base; unknown Unidentified 3 41.3 n/a n/a n/a yes probably lead glazed black redwa
020220 161 167 5; 6 Whiteware rim; base; body Tea/Cofee 9 15.9 n/a n/a clear yes burned make classification difficu
020220 161 167 5; 6 Whiteware rim; body Unidentified 5 4.7 n/a n/a clear no
020220 161 167 5; 6 Whiteware transfer printed floral motif Unknown Unidentified 1 1.4 print blue clear no
020220 161 167 5; 6 Whiteware transfer printed rim; Unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 print brown clear no
020221 163 165 8 Pearlware painted floral motif base; body Unidentified 5 4.1 paint blue clear no
020221 163 165 8 Redware brown glazed unknown Unidentified 1 29.6 n/a n/a brown 1
020221 163 165 8 Redware black glazed rim Unidentified 1 0 n/a n/a black 1
020221 163 165 8 Whiteware royal rim plate not decoration plate rim Tableware 1 21.4 n/a n/a clear 1
020222 163 167 6 Pearlware floral transfer print  unknown Unidentified 2 2.4 print blue clear no
020222 163 167 6 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 n/a n/a clear no
020222 163 167 6 Redware clear glazed base Unidentified 1 42.6 n/a n/a clear yes
020222 163 167 6 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 10.5 n/a n/a clear yes
020222 163 167 6 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 1.2 print black clear no
020223 163 165 8 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; body, unknowUnidentified 4 1.4 paint blue clear no
020223 163 165 8 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim Tableware 1 2.8 slip yellow clear yes burned beyond recognition
020223 163 165 8 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 5 2.9 n/a n/a clear no
020226 163 165 8 Redware brown glazed inside Bowl rim; body, unknowFood Prep/Storage 3 190.6 n/a n/a brown no some burning on exterior
020227 163 164 6 Pearlware painted rim Unidentified 1 0.6 paint blue clear no
020227 163 164 6 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 3 1.9 n/a n/a black no
020227 163 164 6 Whiteware Symetrical embossed shell edged ware plate rim Tableware 1 6.9 paint blue clear no
020227 163 164 6 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 5 3.7 n/a n/a clear no
020228 163 165 6 Redware black glazed handle; rim Unidentified 2 6.9 n/a n/a black no
020228 163 165 6 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 n/a n/a clear no
020229 162 167 6 Redware unknown Unidentified 2 5.6 n/a n/a clear 2
020229 162 167 6 Whiteware base; unknown Unidentified 5 41.9 n/a n/a clear 5 burned beyond recognition
020230 163 164 6 Pearlware symetrically scalloped curved line embossed edge ware rim Tableware 1 3.4 paint blue clear no
020230 163 164 6 Redware black glazed base Unidentified 5 6.2 n/a n/a black yes  burned on the underside of the b
020231 163 164 6 Redware manganese brown glazed inside body Unidentified 33 1365 n/a n/a brown yes refit
020231 163 164 6 Redware pie plate slip trail decorated rim Tableware 2 7.8 n/a n/a clear no pie crust rim
020234 161 167 5; 6 Redware glazed inside only unknown unidentified 2 8.3 n/a n/a clear 2
020235 162/163 159.5 4 Pearlware Dot and Acanthus embossed rim edged ware rim Unidentified 1 2 paint blue clear no 1820's to 1830's
020235 162/163 159.5 4 Redware glazed inside and outside base; rim unidentified 5 101.8 n/a n/a brown yes
020235 162/163 159.5 4 Redware rim unidentified 1 14.1 n/a n/a n/a 1 acreated metal attached
020235 162/163 159.5 4 Unidentified very course earthenware unknown unidentified 1 7.1 paint white n/a no
020235 162/163 159.5 4 Whiteware base Unidentified 1 14.9 n/a n/a clear yes
020235 162/163 159.5 4 Whiteware painted unknown Unidentified 3 4.1 paint blue; brown; gclear no
020238 163 164 6 Pearlware transfer print base Unidentified 1 3.2 print blue clear no
020238 163 164 6 Pearlware painted  unknown Unidentified 1 0 paint blue clear no
020238 163 164 6 Porcelain rim Unidentified 1 2 n/a n/a clear no
020238 163 164 6 Redware brown glazed handle; body; unkTableware 15 56.4 n/a n/a brown yes probably two vessels
020238 163 164 6 Whiteware banded and painted floral motif rim Unidentified 1 2.3 paint black; red; gre clear no
020238 163 164 6 Whiteware base; rim Unidentified 3 16.8 n/a n/a clear yes 1 burned
020238 163 164 6 Whiteware transfer print unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 print brown clear no
020238 163 164 6 Whiteware gravel decorated unknwon Unidentified 1 0.9 n/a n/a clear no
020239 163 165 6 Unidentified unknown Unidentified 1 4.7 n/a n/a black no
020241 163 165 6 Redware brown glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 1 6 n/a n/a brown no
020241 163 165 6 Redware manganese glazed unknown Unidentified 3 10.6 n/a n/a black 3
020241 163 165 6 Whiteware white granite ware RIM; BASE; BODY Tableware 3 12.3 n/a n/a clear no
022001 161 165 6 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 9.4 slip yellow clear no
022001 161 165 6 Redware Astbury type ware unknown Unidentified 1 1.1 n/a n/a brown no
022001 161 165 6 Redware mottled brown glaze inside only unknown Unidentified 3 34.5 n/a n/a brown no burned on the outside of vessel
022001 161 165 6 Stoneware salt glazed outside; brown slip inside unknown Unidentified 1 14.5 n/a n/a clear 1
022001 161 165 6 Whiteware transfer printed floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 1.1 print blue clear no
022001 161 165 6 Whiteware polychromed painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 paint blue; brown; gclear no
030300 162 165 10 Redware manganese glazed unknown Unidentified 1 1.2 n/a n/a black no
030300 162 165 10 Redware mottled brown glaze rim Unidentified 1 0.9 n/a n/a black/browno
030300 162 165 10 Whiteware Royal rim plate no decoration rim Unidentified 1 1.8 n/a n/a clear no
030301 162 165 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated Plate rim Tableware 2 13.1 slip yellow clear yes burned make classification difficu
030301 162 165 9; 10 Whiteware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 3 0.7 paint orange clear no
030302 162 165 10 Redware brown glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 2.3 n/a n/a brown no
030302 162 165 10 Whiteware unscalloped rim embossed edged ware rim Tableware 1 9.6 paint blue clear no
030302 162 165 10 Whiteware painted rim; Unknown Unidentified 2 1.6 paint green clear no
030302 162 165 10 Whiteware poss. Granit ware base Unidentified 1 6.4 n/a n/a clear no poss. Makers mark
030302 162 165 10 Whiteware transfer print Unknown Unidentified 3 0.7 print brown clear no
030303 162 165 6 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 1.7 paint blue clear no
030303 162 165 6 Pearlware unknown Unidentified 2 1.6 n/a n/a clear no
030303 162 165 6 Redware mottled brown glaze inside only, curved lip base; rim; unknowUnidentified 6 172.1 n/a n/a brown 6
030303 162 165 6 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 4 11.1 slip yellow clear no
030303 162 165 6 Redware mottled brown glaze rim; unknown Unidentified 5 7.4 n/a n/a brown no
030303 162 165 6 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 2 16.9 n/a n/a black no
030303 162 165 6 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 15 9.8 n/a n/a clear no
030303 162 165 6 Whiteware painted banded rim Unidentified 1 0.7 paint blue clear no
030303 162 165 6
030304 162 163 Creamware Royal rim plate no decoration plate rim Tableware 4 5.7 n/a n/a clear no late 18th‐e
030304 162 163 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 5 3.2 paint orange; blue clear no
030304 162 163 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 4 4.3 slip yellow clear no
030304 162 163 Redware glazed handle Unidentified 1 3 n/a n/a clear no
030305 163 166 9 Pearlware blue transfer print  Unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 transfer blue clear no chinese motif 1790‐1814
030305 163 166 9 Redware Black Lead Glazed Unknown Unidentified 3 18.9 n/a n/a black yes
030305 163 166 9 Whiteware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 2 2 paint blue; green clear no
030306 162 163 8 Pearlware Transfer print Unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 transfer blue clear no
030306 162 163 8 Redware Black manganese lead glaze Unknown Unidentified 1 1.5 n/a n/a black no
030306 162 163 8 Redware slip trail decorated rim; Unknown Unidentified 3 31.5 slip yellow clear no
030306 162 163 8 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 1 3.1 n/a n/a clear no
030308 163 166 9 Pearlware painted floral motif cup rim; body Tea/Cofee 11 12.2 paint blue clear no
030308 163 166 9 Pearlware floral transfer print  rim; body Unidentified 2 0.8 print blue clear no
030308 163 166 9 Pearlware painted chinese motif rim Unidentified 4 4.9 paint blue clear no
030308 163 166 9 Pearlware transfer printed rim Unidentified 1 1 print blue clear 1
030308 163 166 9 Redware black glazed Pot spout, lid Tea/Cofee 3 10.4 n/a n/a black no
030308 163 166 9 Redware brown glazed rim; body Unidentified 3 9.5 n/a n/a brown yes may match with 020196
030308 163 166 9 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 2 2.3 slip yellow clear yes very badly damaged by  fire
030308 163 166 9 Redware glazed inside unknown Unidentified 6 15.2 n/a n/a unknown yes very badly damaged by fire
030308 163 166 9 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 slip yellow clear no
030308 163 166 9 Redware unidentified unknown Unidentified 15 15.7 n/a n/a unknown 15
030308 163 166 9 Redware red brown glazed unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 n/a n/a red brownno
030308 163 166 9 Stoneware brown slip unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 slip brown clear no
030308 163 166 9 Whiteware
030308 163 166 9 Whiteware base Unidentified 13 19.5 n/a n/a clear yes 1 piece shows signs of burning
030308 163 166 9 Whiteware painted floral design teacup Cup rim; base; body Tea/Cofee 55 67.4 paint red; green clear yes very badly damaged by  fire but p
030308 163 166 9 Whiteware rim; base; unknowUnidentified 16 11.2 n/a n/a clear no
030308 163 166 9 Whiteware rim; base; unknowUnidentified 15 10.6 n/a n/a clear 15
030308 163 166 9 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 7 1.9 n/a n/a clear no
030308 163 166 9 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0 print brown clear no
030308 163 166 9 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 3 1.9 n/a n/a clear no
030308 163 166 9 Pearlware painted chinese motif rim; body Unidentified 5 2.3 n/a n/a clear yes
030308 163 166 9 Pearlware chinese transfer print unknown Unidentified 2 1 print blue clear no
030308 163 166 9 Porcelain overglaze painted Cup rim Tea/Cofee 3 13.9 paint gold or brown clear no
030308 163 166 9 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 5 19.5 slip yellow clear no
030308 163 166 9 Whiteware transfer printed unknown; rim Unidentified 5 3.8 print brown clear no 1829‐1843
030310 162 165 6 Pearlware Colbalt Blue Floral with large brushstrokes body Unidentified 1 0.8 paint blue clear no
030310 162 165 6 Porcelain bone china rim Unidentified 2 1.7 none n/a clear no
030310 162 165 6 Redware Albany slip ‐ dark brown body Food Prep/Storage 4 56.5 slip n/a lead yes glaze  inside, evidence of fire on 
030310 162 165 6 Whiteware body Unidentified 1 0.5 none n/a clear no
030311 161 166 8 Pearlware body Unidentified 1 3.8 none n/a clear yes
030311 161 166 8 Redware mottled brown glaze body Unidentified 3 18.9 none n/a brown yes glaze on inside only
030312 161 166 8 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 n/a n/a clear no
030312 161 166 8 Pearlware colbalt blue painted rim Unidentified 1 0.05 paint blue clear no
030312 161 166 8 Porcelain bone china Unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
030312 161 166 8 Redware mottled brown glaze body Food Prep/Storage 4 50 slip n/a brown yes thick walled vessel
030313 163 166 9 Creamware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 print brown clear no
030313 163 166 9 Pearlware painted banded rim rim Unidentified 1 0.3 paint blue clear no
030313 163 166 9 Pearlware base Unidentified 1 1.9 n/a n/a clear no
030313 163 166 9 Pearlware ploychrome painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 paint brown; yellow clear no
030313 163 166 9 Redware black glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 2 4.2 n/a n/a black no
030313 163 166 9 Whiteware rim; unknown Unidentified 4 3.5 n/a n/a clear 4
030315 163 166 Pearlware painted floral motif rim; unknown Unidentified 3 0.9 paint blue clear no
030315 163 166 Redware slip trail decorated pie plate rim Unidentified 1 7.2 slip yellow clear no
030316 163 166 8 Creamware Plate rim Tableware 2 8 none n/a clear no lighter creamware
030316 163 166 8 Pearlware london shaped teacup Cup body Tea/Cofee 5 5.7 None N/A clear no
030316 163 166 8 Pearlware foot Unidentified 1 2.1 None n/a clear yes
030316 163 166 8 Redware Albany slip Unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 slip n/a lead no
030316 163 166 8 Redware black lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 slip black lead no
030316 163 166 8 Redware Unknown Unidentified 4 21.7 slip n/a n/a yes glaze is unrecognizable due to fir
030316 163 166 8 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 none n/a clear no
030318 161 165 6 Redware glazed interior and exterior unknown Unidentified 1 8.3 n/a n/a unknown 1
030318 161 165 6 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 1 1.1 slip yellow clear no
030318 161 165 6 Whiteware painted band inside only rim Unidentified 1 0.7 paint red clear no
030318 161 165 6 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 n/a n/a clear no
030319 162 166 8 Pearlware edged ware rim Unidentified 1 0.9 paint blue clear no
030319 162 166 8 Porcelain thin unknown Unidentified 1 1.2 n/a n/a clear no
030319 162 166 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 4 1.6 n/a n/a clear no
030319 162 166 8 Redware brown glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 15.2 n/a n/a brown yes
030319 162 166 8 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim, body Tableware 6 45.5 slip yellow clear no pie crust rim
030321 162 168 9 Pearlware embossed rim edged ware rim Tableware 1 0 paint blue clear no
030321 162 168 9 Pearlware painted band on rim inside and outside rim Unidentified 1 0 paint brown clear no
030321 162 168 9 Stoneware salt glazed outside unknown Unidentified 1 7.8 n/a n/a clear no
030321 162 168 9 Whiteware base; unknown Unidentified 2 7.5 n/a n/a clear no
030322 Pearlware floral sheet patter transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 24.4 print blue clear no
030322 Whiteware transfer printed rim Unidentified 1 7.2 print blue clear no
030322 Whiteware painted floral motif rim Unidentified 1 1.8 paint blue clear no
030324 162 168 9 Whiteware Unidentified 1 0.3 n/a n/a clear yes
030325 162 166 7 Creamware unknown Unidentified 3 2.5 n/a n/a clear no
030325 162 166 7 Pearlware thin brown band inside rim rim Unidentified 1 1.2 paint brown clear no
030325 162 166 7 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 2 1.6 paint blue clear no
030325 162 166 7 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 1.3 print blue clear no
030325 162 166 7 Pearlware variegated (marblized) dipped ware lid ha lid nob Tea/Cofee 1 2.6 slip brown clear no
030325 162 166 7 Pearlware banded and rouletted pattern unknown Unidentified 1 1.8 paint blue clear no 1810‐1860
030325 162 166 7 Pearlware painted  unknown Unidentified 1 0.8 paint blue clear no
030325 162 166 7 Redware slip trail decorated plate Plate unknown Unidentified 2 30.9 slip yellow clear no
030325 162 166 7 Redware burned ceramic unknown Unidentified 5 53.6 n/a n/a unknown 5
030325 162 166 7 Redware mottled manganese brown glaze rim Unidentified 1 5.5 n/a n/a brown no
030325 162 166 7 Whiteware sprig painted floral motif rim; base; unknowUnidentified 15 68.2 paint pick; blue; gre clear 15
030325 162 166 7 Whiteware painted band inside and outside unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 paint brown clear no
030326 162 163 4 Creamware unknown unidentified 1 4.9 n/a n/a clear no
030326 162 163 4 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 n/a n/a clear no
030327 150 164 Redware slilp trail decorated plate Plate rim; body Tableware 5 97 SLIP yellow clear no
030327 150 164 Redware mottled brown glazed inside only unknown 2 35.6 n/a n/a brown no
030327 150 164 Redware manganese glazed black and brown nglazed inside and ou unknown 2 13.8 n/a n/a brown/blano
030328 161 165 6 Redware black glazed inside/outside body Unidentified 1 4.1 n/a n/a black no
030328 161 165 6 Whiteware painted floral motif saucer base; rim Tea/Cofee 2 21.4 PAINT brown; red; bl clear yes
030329 162 168 8 Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 paint blue clear no
030329 162 168 8 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 20 12.4 n/a n/a clear no
030329 162 168 8 Redware brown inside, black outside glazed base, unknown Unidentified 4 17.5 n/a n/a brown; blano
030329 162 168 8 Redware brown glazed one side rim Unidentified 4 11.4 n/a n/a brown no
030330 163 164 Pearlware painted floral motif rim Unidentified 1 2.2 paint blue clear no
030330 163 164 Redware mottled brown glaze unknown Unidentified 2 34.7 n/a n/a brown no
030330 163 164 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 4.7 n/a n/a black no
030330 163 164 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 4 1.9 n/a n/a clear 1
030331 163 164 6 Pearlware base, unknown Unidentified 5 6 n/a n/a clear no
030331 163 164 6 Pearlware polychrome painted floral motif and banding inside only rim Unidentified 1 0.3 paint blue; green clear no 1815‐1830
030331 163 164 6 Porcelain painted over glaze unknown Unidentified 2 1.6 paint red clear no
030331 163 164 6 Porcelain polychrome painted floral motif and banding  inside rim rim Unidentified 1 4.1 paint green; blue clear no
030331 163 164 6 Redware Jackfield type strainer lid lid rim; unknown Food Prep/Storage 3 25 n n/a black 3
030331 163 164 6 Redware mottled brown glaze outside, black slip inside unknown Unidentified 1 5 n/a n/a brown; blano
030331 163 164 6 Unidentified applied molded leaf on outside unknown Unidentified 1 7.1 n/a n/a clear no
030331 163 164 6 Yellowware unknown Unidentified 1 1.2 n/a n/a clear no
030334 162 168 8 Pearlware scalloped rim edgeware rim Tableware 7 6.7 paint blue clear yes
030334 162 168 8 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 16 25.5 n/a n/a clear yes
030334 162 168 8 Pearlware colbalt blue paint with fine brushstrokes and floral patternbody Tea/Cofee 8 4.6 paint blue clear no
030334 162 168 8 Pearlware floral painted motif Unknown Unidentified 3 2.5 paint red; blue; greeclear yes
030334 162 168 8 Pearlware floral transfer print  body; rim Tea/Cofee 4 6.6 tranfer brown clear yes 1818‐1869
030334 162 168 8 Pearlware polychrome painted floral with no cobalt rim Tea/Cofee 1 1.4 paint brown; green clear no 1979‐1815
030334 162 168 8 Stoneware salt glaze body Food Prep/Storage 2 11.8 n/a n/a clear no late 1700s
030338 150 165 4 Creamware unknown Unidentified 7 23.1 n/a n/a clear no
030338 150 165 4 Creamware transfer printed classical or romantic pattern base; unknown Unidentified 5 17.7 print purple clear no Makers mark on base  1814‐1867
030338 150 165 4 Pearlware dot and acanthus edged ware rim Unidentified 7 14 paint blue clear no
030338 150 165 4 Pearlware ploychrome painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 9 6,5 paint blue; green clear no 1815‐1830
030338 150 165 4 Porcelain unknown Unidentified 1 1 n/a n/a clear no
030338 150 165 4 Redware slip trail decorated bowl Bowl rim; base Unidentified 3 70.9 slip yellow clear/mot no
030338 150 165 4 Redware slip trail decorated plate rim; unknown Unidentified 55 169.2 slip yellow clear no
030338 150 165 4 Redware mottled brown glaze unknown Unidentified 40 105.9 n/a n/a brown no
030338 150 165 4 Redware Jackfield type black glazed lid; rim; base; bodTea/Cofee 100 191.6 n/a n/a black no
030338 150 165 4 Redware manganese glazed unknown Unidentified 26 59.3 n/a n/a brown/blano
030338 150 165 4 Stoneware salt glaze and slip exterior; slip interior unknown Unidentified 10 130.3 n/a n/a brown; cleno
030338 150 165 4 Stoneware salt glaze and slip exterior; salt glaze interior unknown Unidentified 3 42 n/a n/a brown; cleno impressed image on the exterior
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware shell edged ware unimpressed rim Tableware 6 11.1 paint blue clear no
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware multi chambered slip ware with cableing bowl body Tableware 9 26.3 slip blue; black; whclear no
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware painted band and floral motif rim; body Unidentified 17 16.3 paint blue clear no
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware printed ware unknown Unidentified 2 3 paint black clear no
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware transfer printed base; rim; body; uUnidentified 25 42 print blue clear no
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware base; rim; body; uUnidentified 100 52.5 n/a n/a clear no
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware sprig painted unknown Unidentified 2 1.2 paint brown; green; clear no
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 3 1.2 print brown clear no
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 print black clear no
030338 150 165 4 Whiteware polychrome floral painted motif unknown Unidentified 5 5.9 paint yellow; brown clear no partial mark 
030339 163 164 5 Redware slip trail decorated rim Unidentified 1 20 slip yellow clear no pie crust rim
030339 163 164 5 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 1 1.3 n/a n/a clear no
030341 162 166 5 Redware body Food Prep/Storage 3 34.7 slip n/a n/a yes glaze is unrecognizable due to fir
030341 162 166 5 Redware rim Food Prep/Storage 1 16.6 slip n/a n/a yes glaze is unrecognizable due to fir
030343 163 164 5 Porcelain rim Unidentified 1 2.2 n n/a clear no
030346 161 168 9; 10 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 n/a n/a clear no
030346 161 168 9; 10 Redware black manganese glaze body Unidentified 1 23.1 slip n/a clear yes thin walled vessel; fire damage
030346 161 168 9; 10 Redware black manganese glaze rim Unidentified 1 0.7 slip n/a clear yes
030346 161 168 9; 10 Redware black manganese glaze body Unidentified 5 45.1 slip n/a clear no thick walled vessel
030346 161 168 9; 10 Redware Unknown Unidentified 3 1.6 n/a n/a clear no
030346 161 168 9; 10 Redware rim Unidentified 3 1.5 n/a n/a clear no
030346 161 168 9; 10 Redware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 n/a n/a brown no
030347 163 164 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 8 6 n/a n/a clear no
030347 163 164 Pearlware rim Unidentified 2 2 n/a N/A clear no
030347 163 164 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 paint blue clear no
030347 163 164 Pearlware floral painted Unknown Unidentified 2 1.7 paint red; green; bluclear no
030347 163 164 Redware clear glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.9 n/a n/a clear no
030347 163 164 Redware manganese mottled glazed rim Unidentified 1 0.3 n/a n/a brown/blano thin vessel
030349 150 165 4 Creamware base Unidentified 1 3.8 None N/A clear no
030349 150 165 4 Pearlware colbalt floral motif with berries and large brushstrokes Unknown Unidentified 5 4.6 Paint blue clear no Colbalt in glaze
030349 150 165 4 Pearlware colbalt floral motif with large brushstrokes Unknown Unidentified 5 4.5 Paint blue clear no
030349 150 165 4 Pearlware Cup Rim Tea/Cofee 2 2.9 Printed brown clear no Exotic or romantic theme (palm t
030349 150 165 4 Pearlware Unknown Tea/Cofee 3 3.5 Printed blue clear no
030349 150 165 4 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 2 3.2 Painted black clear no
030349 150 165 4 Pearlware spongeware Unknown Unidentified 2 0.7 Paint green; yellow clear no
030349 150 165 4 Pearlware dipped ware, variegated slip Unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 Slip grean; blue clear no
030349 150 165 4 Pearlware painted floral motif Unknown Unidentified 3 0.8 paint blue; yellow clear no
030349 150 165 4 Pearlware Unknown Unidentified 33 20.2 None N/A clear no
030349 150 165 4 Porcelain bone china body Tea/Cofee 1 0.8 None N/A clear no
030349 150 165 4 Redware black lead glazed lid Rim Tea/Cofee 1 7.7 Slip black black no
030349 150 165 4 Redware black lead glazed foot Tableware 1 6 Slip black black no
030349 150 165 4 Redware Black Lead Glazed Unknown Unidentified 14 62.2 Slip black black no Some molded
030349 150 165 4 Redware Albany slip Rim Food Prep/Storage 1 2.2 Slip brown lead no
030349 150 165 4 Redware Albany slip Rim Tableware 1 2.2 Slip brown lead no molded rim
030349 150 165 4 Redware Staffordshire‐type slip Bowl body Food Prep/Storage 9 22.6 Paint; slip brown; yellow lead no slip on inside, not outside
030349 150 165 4 Redware Albany Slip Bowl body Food Prep/Storage 9 20 None brown lead no glazed on the inside and outside
030349 150 165 4 Redware Staffordshire‐type slip Plate body Tableware 5 24 None yellow lead no glazed on the inside
030349 150 165 4 Redware buff‐bodied earthenware Unknown Unidentified 6 12.1 None N/A N/A no unglazed
030350 161 166 6 Pearlware hand painted chinoiserie pattern Unknown Unidentified 2 1.5 paint blue clear no
030350 161 166 6 Pearlware hand painted floral with large brushstrokes Unknown Unidentified 1 0.3 paint blue clear no
030350 161 166 6 Other Ironstone Unknown Unidentified 12 40 none n/a clear yes plate or bowl; partial refit, no de
030350 161 166 6 Redware rim Food Prep/Storage 1 28.4 slip n/a n/a yes glaze is unrecognizable due to fir
030350 161 166 6 Redware body Food Prep/Storage 2 28.1 slip n/a n/a yes glaze is unrecognizable due to fir
030350 161 166 6 Redware Unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 none n/a clear no
030350 161 166 6 Whiteware slip banded rim Unidentified 1 0.4 slip green clear no
030351 161 168 9; 10 Redware black/brown manganese mottled body Unidentified 1 2.7 slip n/a black/browno glased both sides, smooth glaze
030352 161 168 9; 10 Porcelain Unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 None n/a clear no
030352 161 168 9; 10 Redware brown glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 7 slip brown n/a no glaze inside, none outside; lightly
030352 161 168 9; 10 Redware Unknown Unidentified 3 10.8 n/a n/a n/a no
030352 161 168 9; 10 Redware slip trail decorated Unknown Unidentified 1 2.5 slip yellow clear no
030352 161 168 9; 10 Redware brown lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 1.9 n/a n.a brown no
030352 161 168 9; 10 Redware black Lead Glazed Unknown Unidentified 2 3.9 n/a n/a black no thin and molded
030352 161 168 9; 10 Redware brown‐black manganese lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 3 9.7 n/a n/a brown/blano heavy type vessel
030352 161 168 9; 10 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 3 1.4 None n/a clear no
030353 164 164 Pearlware cobalt floral motif with large brushstrokes base Tableware 1 1.6 paint blue clear no
030353 164 164 Pearlware Unidentified 3 2.9 none n/a clear no
030353 164 164 Redware brown glazed Bowl body Food Prep/Storage 1 31.4 slip brown brown no Glazed on the inside and the mo
030353 164 164 Redware Albany slip Bowl body Tableware 1 11.1 slip yellow clear no glaze present on inside only
030356 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware dipped ware finish Unidentified 1 0.4 Slip black clear No
030356 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware dipped ware finish Unidentified 1 0.5 Slip blue; orange clear no
030356 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware dipped ware body Unidentified 1 0.6 Slip orange clear no
030356 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware dipped ware finish Unidentified 1 0.6 Unkown N/A clear no
030356 164 164 8; 7 Pearlware dipped ware Unknown Unidentified 1 1.2 Unknown NA clear no
030356 164 164 8; 7 Redware yellow Banded Bowl body Food Prep/Storage 1 65 Slip Yellow clear no
030356 164 164 8; 7 Redware brown glazed body Food Prep/Storage 1 7.7 Unknown N/A clear; browno
030356 164 164 8; 7 Redware brown glazed Unknown Food Prep/Storage 2 5 Unknown N/A clear; browno
030357 163 166 6; 5 Pearlware Bowl base Tableware 1 9.9 none n/a clear no
030357 163 166 6; 5 Pearlware colbalt floral motif with large brushstrokes Unknown Unidentified 1 2.1 paint blue clear no
030358 161 166 6 Pearlware Unidentified 3 6.6 none n/a N/A yes glaze is grey and textured
030358 161 166 6 Redware Bowl body Food Prep/Storage 8 133.8 slip n/a n/a yes glaze is unrecognizable due to fir
030358 161 166 6 Redware Bowl foot Food Prep/Storage 3 122 slip n/a N/A yes glaze is unrecognizable due to fir
030358 161 166 6 Redware bowl rim Food Prep/Storage 2 68.5 slip n/a n/a yes glaze is unrecognizable due to fir
030360 162 165 3 Redware brown glazed body Unidentified 1 6.6 slip n/a brown YES glazed in the inside only
030367 164 164 8; 7; 3; 4 Creamware body Unidentified 2 2.3 n/a n/a clear no
030367 164 164 8; 7; 3; 4 Pearlware painted floral motif body Unidentified 2 3.1 paint blue clear yes
030367 164 164 8; 7; 3; 4 Redware brown manganese glazed inside only base; body Unidentified 12 301.9 n/a n/a brown yes most burning is on the base
030367 164 164 8; 7; 3; 4 Redware black manganese glaze in inside and outside rim; body Unidentified 5 6.6 n/a n/a black no
030367 164 164 8; 7; 3; 4 Redware body Unidentified 1 1.8 n/a n/a clear no
030371 161 165 5 Pearlware embossed rococo shell edged rim, body, unknowTableware 4 0.3 paint blue clear no
030371 161 165 5 Pearlware painted Unknown Unidentified 2 8.9 paint blue clear no
030371 161 165 5 Redware brown glazed base Unidentified 1 14.7 n/a n/a brown no
030371 161 165 5 Whiteware rim; Unknown Unidentified 2 2 n/a n/a clear no
030373 166 166 Pearlware painted floral motif body Unidentified 1 5.6 PAINT Blue clear no
030373 166 166 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 2.1 n/a n/a black no
030373 166 166 Redware brown outside, black inside unknown Unidentified 1 9.4 n/a n/a brown; blano
030373 166 166 Redware pie plate plate rim Tableware 1 2.3 n/a n/a clear no
030373 166 166 Unidentified painted polychrome floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 3.5 paint pink; green clear 1 poss. A teacup from the collectio
030373 166 166 Unidentified unknown Unidentified 1 5 n/a n/a clear 1 5
030373 166 166 Whiteware pie crust rim rim Unidentified 1 2.9 n/a n/a clear no
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Creamware transfer printed handle Unidentified 1 0.8 print brown clear no
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Creamware Royal rim plate no decoration plate rim; base; body Tableware 50 91.8 n/a n/a clear yes!
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Creamware painted floral motif with banded rim unknown Unidentified 9 4.6 paint green; brown; clear no
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Creamware chain slip pattern unknwon Unidentified 1 0 paint brown clear no
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Pearlware painted floral motif with banding rim; unknown Unidentified 10 9.6 paint blue clear no
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 3 0.8 print blue clear no
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Redware slip trail decorated rim; unknown Unidentified 6 70.1 slip yellow brown yes
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Redware interior glazed rim; unknown Unidentified 6 53.6 n/a n/a clear yes
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Redware brown/black manganese lead glazed unknown Unidentified 1 11.5 n/a n/a brown no
030379 164 165 9; 10; 8; 5 Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 4 9.2 n/a n/a black no
030382 162 168 6 Pearlware rim Tableware 1 3.3 n/a n/a clear no pie crust rim
030382 162 168 6 Redware lead glazed chamber pot Bowl base; rim Hygiene 4 197.6 n/a n/a clear no chamber pot
030382 162 168 6 Whiteware mocha rim Unidentified 1 0.5 paint brown clear no
030382 162 168 6 Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 2 0.8 n/a n/a clear yes
990802 3 9 4‐14 cmbs Pearlware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 3 1.5 paint blue clear no
990802 3 9 4‐14 cmbs Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 3 2.2 slip yellow clear no
990802 3 9 4‐14 cmbs Redware manganese glazed brown/black inside only unknown Unidentified 6 41.1 n/a n/a brown/blano
990802 3 9 4‐14 cmbs Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 0.6 n/a n/a clear no
990802 3 9 4‐14 cmbs Whiteware multi chambered slip ware with cableing unknown Unidentified 1 0.4 slip blue; brown; wclear no
990803 3 9 4‐24 cmbs Redware brown mottled glaze unknown Unidentified 10 7.9 n/a n/a brown no
990803 3 9 4‐24 cmbs Redware Jackfield type black glazed unknown Unidentified 3 3.6 n/a n/a black no
990805 3 9 4‐44 cmbs Pearlware painted floral motif handle Unidentified 1 1 paint olive green clear no
990805 3 9 4‐44 cmbs Redware black glazed inside and outside unknown Unidentified 6 4 n/a n/a black no
990805 3 9 4‐44 cmbs Redware unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 n n clear no
990805 3 9 4‐44 cmbs Redware manganese brown‐black glazed inside only unknown Unidentified 4 11.7 n/a n/a brown bla no
990806 3 9 4‐54 cmbs Redware brown glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 0.1 n/a n/a brown no
990806 3 9 4‐54 cmbs Unidentified earthenware, unglazed Unknown Unidentified 1 3.7 n/a n/a none no
990806 3 9 4‐54 cmbs Whiteware Painted floral pattern Unknown Unidentified 1 2.8 paint blue clear no
990807 3 9 4‐64 cmbs Pearlware symetrically scalloped curved line embossed edge ware rim Tableware 1 0.8 paint blue clear no
990807 3 9 4‐64 cmbs Pearlware band inside rim Unidentified 2 0.9 paint brown clear no
990807 3 9 4‐64 cmbs Redware brown glazed base unidentified 4 2.6 n/a n/a brown no
990808 3 9 4‐74 cmbs Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 0.2 print blue clear no
990809 3 9 4‐84 mcbs Whiteware Unknown Unidentified 2 0 n/a n/a clear no
990812 3 6 Redware lead glazed Unknown Unidentified 1 3.9 N/A n/a brown bla no
990817 3 4.5 Porcelain unknOWN Unidentified 1 1.2 n/a n/a clear no
990821 3 3 Pearlware embossed rim shell edged rim Tableware 1 0 paint blue clear no
990821 3 3 Redware slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 5 10.7 slip yellow clear no
990821 3 3 Redware red brown glazed unknown Unidentified 2 0.5 n/a n/a red brownno
990821 3 3 Redware black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 0.5 n/a n/a black no
990821 3 3 Stoneware salt glazed rim Unidentified 1 0.5 n/a n/a clear no
990821 3 3 Whiteware painted floral motif unknown Unidentified 1 0.6 paint green; blue; b clear no
990821 3 3 Whiteware transfer printed rim Unidentified 1 0.6 print brown clear no
990821 3 3 Whiteware unknown Unidentified 2 1.3 n/a n/a clear no
990825 3 3 Redware Slip trail decorated unknown Unidentified 3 3.3 slip yellow clear no
990826 3 12 Redware unknwon Unidentified 1 0.2 n/a n/a clear no
990829 3 3 Pearlware rim Unidentified 2 1.2 n/a n/a clear no
990832 3 3 Redware brown mottled glaze inside only unknown Unidentified 1 34.7 n/a n/a brown bla no
990833 3 0 Pearlware transfer printed unknown Unidentified 1 1.1 print blue clear no
990833 3 0 Redware slip trail decorated  unknown Unidentified 1 21 slip yellow clear no
990833 3 0 Redware mottled brown glaze unknown Unidentified 3 9.7 n/a n/a brown no
990833 3 0 Redware unidentified unknown Unidentified 12 36.4 n/a n/a n/a no
990833 3 0 Whiteware base; unknown Unidentified 4 1.8 n/a n/a clear no
990901 3 9 Redware Black glazed unknown Unidentified 1 3.6 n/a n/a black no
990901 3 9 Redware red brown glazed unknown Unidentified 1 0.7 n/a n/a red brownno
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